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Abstract

The penetration of intermittent Distributed Generation (DG) brought addi-
tional uncertainty to the system operation and planning. To cope with un-
certainties the Distribution System Operator (DSO) could implement several
strategies. These strategies range from the inclusion of smart technologies
which will increment system’s flexibility and resiliency, to improvements in
forecasting, modeling, and regulatory pledge that will facilitate the planning
activity. Regardless of the nature of the solutions, they could be collected
in a sort of toolbox. The planner will access the toolbox to conform cost
effective plans, better able to deal with any uncertainty. The present work
will address the problem of distribution system planning under uncertain-
ties, considering smart solutions along with traditional reinforcements, in
the short-term lead time up to 3 years ahead. The work will be focused on
three aspects that are the cornerstones of this work:

• A planning facilitating strategy: Distribution Capacity Contracts
(DCCs).

• A flexibility enabler technology: Energy Storage.

• A binding methodology: Multistage Stochastic Programming. Stochas-
tic dual dynamic programming (SDDP).

Under the present directive of the European Parliament concerning com-
mon rules for the internal market in electricity, distribution companies are
not allowed to own DG but entitled to include it as a planning option to
differ investment in traditional grid reinforcements. An evaluation of the
regulatory context will lead this work to consider DCCs as a planning alter-
native available in the toolbox. The impact of this type of contract on the
remuneration of the DG owner will be assessed in order to provide insight
on its willingness to participate. The DCCs might aid the DSO to defer grid
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investments during planning stages and to control the network flows during
operation.

Given that storage solutions help to match in time production from in-
termittent sources with load consumption, they will play a major role in
dealing with uncertainties. A generic storage model (GSM) based on a fu-
ture cost piecewise approximation will be developed. This model inspired
by hydro-reservoirs will help assessing the impact of storage in planning de-
cisions. This model will be tested by implementing it in short-term hydro
scheduling and unit commitment studies.

To trace a path towards the future of this research work, a discussion on
the planning problem formulation, under consideration of the lead time, the
expansion options, the smart strategies, and the regulatory framework will
be presented. Special focus will be given to multistage stochastic program-
ming methods and in particular to the SDDP approach.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

The penetration of Distributed Generation (DG) has changed the way the
power distribution grids are operated and planned. Part of this DG is of
intermittent-renewable nature, such as wind power and solar power.

This intermittent generation is difficult to couple in real time with con-
sumption. Its stochastic behavior is correlated with weather parameters
that are difficult to predict with sufficient accuracy for timescales longer
than weeks (mid-term forecast). This represents a challenge for the Distri-
bution System Operator (DSO) during planning stages, facing short-term
(ST) lead times up to 3 years. This situation of imperfect information lead-
ing to errors between the prediction and the realization of the stochastic
parameters is known as uncertainty.

Two different ways to address uncertainty can be mentioned. The first
way consists in improving the quality of the forecast by means of using more
and better measurement equipment with higher sampling rates and accu-
racy. Also by means of using better algorithms to process the data obtained
from these measurements (improved forecast methods). The second way
consists in accepting the existing level of uncertainty and dealing with it by
means of implementing technologies and strategies that increase the system
flexibility and resiliency during operation.

The gearing of technologies and strategies to manage and adequate the
system under this new functioning paradigm is known as smart grid [7].
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4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Among the smart grid technologies, the energy storage is considered a flex-
ibility enabler due to its buffering ability that allows it to provide con-
sumption postponement, peak smoothing, and investment deferral in grid
expansion.

The distribution system is a natural monopoly. Its operation and expan-
sion has to follow regulatory rules concerning performance and remunera-
tion. As in the case of European member states, the regulatory framework
might consider unbundling between the activities of generation, transmis-
sion, and distribution belonging to the same vertical undertaking. In this
case the DSO cannot invest, own, and operate DG facilities. However, the
capacity provision through capacity contracts may allow the DSO to exert
indirect control over DG production within its premises. The capacity con-
tracts can be considered among the smart strategies to be used in planning
the distribution grid. These contracts are settled one up to three years in
advance and hence the DSO can consider them as an investment deferral
option.

This research work deals with the problem of planning the distribution
grid with smart solutions to cope with uncertainties, in presence of a reg-
ulatory framework that considers unbundling between production and dis-
tribution of electricity. For this purpose, this thesis will focus on storage
solutions and capacity contracts.

1.2 Motivation

Given the regulatory unbundling, the DSO has to treat production as uncer-
tain. This makes it more difficult for it to solve the grid expansion problem.
However, the regulatory unbundling provides a fair environment for compe-
tition, grid access, and connection. Thus, the quest is for finding solutions
that comply with regulation rules, specifically unbundling, that provide flex-
ibility to deal with uncertainties, and that conform cost-effective expansion
plans for the distribution system.

Sweden and other Scandinavian countries possess reservoir-type hydro-
power plants within the distribution grid. They are similar in behavior as
energy storage facilities. These similarities can be exploited to find a com-
mon model to represent them in operation and planning studies. The aim
of this model is to aid the DSO to consider storage in planning stages, if the
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regulation allows storage as a grid service. Also, the proposed model could
facilitate the energy schedule for DG owners, aggregators, or Generation
Companies (GENCOs).

1.3 Approach

1. A literature survey on smart solutions and planning methodologies has
been performed to find suitable combination of options to solve the
planning problem under presence of uncertainties. From this survey,
a toolbox structure gathering traditional reinforcements and smart
solutions was proposed. The purpose of the toolbox is to aid the DSO
in selecting proper solutions to address specific planning issues. This
toolbox is presented in [3] (Paper A).

2. The present European Directive [8] has been studied and discussed
to find the issues linked to the distribution planning problem and in
particular to address the consequences of unbundling. A planning
structure incorporating a general form of Distribution Capacity Con-
tracts (DCCs) was proposed. This work is presented in [5] (Paper
B).

3. To consider DCCs as a planning solution to defer grid investment, it is
necessary to assess their profitability on the side of the DG owner [9].
A remuneration assessment of a Virtual Power Plant (VPP) aggregat-
ing dispatchable generation, renewable generation, and storage was
performed. The study consisted in determining the impact of the
capacity contract in the day-ahead optimal strategy that maximizes
the VPP’s profit. The strategy was computed by solving a two-stage
Stochastic Unit Commitment (SUC) considering uncertainties from
renewable production, consumption, and market prices. This work is
presented in [10] (Paper C).

4. The scheduling of hydropower plants can be solved implementing a
Stochastic Dual Dynamic Programming (SDDP) approach that pro-
vides a piecewise-linear Future Cost Function (FCF). Under the as-
sumption that the FCF is known, a hydropower equivalent model
(HEM) for a hydro-reservoir plant was derived. The HEM was used
to solve a ST hydrothermal coordination problem for testing parallel
and series configurations of reservoirs. This work is presented in [11]
(Paper D). Also, the HEM was implemented to model hydropower
within a GENCO. A day-ahead scheduling problem to maximize the
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GENCO’s profit was solved using a SUC. The SUC considered uncer-
tainties from renewable production, consumption, and market prices.
This work is presented in [12] (Paper E).

5. Energy storage can be scheduled using SDDP [13]. Given similari-
ties with reservoir-type hydropower, the model developed in [12] was
extended to derive a Generic Storage Model (GSM). The GSM was
tested within a VPP along with wind power, hydropower and Com-
bined Heat and Power (CHP) plants. The GSM was used to model a
battery storage and a pumped-hydro storage. A day-ahead scheduling
problem to maximize the VPP’s profit was solved using a SUC. The
SUC considered uncertainties from renewable production, consump-
tion, river inflows, and market prices. This work is presented in [6]
(Paper F).

6. The transmission expansion problem has been solved using a SDDP
approach to find an approximation to the FCF of system investment
and operation costs [14]. It might be possible then to extend this
idea to the distribution planning problem. A discussion on SDDP for
distribution grid planning will be provided in Chapter 5.

1.4 Scope

The distribution planning problem addressed in this work will be framed
within the following scope:

• The planning problem will be oriented to the ST lead time from one
year up to three years, with evaluation of smart solutions and strategies
along with traditional reinforcements.

• The planning will target the Medium Voltage (MV) grid where DG in
the order of MW can be found, including small to medium hydropower
and storage. The erratic behavior of LV loads is being avoided due
to its aggregation at LV-MV transformers. At MV, load behavior is
smoother and its prediction is sufficiently accurate [15].

• The inclusion of DG as a grid planning option is encouraged in the reg-
ulation. However, the implementation details of this proposal are not
clearly stated. It is assumed that the regulation accepts the capacity
contracts as a solution to this issue.
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• Storage units and DCCs will be the DSO’s solutions of preference to
tackle investment deferral. Other strategies as reconfiguration, Dy-
namic line Rating (DLR) , or Conservation Voltage Reduction (CVR)
might be considered in order to prolong the grid’s usability.

• In future stages of this research work, the grid expansion problem is
sought to be solved using a multi-stage planning approach as SDDP.
Multiple objectives could be considered for the decision making prob-
lem. Operation costs or reliability worth are examples of possible addi-
tional objectives to consider. A Pareto Front of feasible non-dominated
solutions [16] will be the output of this planning methodology.

1.5 Contributions

The main contributions of this work are:

• Paper A: A toolbox structure considering smart solutions and tradi-
tional reinforcements to aid the DSO on how to combine and imple-
ment planning alternatives to address particular issues of the distri-
bution grid in planning stages.

• Paper B: A planning structure considering DCCs as a planning alter-
native to defer grid investment in regard of the regulation unbundling.

• Paper C: An assessment of the impact of DCCs on the DG owner’s
profit. The purpose of this assessment was to discover if the DCCs are
of interest for the DG owner, if so, the DSO would consider to call for
capacity auctions as a planning alternative.

• Paper D and Paper E: A hydropower equivalent model that pro-
vides a marginal opportunity cost to schedule the reservoirs in ST
studies. The model can be used in operation and planning studies.

• Paper F: A generic storage model that allows the representation of
different storage technologies and provides a marginal opportunity cost
to solve the ST energy scheduling problem. The model can be used in
operation and planning studies.

Figure 1.1 links the endeavors of this work with the distribution planning
problem. The highlighted areas show future stages of this research project.
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Figure 1.1: Research and Contributions Scheme

As can be seen from Fig. 1.1, future research will aim to combine the
GSM and the DCC in a distribution grid planning problem being solved
using SDDP.

1.6 Structure of the Thesis

The remainder of this work is organized as follows: Chapter 2 will present
a brief discussion on the problem of distribution planning in the smart grid
era. Chapter 3 will describe the main regulatory obstacle for effectively in-
cluding DG as a planning alternative and how this might be tackled through
a planning structure considering capacity contracts. Chapter 4 will explain
the incumbency of hydro-reservoirs in this work and how they could be coor-
dinated with other forms of energy storage through a generic storage model.
Chapter 5 will provide a brief description of future work to bind the previ-
ous ideas in an implementation of a planning methodology. Chapter 6 will
present a discussion on the limitations of the studies performed. Conclusions
will be presented in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Short-Term Distribution
System Planning

The power distribution system is the part of the electric power infrastructure
that provides direct service access to the final network users that can be
consumers, producers, or those that are both. It can possess numerous
nodes and feeders spreading over large populated areas. This system can
be equipped with control and metering systems needed for monitoring and
automation. The power distribution grid and its components constitute a
high complexity system. This chapter will provide a brief description of the
power distribution system, its main features, its mission, and the task of
planning it.

2.1 The Distribution System

The distribution system starts at the distribution substation, typically a HV-
MV facility fed by sub-transmission lines. From the substation, primary MV
feeders spread over geographical areas to reach as close as possible, clients
within load dense areas. Depending on the ownership structure of the grid,
the substation can be both a physical and a financial interface between the
bulk power system and the distribution grid. The main components of the
substation are depicted in Figure 2.1. From the substation, feeders transport
the power to the costumers in a radial topology. The direction of the flows
might be reversed due to DG located downstream of the transformer. The
main components of the feeder are:

11



12CHAPTER 2. SHORT-TERM DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM PLANNING

Figure 2.1: Distribution Substation [1]

• Three phase MV main feeders.

• Three, two, and single phase MV laterals.

• Step voltage regulators.

• In-line transformers.

• Shunt capacitors banks.

• Distribution transformers (MV-LV).

• Secondaries (LV feeders).

An schematic of the feeder components is presented in Figure 2.2. Fur-
ther details about the distribution system structure and its components can
be found in [1]. The distribution system extends towards the LV system
until the client’s meter device. The LV grid will not be considered within
this thesis. Some justifications will be given during the following sections.
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2.2 Planning the Distribution System

The energy trade by retailers, load aggregators, and generation companies,
at contract or market level, must flow through the delivery system from pro-
duction nodes to consumption nodes. The DSO has to deal with uncertainty
from DG production and load consumption when operating and planning a
vast and complex transport grid. In order to keep operating the grid within
acceptable limits, the DSO needs to plan the adequacy and expansion of the
distribution grid according to future needs.

According to [17], the main goals of distribution planning are:

1. To cover the network operator service territory reaching all network
users who wish to be connected to the grid for trading of electrical
power.

2. To have sufficient capability to meet the peak transactions (consump-
tion or production).

3. To provide continuity of the supply (availability) to the connected
clients.

4. To provide acceptable voltage characteristics (voltage quality) regard-
less of the load level condition.

Figure 2.2: Three-phase distribution feeder. Phases a, b, and c. [1]
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One of the strongest reasons for planning is that the implementation of
solutions takes time. Hence, the distribution planning horizon is linked to
the implementation lead time of its equipments/solutions. For reference, the
planning lead times for grid and generation units are shown in Tables 2.1
and 2.2 [17]:

Table 2.1: Lead times for distribution levels

Level Years-Ahead
Substation 6
Feeder 3
Lateral .5

Service Level .1

Table 2.2: Lead times for generating units

Type Years-Ahead
Hydro < 50 MVA 9

Wind Farm > 3 MVA 6
Photovoltaic > 3 MVA 3
Gas Turbine < 20 MVA 2

The lead time considers the time needed for evaluation, permission, pro-
curement, building, and installation of solutions. The lead time sets the
minimum time horizon for the planning activity.

The distribution grid expansion must meet design criteria in concordance
with the company policy, counting on limited monetary resources. Some
examples of design criteria and costs are:

• Voltage, loading, and protection standards.

• Construction requirements, esthetic impact, and pollution.

• Permitting, design, and labor costs.

• Equipment, maintenance, operation, and taxes costs.

• Contingency, technical losses, and reliability costs.
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The combination of physical phenomena, the needs of power delivery,
and the financial realities, shapes the system evolution in the following set
of rules (referred as the natural laws of power delivery by [17]):

1. It is less expensive to transfer power at high voltage. The cost per kW
moved any distance is lower.

2. High voltage equipment provides greater capacity at greater cost. Since
the economy of scale applies, they become more economical, in com-
parison to low voltage equipment, if effectively used to transfer big
blocks of power.

3. Utilization low voltage is for very local distribution at neighborhood
level (few hundred meters). For longer distance application, transport
of power at this voltage level would result in very high technical losses
and voltage drops.

4. It is costly (not prohibitively) to change voltage level within the grid
and transformers are among the most costly equipment of the infras-
tructure. Elevating the voltage does however allows for more power to
be moved, any distance in the grid, with lower losses.

5. In terms of power generation it is more economical to produce large
amounts of power at a few locations. Regarding grid expansion, it is
more cost effective to produce it in small amounts at several locations
closer to the consumers.

Load growth is one of the main drivers of system expansion. The need
for power delivery must be anticipated. The load growth is due to society
evolution and expansion which at the same time is tied to political decisions,
urban developments, industrial compounds, transportation and so on. The
load forecasting is the tool that provides the planner the answers to three
key questions [15]:

• When? The time the predicted consumption will take place.

• Where? The expected location to be connected.

• How much? The size of the consumption.

A number of factors affecting the consumption are:

• Weather: temperature, wind speed, humidity, solar irradiance.
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• Season: summer, autumn, winter, spring.

• Prices: when considering retailers, aggregators, demand response, or
any other form of contract based on spot prices.

All these factors are highly correlated. Part of the load forecasting task
consists in decomposing the load into four distinct components [18]:

• A LT component that reflects the expected economic growth of the
area.

• A seasonal component that results from changes in demand from one
season to another.

• A weekly load cycle that results from the consumption pattern of one
day of the week being characteristically different from the others.

• A daily load cycle that results from the basic daily similarities of con-
sumer activities.

The forecasting accuracy relies on the forecasting horizon, the forecasted
phenomena, and the forecasting method. Regarding the forecasting horizon,
the expected error (other measures can be used, as the Mean Absolute Error
MAE [19]) for ST forecast tends to be numerically smaller than for LT
forecasts. Regarding the phenomena, for instance, the MAE for a wind
forecast tends to be higher than the MAE for the river inflow forecast,
assuming the same forecasting horizon. Finally the proper choice of the
forecasting method according to the phenomena and the forecasting horizon
can impact the accuracy of the result. A review of time-series and forecasting
methods can be found in [20].

When an area is being prepared for development, the greenfield planning
stage defines the main distribution network [21]. In the LT, urban forecast
is used to locate the main set of substations and feeders that will reach the
areas of interest. In the mid-term, the substation expansion takes place.
The purpose of the substation planning is to reach populated areas with a
load/distance characteristic that is inefficient (or economically inviable due
to technical losses and investment) to reach with MV feeders. In the ST,
the feeder-level planning updates the grid topology in deep concert with the
operative layer. The non-explicit purpose of the feeder-level planning is to
prolong the grid usability while meeting design and operation criteria. Fig.
2.3 shows a schematic view of the distribution system planning [2] presenting
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the components of the problem that are relevant to the planning perspective
presented in this thesis.

Figure 2.3: Schematic view of a distribution planning system [2]

2.3 Computational Problem

In order to provide an idea of the computational problem faced to achieve
the distribution planning, a simple but insightful derivation will be pre-
sented in this section. From the operations research point of view, the grid
planning problem requires to determine the grid expansions that will satisfy
the Kirchhoff laws at minimum investment cost. The nodal power balances
are the key to most of the existing formulations. For any given node i of
the distribution grid the active power balance is [22]:

ΔPi = 0 = PGi − PLi − Vi ·
NN∑
n=1

Vk · (Gik · cos(θi − θk) +Bik · sin(θi − θk))

(2.1)

The terms Gik and Bik are Real and Imaginary part of the non-diagonal
entry ik of the system’s admittance matrix. Some things are important to
mention at this point:

• The radial nature of the distribution system makes this matrix to be
highly sparse (plagued with zero entries).

• The number of nodes in a distribution grid is large in comparison to
the number of nodes in transmission grids (this is not an unbreakable
rule but tends to be true in many T&D systems). This matrix is
computationally expensive to construct and invert.
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Disregarding the problems associated to the admittance matrix, a pos-
sible formulation to construct it is as follows:

Y = A ·Yd ·AT (2.2)

Where A is the nodes-branches incidence matrix, and Yd is a diagonal
matrix containing the admittance of the elements in the grid.

The most interesting aspect of this formulation is that it can admit
existing elements but also elements that can be switched in and out of
the grid. The switching of elements involves binary variables that can be
embedded within (2.2) as:

Y = A ·Yd ·Ud ·AT (2.3)

Where Ud is a diagonal matrix of binary variables. Each entry of the
diagonal represents the binary state of one grid element. This formulation
is useful for reconfiguration, planning, and Monte Carlo simulations.

The admittance matrix is a function of binary variables. This binary
variables can change the matrix properties and dimension. The nodal bal-
ance becomes a function of these binary variables too:

ΔPi(U) = 0 = PGi
− PLi

− Vi ·
NN∑
n=1

Vk · (Gik(U) · cos(θi − θk) +Bik(U) · sin(θi − θk))

(2.4)

The formulation in (2.4) shows a problem of non-convex discontinuous
nature. Additionally, since planning involves determining the expansion in
a feasible future operational state, other decision variables considered in the
optimization problem are:

• Control Variables: Voltage regulators settings, taps position, etc.

• State variables: angles in all nodes except the substation, and voltage
magnitude in load nodes (assuming that DG provides voltage regula-
tion).
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In a static planning formulation, the problem has to be solved for a single
future scenario. At least load PLi

and generation PGi
are uncertain parame-

ters the DSO has to forecast. The DSO will solve a stochastic mixed-integer
non-linear optimization problem in consideration of operational constraints
of voltage limits and power flow limits.

The main advantage of this formulation is that the binary variables are
directly embedded into the load-flow equations. This can be useful for im-
plementing heuristic tools for solving the planning problem. Otherwise,
a different formulation will be required to avoid the non-convexity of the
problem.

2.4 Smart Solutions

Smart solutions are able to solve a range of operational problems of the grid.
These solutions are focused on providing the capabilities to safely integrate,
volatile energy sources, new clients, Electric Vehicles (EVs) and heat pumps,
among others. The aforementioned solutions provide desirable characteris-
tics to the system operation through distributed automation, consumption
and production aggregation, and metering. These characteristics are: flex-
ibility, reliability, security and resiliency. These solutions operate over an
Information and Communications Technology (ICT) platform that enables
the interaction between the Advance Metering Infrastructure (AMI) with
a set of algorithms and control schemes that conforms the centralized (or
distributed) intelligence of the Distribution System Management (DSM).

Smart grid solutions have shorter lead times than conventional reinforce-
ments [23]. Some smart solutions may require intensive deployment of field
equipment as measurements and automation. Other smart solutions may
require especial permits due to regulatory impediments, as in the implemen-
tation of capacity contracts. In these cases the lead time may extend longer.
A review of the smart solutions, the benefits of their combined use, and a
review of the methodologies implementing them, has been presented in [3]
(Paper A). Fig. 2.4 shows some of the smart solutions. If combined, they
can solve particular problems to the DSO in planning stages. The coloring
of the scheme shows that the interactions are not confined to the crossing
of the solutions but can impact other areas as well. In Fig. 2.4 the main
solutions have been presented with solid colors (matrix top and left edges).
Also, the boxes in the diagonal shows an important advantage arising from
the combination of the solutions. Blended color boxes shows additional ser-
vices and benefits that can be obtained by other possible combinations of
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solutions.

Figure 2.4: Combination of smart solutions [3]

Some of smart solutions interactions shown in Figure 2.4 are:

• DG, DCC and storage, can provide reinforcement deferral.

• Storage can prevent renewable DG generation shedding.

• EV and DLR can provide congestion management.

• EV in combination with DCC can provide load shaving.

• Storage and DLR can participate in CVR programs.

• Demand response and EVs can provide ancillary services.

• EV charging stations can participate in Demand Response (DR) pro-
grams.

• Storage and DR can act in coordination with buffering loads to balance
production and consumption.

2.5 Summary

• Smart solutions prolong the usability of the grid while fostering relia-
bility, flexibility, security, and resiliency.

• Smart solutions can be implemented in the ST lead-time.
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• Feeder planning lead-time is done approximately three years ahead.

• In comparison with LT forecasts, ST forecasts exhibits a higher accu-
racy [18,24].

• DG at MV level is a good trade between economy of scale in generation
and a grid expansion cost effective solution.

This work will consider the problem of planning the distribution grid
under uncertainties, implementing smart grid solutions, for the ST lead time
(up to three years), with focus on feeder-level planning at the MV grid.





Chapter 3

A Planning Facilitating
Strategy: DCCs

A state regulatory authority for the electricity sector defines the set of rules
that will guide the trade of electrical energy in a country. Transmission and
distribution are natural monopolies typically regulated by the state with the
intention to provide free access and fair trade of services and competition for
the stakeholders using T&D grids. The European members states electric-
ity regulators are guided by the Directive of the European Parliament [8].
The purpose of this directive is to foster efficiency in the functioning of the
electricity market, providing price reductions, higher standards of service
and increased competitiveness. The regulatory authority follows as close as
possible this directive, but differences exist from one country to another.
Characteristics and differences between the different member states regula-
tions can be found in [25].

One common factor among these regulations is the unbundling between
the activities of transmission, generation, and distribution of electricity in
the same vertical undertaking. Due to this unbundling, DSOs are not al-
lowed to invest in DG facilities and operate them. Nonetheless, DG penetra-
tion is increasing and high density of DG might impact the grid performance
in a negative way [26]. The DSOs are not properly incentivized to face and
solve the new challenges, their remuneration is being affected and they are
becoming reluctant to host new DG.

The lack of solutions on the regulation side has promoted the search of
new mechanisms to address the posed problem. One possible solution to link
DSO needs with DG operation is the use of capacity contracts. This chapter

23
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will provide a brief description of the problem and will present a proposal for
a general form of capacity contract to be implemented in planning studies.

3.1 Regulation

The DSO’s revenue is composed by connection charges and Use of Sys-
tem (UoS) charges. The connection charges are paid once to the DSO and
are intended to cover the cost of connection. The regulation might con-
sider two forms of connection charge: shallow (direct costs of connection)
or deep (full costs of connection). Some regulators might consider a hy-
brid form of connection charge that applies depending on the size of the
client. The UoS charge is regulated according to three basics forms [27]:
Rate of return (ROR), Incentive-based, and Yardstick regulation. ROR and
incentive-based regulations are the two most frequent applied forms of UoS
regulation in European countries. However, they have the following draw-
backs according to [27]:

• In ROR regulation there is a lack of incentive to promote efficiency
and avoid over-investment due to granted return.

• Incentive-based (or performance-based) regulation may result in a lack
of investment by the DSO, deteriorating continuously the system.

Member states are moving towards a performance-based regulation ac-
companied by a Quality of Service (QoS) regulation to guarantee continuity
of supply and voltage quality.

A diagram to illustrate the remuneration of the DSO is shown in Figure
3.1 [4]. The DSOs costs are divided in Capital Expenditures (CAPEX) and
Operational Expenditures (OPEX). The CAPEX encloses all the investment
in equipment needed to expand the grid to meet future conditions. This
expenditure is paid to the equipment supplier. The OPEX is divided in:

• UoS charges paid to the TSO

• Ancillary services contracted to the TSO or DG operators.

• Network losses paid to the DG operators or large power producers at
transmission level.

• Operation and maintenance costs.
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Figure 3.1: DSOs revenues and expenditures [4].

High penetration of DG impacts the DSO remuneration in the following
manner:

• It increases the capital expenditures at distribution and transmission
level to host the new DG. Investment in new lines, transformers and
switchgear is required.

• It increases the operational expenditures due to network losses, mit-
igation devices for power quality issues, and related control and au-
tomation needed.

• When incentive-based regulation with price or revenue-cap applies, the
remuneration of the DSO is negatively impacted.

Facing the described situation, the DSO will not promote new DG within
the grid in absence of proper incentive or recognition of the added costs.
Some regulatory recommendations to improve DSOs situation have been
proposed in [25] and [28].

To adequate the grid the DSO must forecast DG behavior. If the DSO
fails in doing so, the grid performance will be deteriorated and its remuner-
ation will be reduced.
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3.2 Capacity Contracts

A bilateral contract is a LT agreement between two parts, one willing to
buy and another willing to sell. In electricity markets, the right to provide
capacity is one of the trade forms. It runs under agreeable terms during a
specified period of time. This type of contract provides certainty in terms
of price stability. This certainty helps them to perform LT plans and invest-
ments.

Nowadays the DSO can contract ancillary services from DG to solve
operational issues such as ramping and voltage regulation. It also could
pursue a longer term type of contract oriented to solve planning issues.
Some examples of these planning oriented contracts are:

RODG Contracts [9]: Focused on the possibility of substituting net-
work investments due the contribution of DG to meet peak demand, a type
of capacity contract called Reliability Options for Distributed Generation
(RODG) proposes a market mechanism that calls for a capacity auction in
areas in need of grid expansion. Its main characteristics are:

• The DSO identifies overloaded areas of the grid and the DG embedded
in those areas.

• The contract is granted after a one-sided auction is cleared by the
DSO.

• The contract is based on delivery of firm power at certain hours of the
day.

• The contract is called between one and three years in advance.

• If fail to accomplish with the contract, the DG owner is penalized.

CDS contracts [29]: In a portfolio perspective, this work aims to defer
large capital investments in network by fostering DG, DR, energy efficiency,
and storage as network resources. A Contract for Deferral Scheme (CDS) is
a market mechanism that allows the DSO to enter into contract with DERs
offering capacity where and when needed. The main features of the CDS
are:

• The DSO identifies overloaded areas of the grid and the capacity
providers embedded in those areas.

• The contract is granted after a descending clock auction is cleared by
the DSO.
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• The contract is based on delivery of firm power or reduction of con-
sumption upon a call of the DSO.

• The term of the contract is flexible.

• If fail to accomplish with the contract, the DG owner is penalized.

On one hand, the RODG contract only focuses on capacity provision from
sources on the supply side of the meter, i.e. DG. Additionally, RODG does
not consider the online power request from the DSO during operation. The
online power request enables the DSO to exert control over the grid power
flows. On the other hand, the CDS contract does not provide a quantification
of the minimum fee a capacity provider should reach in order to break even
if the contract is awarded. In the RODG contract, the calculation of this fee
is based on the unavailability rates of DG. This allows DG owner to make
compound offers with different capacity sources in the same area.

Neither CDS nor RODG type of contracts considers the capacity provi-
sion in the context of distribution grid expansion implementing optimization
methods but as a resource to defer investment in a specific area of the grid.

3.3 DCCs

In an attempt to create a more flexible form of capacity contract that gathers
the features of the contracts described in Section 3.2, a general form of
capacity contract denominated Distribution Capacity Contract (DCC) is
presented in this Section and in Section 3.4. The DCC has been intriduced
in [5] (Paper B, Section IV) and further detailed in [10] (Paper C, Section
IV). The main features of this contract are:

• The DSO identifies overloaded areas of the grid and the capacity
providers embedded in those areas: VPPs, GENCOs, aggregators, DR
providers, storage operators, etc.

• The type of auction can be convened with the regulator: a sealed-bid
auction is proposed. The auction is called and cleared by the DSO.

• The delivery of the contract consists of two parts: The provision of
firm capacity at certain hours of the day, and the online request of DSO
of power dispatched within the capacity contracted at the contracted
hours of the day.
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• If fail to accomplish with the contract, the capacity provider is bound
to penalizations.

• The participants will bid a firm capacity at a reference price settled
by the contracted penalization [9].

• Since the contract has planning purposes, it has to be awarded and
signed between one year up to three years in advance.

• An expansion planning optimization problem can accommodate the
sealed-bid auction along smart solutions and the traditional reinforce-
ments. This will guarantee that if awarded, the DCC provides a cost-
effective solution. Also, combined solutions could be found in case of
insufficient capacity provision in overloaded areas.

The interaction of the proposed contract is depicted in Figure 3.2. In a
ST future scenario it is expected to appear an overload in the feeder. To
solve this operational issue the ST plan will propose either a change of con-
ductor, the installation of a second feeder, or even the change of voltage of
the feeder. A DCC contract with DG owners operating within the feeder
might help solve the problem without intensive investment.

Figure 3.2: DCCs and their participants

Two inquiries regarding the viability of this type of contracts are: Is
there an economic incentive for the DER owner to participate in DCCs?
and, Is this a feasible solution to the problem of investment deferral to
the DSO?. The answer to the first question has been answered in [10]
(Paper C, Section VI). The profit of a hypothetical VPP providing capacity
services under contract with the DSO, has been assessed under different
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scenarios considering short term uncertainties. The results have shown an
improvement of the VPP’s profit under presence of DCCs. A possible answer
to the second inquiry is provided in the following section.

3.4 Planning with DCCs

Besides capacity expansion, the distribution planning problem must regard
other operational aspects like voltage support and reliability. If willing to
consider the capacity contract as part of the planning problem, the DSO
might choose between assessing it from a full capacity provision perspective
(ex-ante), or might choose to embed the capacity contract along with the
rest of the operational constraints within an optimization problem (ex-post).
In regard of the present European Directive, a planning structure to fit the
DCC has been proposed in [5] (Paper B).

Figure 3.3 shows how the DCC becomes part of an optimization model.
This optimization model pursues to find solutions to a specific grid problem
in consideration of the following alternatives:

• Traditional reinforcements: transformers, feeders, laterals, switchgear,
static compensation.

• Smart solutions: reconfiguration, CVR, DLR, DCCs, AVRs etc.

Evaluating these solutions in a multi-stage optimization problem might
result in hybrid solutions constituting cost-effective plans.

�

� �

�

Figure 3.3: Proposed planning structure [5]
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3.5 Summary

The DG penetration impacts DSO remuneration. Operational issues can
be solved by contracting ancillary services and loss compensation. Planning
issues could be solved implementing DCCs. The DCC provides the following
benefits to the DSO:

• It increases the DSO control capabilities over the networks flows.

• Reduces the DSO’s CAPEX and OPEX.

• It can be implemented as a planning alternative in the ST lead time.

In addition to Section 2.5, this work will consider DCCs as a possible
solution to be integrated in ST planning studies.



Chapter 4

A Flexibility Enabler:
HEM and GSM

Depending on the geographical region, the primary distribution grid voltage
can range from 10 kV up to 130 kV. DG within this range can rise up to 75
MVA. As in the case of Sweden, some distribution grids have portions op-
erating at 130 kV and hosting small to medium reservoir-type hydropower
plants. GENCOs operating these hydro-stations could also own wind or
solar parks. These GENCOS might be interested in installing storage facili-
ties [30] to boost their technical performance (ramping rates, capacity, etc.)
and ultimately to improve their profit [6] (Paper F, Section VI).

In hydro-reservoirs as in storage facilities, the energy stored has an im-
pact on the future operational cost. Due to uncertainty, present decisions on
the use of that energy, namely kinetic energy, pressure, chemical energy, or
gravitational potential energy of water, could lead to undesirable scenarios
in the future. Present or ST operational decisions (up to one week ahead)
should be made according to a LT plan of use of the resource (with a LT
horizon in the order of months or years). This chapter will explain a model
for hydro-reservoirs and energy storage units as presented in [12] (Paper E,
Section 3) and [6] (Paper F, Section III) respectively. The model will be able
to represent these equipments in a generic form suitable for ST operational
studies. The model will provide the DSO with a tool for scheduling the
energy resource in the ST in recognition of the impact of ST decisions in fu-
ture stages. This will be achieved through the computation of an equivalent
marginal cost based on LT predictions, that allows the dispatch of hydro and
storage along with thermal production. The model will be differentiated by

31
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equipment. The models presented are the Hydropower Equivalent Model
(HEM) and Generic Storage Model (GSM).

4.1 Hydropower Equivalent Model (HEM)

The scheduling of hydro-reservoirs using SDDP [31] provides a piecewise
FCF that translates the costs of future stages as a function of the first
stage decisions. The scheduling of the energy stored in the reservoir can
be attained in one-stage problem, if the FCF is known [32]. This one-stage
problem could be solved by modeling the FCF using SOS variables [33].

In [34], the hydrothermal generation scheduling is solved using a unit
commitment formulation of minimum immediate plus future costs. The
unit commitment is solved for the day-ahead using a Genetic Algorithm im-
plementation. The FCF used is represented by a piecewise linear function.

Reference [12] (Paper E) proposes a model for reservoir-type hydropower
plants that couples LT costs with ST decisions through the use of the FCF.
This model approaches to a day-ahead hydrothermal coordination, with the
following assumptions:

• In the day-ahead the weather forecast accuracy is around 85% [35].

• The load forecast accuracy for the next 24 hours is around 97% [18].

• The inflow of water remains approximately constant during the next
24 hours.

• The present conditions of the reservoir are known.

• The head of water in the reservoir can be considered constant during
the next 24 hours.

• The thermal units that will be operating are known.

• The system topology is known: switchgear states, equipment out of
service, etc.

Based on these assumptions, the system operator could approximate the
FCF to a single linear segment. Then, with the FCF expressed in linear
form, the opportunity cost of using the reservoir in the present, according
to its impact in the future, can be calculated. As explained in [12] (Paper
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E), the equivalent production cost for the hydro reservoir can be expressed
as:

CPeq
= Keq +

Kf

Kh
· (Ph +Kh ·S) ·Δt (4.1)

The coefficient Kf is the slope of the chosen linear segment of the FCF.
The segment is selected by estimating the final state of volume of water in
the day-ahead. This choice is made according to the described assumptions,
but most important, according to the LT hydraulic schedule of the reservoir.
The term Kf/Kh represents the equivalent marginal cost of the hydropower.
This marginal cost is what allows its dispatch as if it were a thermal machine.

The equivalent marginal cost of hydropower can be derived by solv-
ing a one-stage single-time-step hydro-thermal coordination [11] (Paper D).
The solution of the algebraic equations corresponding to the Karush-Kuhn-
Tucker (KKT) first optimality condition leads to find the present value of
the water resource. This value is a function of the dual variable associated
to the equality constraint describing the change of volume in the reservoir.
When the volume limits and the spill flow limits of the reservoir are not
violated, this dual variable acquires the value Kf .

In hydro-scheduling problems, Kf (in e/hm3) represents the marginal
future cost of a unit of volume of water in the reservoir at the end of the
coordination stage. The turbination constant Kh (in MW/hm3/h) expresses
the linear change of the electrical output power given a unitary change in
the water flow turbinated. The ratio Kf/Kh expresses marginal future cost
in terms of the power produced in the present with hydropower. Although
this cost is expected to happen in the future, the optimization problem can
not differentiate the timescale where it belongs, it is just another marginal
cost of a power plant that will be contrasted against the marginal cost of the
other thermal units in order to find the minimum cost dispatch. By using
this equivalent marginal cost for hydropower the ST schedule decisions will
be consistent with the LT schedule of the reservoir and the future operational
costs.

The limits of the volume of water in the reservoir, the spill flow limits,
and electric power limits should be added to the optimization problem to
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complete the model:

Kh

Δt
· (V0 + I ·Δt− V max

f ) ≤ Ph + PS

Ph + PS ≤ Kh

Δt
· (V0 + I ·Δt− V min

f )

Kh ·Smin ≤PS ≤ Kh ·Smax

Pmin
h ≤Ph ≤ Pmax

h

(4.2)

The equivalent production cost of hydropower is impacted by the electric
output power Ph and by the water spill flow S as shown in (4.1). In (4.2),
the spilled water has been expressed as an electric power (PS = Kh ·S)
that could have been produced with that spilled water. Both the spilled
power and the electric power define an overall output power. This overall
output power has limits that are linked to the limits of the final volume in
the reservoir. These limits represented in (4.2) can also be expressed in the
traditional manner as:

Vf = V0 + I ·Δt− Ph

Kh
·Δt− S ·Δt

V min
f ≤ Vf ≤ V max

f

Smin ≤ S ≤ Smax

(4.3)

Where V0 and Vf are the volume of water in the reservoir at the beginning
and at the end of the coordination period respectively, and I is the water
inflow from the river.

4.2 Generic Storage Model (GSM)

By establishing certain equivalencies, the hydropower model presented in
Section 4.1 can be extended to other forms of energy storage. Figure 4.1
shows a general representation of an energy storage unit connected to the
electrical power grid.
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Figure 4.1: Generic Storage Model [6].

The GSM main features are:

• An energy conversion process that converts electrical energy from the
grid (Pin) into energy stored in different possible forms or technologies:
chemical, kinetic, pressure, etc. This process is characterized by a
linear conversion factor (Kin) describing the process and its efficiency.

• An energy conversion process that converts the energy stored (in dif-
ferent possible forms or technologies) into electric power flow to the
grid (Pout). This process is characterized by a linear conversion factor
(Kout) describing the process and its efficiency.

• A State of Energy (SoE) model that considers a constant rate of losses
in the storage.

• An equivalent marginal cost for its scheduling in the ST.

The energy conversion processes are described by:

Qin = Kin ·Pin

Pout = Kout ·Qout

(4.4)

Qin and Qout are quantities describing the flow of energy per time unit
entering or leaving the storage, respectively.
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As shown in [36], SDDP can be used to coordinate energy storage. The
SDDP approach will provide the FCF for the energy storage. Under similar
assumptions it is possible to perform the pre-selection of a linear segment of
the FCF to recreate an opportunity cost for the use of the energy resource
in the ST. The LT use of the energy resource points out the SoE goal. Then,
the segment of the FCF where the SoE resides should be chosen. This is
illustrated in Figure 4.2.

€

Ef
min max
Ef Ef* Ef

Figure 4.2: Future cost vs. SoE. Selection of the FCF segment complying
to a LT schedule [6].

Following, the equivalent production cost for the storage is defined by:

CPeq
= Keq +

Kf

Kout
· (Pout +D ·Kout − Pin ·Kin ·Kout) ·∆t (4.5)

The storage equivalent marginal cost Kf/Kout has a similar interpre-
tation as in the case of hydropower. Since the SoE of the storage can be
quantified in MWh, Kf is the marginal cost of the energy in the future.
Kf/Kout is then the future marginal cost in terms of the power extracted
from the storage in the present.

The term Pin ·Kin ·Kout represents the electrical power that is used to
store energy in the present, and such energy is extracted posteriorly to put
it back into the grid as electrical power.
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The SoE and storage limits are modeled as:

Ef = E0 +Qin ·Δt−Qout ·Δt−D ·Δt

Pmin
out ≤ Pout ≤ Pmax

out

Pmin
in ≤ Pin ≤ Pmax

in

Emin
f ≤ Ef ≤ Emax

f

(4.6)

The rate of decay D could be representative of a spill command. In that
case, it will become a variable in the optimization problem, with defined
upper and lower bounds. In both the HEM and the GSM, the term Keq is a
constant aggregating the initial conditions of the hydro-reservoir or the stor-
age unit respectively. Since the production cost of hydropower appears in
the objective function, it will vanish when solving the optimization problem.

4.3 Pre-selection of the FCF segment

The GSM and the HEM serve as a link between two time scales: a LT
energy schedule that considers LT uncertainties and a ST plan solved as a
one-stage problem facing ST uncertainties. These two schedules are attained
for different time resolutions, time horizons, and uncertainties. For instance,
the LT plan might have a resolution of days, weeks or months, while the
ST plan could have a resolution of hours. The LT plan provides a schedule
of energy releases in stages towards the LT future. A ST energy schedule
should pursue to meet these releases. In the case of storage, the SoE can
variate within the ST, nonetheless, it should meet the LT SoE goal at the
end of the stage. The LT schedule provides two pieces of information, the
final SoE to meet at the end of the one-stage problem, and the FCF. This
interlacing of time and constraints is depicted in Figure 4.3. The pre-selected
FCF segment also provides the upper and lower limits of the SoE for the ST
schedule as shown in Fig. 4.2.
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Figure 4.3: Link between long-term and short-term timescales.

4.4 Summary

• The HEM and the GSM aid the operator in assessing the ST value
of the energy stored in reservoirs and in storage units respectively.
This value being represented by an equivalent marginal cost has to be
updated on a daily basis for the model to be valid.

• The HEM and GSM allows the coordination of storage along with
reservoir-type hydropower.

• The HEM and the GSM could also be considered in LT studies disre-
garding their equivalent opportunity cost. If a SDDP methodology is
used to solve the LT problem then the FCF will be obtained.

• The HEM and the GSM could be considered in planning studies. In
this case the FCF would represent the future cost of operation and
investment.

• Energy storage units are at the boundary between a network service
and production. Speculating that the distribution regulation could
consider storage as an asset being handled by the DSO, it could be
included in grid planning studies along with DCCs.



Chapter 5

A Binding Methodology:
SDDP

5.1 An Optimization Approach

This chapter will be centered on the optimization approach that could be
used to solve the distribution planning problem in future stages of this
project. The optimization approach should be able to bind:

• Capacity contracts through DCCs.

• Energy Storage on the side of the DSO through GSMs.

• Traditional reinforcements.

• Reconfiguration.

• Capacitor placement.

The model must handle uncertainties from:

• Consumption.

• Production.

• Market Prices.

Under consideration of multiple objectives as:
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• Continuity of supply

• Voltage quality

• Capital costs

• Operation costs

All the previous elements must be merged in a dynamic planning frame-
work. Such framework will consider a feeder planning level lead time. The
dynamic problem should be divided in a number of stages defined according
to the DSO planning needs and the computational burden.

Regarding the planning problem at hand:

• It defines a stochastic dynamic programming problem.

• The problem possess stage binary decision variables for investment
(MILP subproblems).

• The problem resolution for ST could be of weeks, months, or years,
with a horizon up to three years.

• The number of stages depending on the resolution can vary from 3
(years) to 156 (weeks).

• The state variables of the problem should include the operational stage
variables or control variables that are normally linked to OPF prob-
lems: generated power, voltage settings, taps positions, switches state,
SoE, and so on.

5.2 Methodology proposed: SDDP

SDDP is a sample based methodology for solving multistage stochastic dy-
namic programming problems [32]. It is based on the approximation of the
expected-cost-to-go functions or FCFs of stochastic dynamic programming
(SDP), by piecewise linear functions. It has been applied successfully to
solve the stochastic hydro-thermal scheduling problem [31]. The SDDP has
the benefit that it does not requires discretization of the state variables.
This avoids the combinatorial explosion [37] and improves computer time
for large scale problems. Due to the stage-wise stochastic independence as-
sumed in SDDP, its computational complexity is proportional to the sum of
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the sampled data points at every stage and not to their product [38].

SDDP has been used in transmission operation and planning problems.
A hydrothermal scheduling considering network constraints using a lin-
earized optimal power flow is solved in [39]. A discussion on the imple-
mentation of SDDP as a planning methodology to evaluate transmission
investment in the Western Interconnection is presented in [40]. A work pre-
sented in [14] describes extensions made on the SDDP methodology to allow
evaluation of both operation and investment decisions. A work presented
in [41] solves the transmission expansion problem considering N-k security
criteria.

Working with a scenario tree representation requires to solve a deter-
ministic equivalent (DE) of the problem. The size of the sample becomes
prohibitive with the exponential growth of states due to more samples and
stages. Methods to reduce the size of the sample without losing statistical
validity are required. However, these sample-based methods have the ad-
vantage that no assumptions need to be made according the distributions, or
the inter-stage data correlation. A hybrid method that unifies the sample-
based approach (SDDP) and the scenario-based approach (DE) to overcome
their individual weaknesses has been developed in [42].

Recent developments have worked towards the inclusion of binary vari-
ables in multistage optimization problems. Primal benders [43] decompo-
sition allows the solution of MILP problems in the context of SDP. It has
been recently applied to solve the problem of energy and reserve dispatch
in electricity markets [44]. Another recent development is MIDAS, a mixed
integer approximation scheme for non-convex dynamic programs. MIDAS
is a variant of the SDDP that aims to solve stochastic dynamic problems
with MILP stage subproblems [45].

SDDP requires the problem to be convex. A linear formulation could be
used to avoid the non-convex nature of the load flow problem. A linear load
flow model based on voltage dependent loads has been developed in [46] and
implemented in the context of optimization for voltage control and recon-
figuration in [47]. A conic load flow for radial networks oriented to convex
optimization has been developed in [48].
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5.3 SDDP for Distribution Grid Planning

The implementation of SDDP for solving the distribution grid planning
problem will allow the solution of the schedule of the storage energy ele-
ments while determining the expansion plan. The scheduling of the storage
units could aid in finding cost-effective solutions by matching the forecasted
production and consumption in a way that network constraints are not vio-
lated and hence grid reinforcements will not be required. The SDDP solution
will provide a schedule of operational and planning decisions the DSO has to
follow stage-wise towards the planning lead time. Since SDDP uses Monte
Carlo sampling of the state variables, parallel samplings could be used to
evaluate other features of the expansion problem as continuity of supply.
To the best of the author’s knowledge, SDDP has neither been applied to
solve the energy schedule along with planning decisions nor to solve the
distribution planning problem.

5.4 Future work

Some additional developments are required previous to the application of
SDDP to the distribution planning problem. This developments are:

1. A DC planning model to study the expansion of HV distribution grids
using SDDP. The purpose is to solve a problem similar to the trans-
mission expansion problem to learn from previous experiences in this
area.

2. Implement two-stage and multi-stage stochastic nonlinear optimiza-
tion models to solve the MV distribution planning problem. The idea
of this development is to test the full stochastic nonlinear performance
for future comparisons.

3. Study the distribution operation problem with storage equipment us-
ing SDDP and a network convex model [13].

4. Implement SDDP in MV distribution planning using a network convex
model embedding the storage model and the DCC auction.



Chapter 6

Discussion

Some technical aspects of this thesis require to be discussed further. This
discussion is presented in the forthcoming sections, where the emphasis is
on the limitations in the studies presented in the previous chapters and in
the associated need for further work.

6.1 Limitations of the studies presented using
DCCs

1. In absence of a benchmark study that assesses the impact of the reg-
ulation on the distribution capacity contracts, this work has assumed
that the current regulation will not show major changes in the future.
The main change that would have a considerable impact is when the
DSOs are allowed to own and operate DG and storage. This would be
a major change against the basic regulatory framework in Europe and
many other countries. Such a change is unlikely to happen within the
foreseeable future. Also, a literature survey showing capacity contracts
being currently implemented in EU member states is missing from this
work. Their experiences would provide guidance for further shaping
the DCCs and as a base for further studies on their use as a plan-
ning tool. Other financial and regulatory impediments to implement
the DCCs might exist and this could affect the DG owners willingness
to participate as capacity providers. Both real world experiences and
changes in the regulation impact the DCCs and the distribution grid
planning.
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2. In this thesis, the portfolio of capacity providers for the DCC consid-
ers DR from aggregators. The case studied in [10] (Paper C), shows a
VPP that provides capacity from a DR program linked to a bilateral
contract with a retailer. However, end-users should be able to par-
ticipate independently in incentive-based energy efficiency programs
(promoted by the state, for instance), to provide DR in exchange.
The capacity provision from this form of DR constitutes a capacity
competitor against the DG owner. Thus, the case of multiple capac-
ity providers acting simultaneously, for instance DG owners and DR
providers, could have a negative impact in the DG owner profit and
make them retreat from provide the service. The DCC should be such
that this does not impact the reliability and other performance of the
grid. It may however make DG less economically attractive.

3. In [10] (Paper C), the penalty used for the determination of the pre-
mium fee of the DCC has been determined using as reference the
average market price of the day under study. However, this penalty,
being a value established by contract for the lead time, should have
a more complex calculation form involving predictions of prices and
other factors considered in the regulation. The size of the penalty im-
pacts the profit of the capacity providers and the ability of the DCC to
be considered by the DSO in planning stages to defer grid investment.

4. In [10] (Paper C), the firm power upon request of the DSO during op-
eration does not consider an ex-post payment for the energy requested.
This ex-post payment could be settled at market price. Since these
contracts are signed one up to three years in advance, during which
prices are likely to change, such an ex-post payment could serve as an
incentive to foster liquidity by encouraging investors in capacity.

6.2 Limitations of the studies presented using
the HEM and the GSM

1. Both hydro and storage models could accommodate physical non-
linearities. However, since the purpose of these studies is to present
the functionality of the core equivalent models, such non-linearities
have been neglected in the HEM [12] (Paper E) and GSM [6] (Paper
F). This simplification is not expected to have an impact on planning
studies but it will have at least some impact on the accuracy of the
operational studies presented here.
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2. In this thesis, the LT scheduling problem to obtain the piecewise-linear
FCF (and get from it the values of Kf ) has not been solved. Instead,
the values used in the studies presented in [12] (Paper E) and [6] (Paper
F) although realistic, were still adjusted to getKf/Kh ratios that serve
for illustrative purposes. Other limitations are a consequence of the
absence of a LT study:

• The FCF graph, its sub-functions and sub-domains are unknown.

• A numerical methodology to estimate and update the final state
of the reservoir, to choose from the FCF the segment leading to
the marginal cost, has been sketched but not detailed.

• It has been assumed that small capacity storage can be sched-
uled along large capacity storage, in the LT horizon, using SDDP.
This assumption was based on the fact that the schedule of small
reservoir-type hydropower (or even run-of-river hydropower) along
with large-reservoir type hydropower has been solved for the LT
using SDDP [31].

6.3 Other Limitations

1. The stochastic optimization formulations used to test the models in
[10], [12], and [6] (Paper C, Paper E, and Paper F respectively), have
only considered a neutral risk policy (expected value of the second
stage problem [49]). A risk aversion policy as an average value-at-risk
functional for the profit [50] could have been evaluated to meet more
conservative requirements from the DG owner, VPP, GENCO, etc.

2. In the modeling of the stochastic parameters used for the optimiza-
tion problems in [10], [12], and [6] (Paper C, Paper E, and Paper
F respectively), only three realizations for each stochastic parameter
were considered. This reduction of the number of scenarios evaluated
will not reduce validity to the model or the conclusions drawn from
these studies, but certainly it lacks of realistic value regarding the
complexity of the computational problem.





Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.1 Findings

In this thesis the distribution grid planning problem has been investigated.
The research focused on the implementation of smart solutions to deal with
an accepted level of uncertainty. Capacity contracts and storage units were
targeted given their investment deferral ability in planning stages. A toolbox
structure surveying the most relevant smart solutions and the benefits of
their implementation in planning methodologies was presented in [3] (Paper
A).

A Distribution Capacity Contract (DCC) has been developed to aid the
Distribution System Operator (DSO) in planning stages, to deal with the
uncertainty that comes along with Distributed Generation (DG) penetra-
tion. The unbundling in the present regulatory pledge limits the DSO to
own and exert control over DG embedded in the grid. This forces the DSO
to forecast DG behaviour in order to make proper operational and planning
decisions. Through the DCC the DSO can exert virtual control over DG
during operation and defer grid investment in planning stages. A planning
structure including the DCC was presented in [5] (Paper B). An evaluation
of the DCC on the side of the capacity provider was presented in [10] (Paper
C) showed that the DG profitability improves under presence of the DCCs.

A Generic Storage Model (GSM) was developed to aid the DSO in oper-
ation and planning studies. Storage devices can be used to provide ancillary
services during operation, and within the limitations set by regulation, the
DSO might include storage devices to defer grid investment in its planning
studies. For operation studies the GSM allows storage to be dispatched by
the operator through an equivalent marginal cost that makes the storage be-
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have according to long-term scheduling considerations. In planning studies
the GSM allows the DSO to model different storage technologies in a linear
fashion, which fulfills the convexity needs of most dynamic programming
methods. Within the limitations set by regulation, the DSOs might include
storage devices in their planning toolbox. The GSM model was inspired by
the equivalent model of a reservoir-type hydropower plant developed in [11]
(Paper D) for solving the hydrothermal coordination problem, and in [12]
(Paper E) for solving the day-ahead schedule of a GENCO owning hydro-
resources. The details of implementation of the GSM model were presented
in [6] (Paper F).

A discussion on the use of SDDP as the optimization methodology of
choice for solving the distribution planning problem was presented in Chap-
ter 5. Several benefits of using SDDP can be drawn from the literature
survey presented, among the most important benefits are its ability to han-
dle large scale stochastic problems and the creation of a piecewise Future
Cost Function (FCF) of investment and operation costs.

7.2 Future Work

Future work will be oriented to develop a formulation that uses SDDP to
solve the distribution grid planning problem including the energy schedule
of the system. This formulation will consider storage units modeled through
the GSM, and capacity contracts using the structure proposed for the DCCs,
as possible alternatives for grid investment deferral.

7.3 Open Issues

A discussion of some unresolved topics derived from this thesis was presented
in Chapter 6; these topics are:

• A benchmark evaluation of the impact of the regulation on the capacity
contracts and the planning outcome.

• The details of settlement for the capacity contract, and in particular
the premium fee, the ex-post payment of the DSO energy request, and
the penalization for non-compliance of the contract.

• The evaluation of a risk policy in the stochastic optimization problem
concerning the distribution grid planning problem.
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• The solution of the long-term scheduling of storage units, with a time
horizon of a month up to three years.





Appendix A

GAMS code and data for
Paper C

This appendix includes the GAMS code and data used for the SUC of a
VPP under presence of DCCs as in [10] (Paper C). Please check the GAMS
User’s Guide [51] for further details on the GAMS language.
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    1 ******VPP Stochastic Unit Commitment Considering DCCs*******
    2 
    3 ****Model****
    4 
    5 ***Set Declarations
    6 
    7 Sets
    8          t hours of study
    9          m Thermal machines
   1 0          h hydro machines
   1 1          l loads or clients under bilateral contract
   1 2          b storage facility
   1 3          w wind park
   1 4          r dcc contract
   1 5          s scenarios
   1 6          dcc_m(r,m) contracts served by thermal machines
   1 7          dcc_h(r,h) contracts served by hydro machines
   1 8          dcc_w(r,w) contracts served by wind parks
   1 9          dcc_b(r,b) contracts served by storage
   2 0          dcc_l(r,l) contracts served by Demand Response of load l;
   2 1
   2 2 Alias (t,tt);
   2 3
   2 4
   2 5 ***Paramenter Declarations
   2 6
   2 7 Parameters
   2 8
   2 9          Pl(l,t)         load l at time t
   3 0          CF(l)           profit allowance percentage over AMP for BC per clie»
      nt l
   3 1
   3 2 *Hydro
   3 3          Kh(h)           turbination constant
   3 4          Kf(h)           future cost coefficient
   3 5          I(h)            inflow from river
   3 6          Vo(h)           initial Volume
   3 7          Vfmin(h)        minimum Volume
   3 8          Vfmax(h)        maximum volume
   3 9          Phmin(h)        minimum hydro power output
   4 0          Phmax(h)        maximum hydro power output
   4 1          lambda_h(h)     unavailability of plant h
   4 2
   4 3 *Thermal
   4 4          MTU(m)          minimum time up
   4 5          MTD(m)          minimum time down
   4 6          RUR(m)          ramp up rate
   4 7          RDR(m)          ramp down rate
   4 8          Ptmin(m)        minimum power output
   4 9          Ptmax(m)        maximum power output
   5 0          Cmg(m)          marginal cost of thermal machine m
   5 1          Cx(m)           cost of running
   5 2          Cy(m)           start up cost
   5 3          Cz(m)           shut down cost
   5 4          Uo(m)           initial state of operation of thermal machines at ti»
      me 0
   5 5          lambda_m(m)     unavailability of plant m (Q=1-R)
   5 6
   5 7 *Wind
   5 8          Pwmax(w,t)      maximum output power from windpark w at time t
   5 9          lambda_w(w)     unavailability of plant w (Q=1-R)
   6 0
   6 1 *dcc
   6 2          dcc(r,t)       dcc contract r at time t
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   6 3          Pr(r,t)         Power realization of contract r at time t
   6 4          P F Penalization factor used to calculate the bidding pr»
      ice or remuneration of the GENCO (ex-ante)
   6 5          d c c _ P F Penalization factor for not fulfilling a dcc contract»
       (ex-post) (could be tha same value as PF)
   6 6          B C _ P F Bilateral contract penalty factor
   6 7
   6 8 *Storage
   6 9          Efmax(b)        maximum storage capacity
   7 0          Pinmax(b)       maximum storage input power
   7 1          Poutmax(b)      maximum storage output power
   7 2          Eo(b)           initial storage capacity
   7 3          Kfb(b)          future cost coefficient
   7 4          Kin(b)          put-in conversion factor
   7 5          Kout(b)         put-out conversion factor
   7 6          PD(b)           power decay of storage b
   7 7          lambda_b(b)     unavailability of storage b (Q=1-R)
   7 8
   7 9 *Market
   8 0          Rho_M(t)        wholesale market price prediction
   8 1          f b u y percentage of load allowed to be served from market »
      purchase (100 means all the load)
   8 2          f s e l l percentage of firm capacity allowed to be selled to »
      the market (100 means all the capacity)
   8 3
   8 4 *Reserves
   8 5          S R percentage of spinning reserves;
   8 6
   8 7
   8 8 *****************************************************************************»
      ***
   8 9 *************************Input Data of Study case****************************»
      ***
   9 0 *****************************************************************************»
      ***
   9 1
   9 2 $include ID_DCC_SUC.gms
   9 3
   9 4 *****************************************************************************»
      ***
   9 5
   9 6 ***Assignments
   9 7
   9 8 Parameter Cmgb(b) equivalent marginal cost for storage;
   9 9           Cmgb(b) = Kfb(b) / Kout(b);
  1 0 0
  1 0 1 Parameter
  1 0 2          Pbuymax(t) maximum buying bid allowed (company policy);
  1 0 3          Pbuymax(t) = (fbuy/100)*sum(l, Pl(l,t));
  1 0 4
  1 0 5 Parameter Psellmax(t) maximum selling bid allowed (company policy);
  1 0 6           Psellmax(t) = (fsell/100)*( sum(h, Phmax(h)) + sum(m, Ptmax(m)) );
  1 0 7
  1 0 8 Parameter Cmgh(h) equivalent marginal cost for hydro machine;
  1 0 9           Cmgh(h) = Kf(h) / Kh(h);
  1 1 0
  1 1 1 Scalar A M P average market price;
  1 1 2           AMP = ( sum(t, Rho_M(t))/card(t) );
  1 1 3
  1 1 4 Parameter Rho_BC(l);
  1 1 5           Rho_BC(l) = AMP*(1+CF(l)/100);
  1 1 6
  1 1 7 Parameter P E N penalization used for the bidding price or remuneration of dcc;
  1 1 8           PEN = AMP*PF;
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  1 1 9
  1 2 0 Parameter d c c _ P E N penalization used to effectively punish the GENCO;
  1 2 1           dcc_PEN = AMP*dcc_PF;
  1 2 2
  1 2 3 Parameter B C _ P E N penalization for ENS to the load;
  1 2 4           BC_PEN = AMP*BC_PF;
  1 2 5
  1 2 6 Parameter NH(r) number of hours required the GENCO to be available on a dcc c»
      ontract;
  1 2 7           NH(r)=0;
  1 2 8
  1 2 9 loop((r,t),
  1 3 0 if(dcc(r,t)>0, NH(r)=NH(r)+1)
  1 3 1 );
  1 3 2
  1 3 3 Parameter lambda_p(r) rate of availability neded for DSO;
  1 3 4           lambda_p(r) = NH(r)/card(t);
  1 3 5
  1 3 6 Parameter lambda_i_eq(r) equivalent unavailability of the providers;
  1 3 7           lambda_i_eq(r) = prod( m$dcc_m(r,m), lambda_m(m) )*prod( h$dcc_h(r,»
      h), lambda_h(h) )*prod( b$dcc_b(r,b), lambda_b(b) )*prod( w$dcc_w(r,w), lambd»
      a_w(w) );
  1 3 8
  1 3 9 Parameter f_dcc(r) premium fee paid to the GENCO;
  1 4 0           f_dcc(r) = lambda_i_eq(r)*lambda_p(r)*PEN*card(t);
  1 4 1
  1 4 2
  1 4 3 *****************************************************************************»
      ***
  1 4 4
  1 4 5
  1 4 6 * Parameter Displays
  1 4 7
  1 4 8 Display LPP, Pl, Rho_BC, CF, Kh, Kf, I, Vo, Vfmin, Vfmax, Phmin, Phmax, Cmgh,
  1 4 9 lambda_h, MTU, MTD, RUR, RDR, Ptmin, Ptmax, Cmg, Cx, Cy, Cz, Uo, lambda_m
  1 5 0 WPP, Pwmax, lambda_w, RPP, dcc, Pr, f_dcc, NH, lambda_i_eq, lambda_p, PEN, PF»
      ,
  1 5 1 dcc_PEN, dcc_PF, BC_PEN, BC_PF, Efmax, Pinmax, Poutmax, Eo, Kfb, Kin, Kout, P»
      D,
  1 5 2 Cmgb, lambda_b, Rho_M, MPP, AMP, Pbuymax, Psellmax, fbuy, fsell, SR, Pwmax_S,
  1 5 3 Pr_S, Pl_S;
  1 5 4
  1 5 5
  1 5 6 ***Variable Declarations
  1 5 7 Variables
  1 5 8
  1 5 9 *continuous
  1 6 0          z               objective function
  1 6 1          x               income
  1 6 2          v               penalties
  1 6 3          y               costs
  1 6 4          Pbuy(t)         buying bid at time t
  1 6 5          Psell(t)        selling bid at time t
  1 6 6          Ph(h,t)         hydro power at time t
  1 6 7          Pt(m,t)         thermal power at time t
  1 6 8          Pw(w,t)         wind power output of wind park w at time t
  1 6 9          Pout(b,t)       generic storage b output power at time t
  1 7 0          Pin(b,t)        generic storage b input power at time t
  1 7 1          Vf(h,t)         final volume in the reservoir at time t
  1 7 2          Sf(h,t)         spill flow at time t
  1 7 3          Ef(b,t)         SOC at the end of time t
  1 7 4          ENS_r(r,t)      Energy not served to contract r at time t
  1 7 5          ENS_l(l,t)      ENS to the client (for demand response)
  1 7 6          DR(r,t)         Overall demand Response used for contract r at time »
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      t
  1 7 7
  1 7 8 *binary
  1 7 9          Ux(m,t)         operating state binary variable at time t
  1 8 0          Uy(m,t)         start binary decision
  1 8 1          Uz(m,t)         shut down binary decision
  1 8 2          Uin(b,t)        put-in decision for storage b at time t
  1 8 3          Uout(b,t)       put-out decision for storage b at time t
  1 8 4          Ubuy(t)         buying bid decision
  1 8 5          Usell(t)        selling bid decision;
  1 8 6
  1 8 7
  1 8 8 Positive variables Ph, Pt, Vf, Sf, Pin, Pout, Ef, Pbuy, Psell, Pw, ENS_r, ENS»
      _l, DR;
  1 8 9
  1 9 0 Binary variables Ux, Uy, Uz, Uin, Uout, Ubuy, Usell;
  1 9 1
  1 9 2
  1 9 3 ***Equation Declarations
  1 9 4 Equations
  1 9 5
  1 9 6 *Objective Function
  1 9 7
  1 9 8 i n c o m e total earnings
  1 9 9
  2 0 0 c o s t total costs
  2 0 1
  2 0 2 p e n a l t y penalty paid to clients
  2 0 3
  2 0 4 p r o f i t income - costs
  2 0 5
  2 0 6
  2 0 7 *Power Balance
  2 0 8
  2 0 9 power_balance(t)         Power balance at time t
  2 1 0
  2 1 1
  2 1 2 *Hydro Units
  2 1 3
  2 1 4 water_balance_0(h)       balance of volume of water of reservoir h at time t1
  2 1 5
  2 1 6 water_balance(h,t)       balance of volume of water of reservoir h at time t
  2 1 7
  2 1 8 maximum_Ph(h,t)          maximum power output of hydro h at time t
  2 1 9
  2 2 0 minimum_Ph(h,t)          minimum power output of hydro h at time t
  2 2 1
  2 2 2 maximum_Vf(h,t)          maximum final volume of hydro h at time t
  2 2 3
  2 2 4 minimum_Vf(h,t)          minimum final volume of hydro h at time t
  2 2 5
  2 2 6 maximum_Sf(h,t)          maximum spill flow of hydro h at time t
  2 2 7
  2 2 8 minimum_Sf(h,t)          minimum spill flow of hydro h at time t
  2 2 9
  2 3 0
  2 3 1 *Thermal Units
  2 3 2
  2 3 3 minimum_Pt(m,t)          minimum output power of thermal machine m at time t
  2 3 4
  2 3 5 maximum_Pt(m,t)          maximum output power of thermal machine m at time t
  2 3 6
  2 3 7 minimum_TU(m,t)          minimum time up restriction
  2 3 8
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  2 3 9 minimum_TD(m,t)          minimum time down restriction
  2 4 0
  2 4 1 ramp_up(m,t)             ramp up rate restriccion
  2 4 2
  2 4 3 ramp_down(m,t)           ramp down restriction
  2 4 4
  2 4 5 susd_logic(m,t)          start up shut down logic
  2 4 6
  2 4 7 susdop_logic(m,t)        start up shut down and operation logic
  2 4 8
  2 4 9 susdop_logic_0(m)        start up shut down and operation logic at time t1
  2 5 0
  2 5 1
  2 5 2 *Wind
  2 5 3
  2 5 4 maximum_windP(w,t)       maximum power output of wind park w at time t
  2 5 5
  2 5 6
  2 5 7 *dcc
  2 5 8
  2 5 9 dcc_dso(r,t)            active compliance with the output power commanded by »
      DSO
  2 6 0
  2 6 1 maximum_ENS_r(r,t)       maximum ENS to contract r at time t
  2 6 2
  2 6 3 maximum_ENS_l(l,t)       maximum ENS from DR of load l at time t
  2 6 4
  2 6 5 Demand_Response(r,t)     overall demand Response used for contract r at time »
      t
  2 6 6
  2 6 7
  2 6 8 *Storage
  2 6 9
  2 7 0 m a x i m u m _ P i n maximum storage in-rate power
  2 7 1
  2 7 2 m a x i m u m _ P o u t maximum storage out-rate power
  2 7 3
  2 7 4 SOC_0(b,t)               state of charge of storage b at time t1
  2 7 5
  2 7 6 SOC(b,t)                 state of charge of storage b at time t
  2 7 7
  2 7 8 storage_decis(b,t)       storage decision at time t
  2 7 9
  2 8 0 maximum_Ef(b,t)          maximum storage in storage b time t
  2 8 1
  2 8 2 minimum_Ef(b,t)          minimum storage in storage b at time t
  2 8 3
  2 8 4
  2 8 5 *Market
  2 8 6
  2 8 7 market_decis(t)          buying selling decision bid
  2 8 8
  2 8 9 maximum_Psell(t)         maximum selling bid at time t
  2 9 0
  2 9 1 maximum_Pbuy(t)          maximum buying bid at time t;
  2 9 2
  2 9 3
  2 9 4 *****************************************************************************»
      ***
  2 9 5
  2 9 6
  2 9 7 ***Equation Definitions
  2 9 8
  2 9 9 *Objective Function
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  3 0 0
  3 0 1 income..                                         x =e= sum((r,t), f_dcc(r)*dc»
      c(r,t)) + sum(t, Psell(t)*Rho_M(t)) + sum((l,t), (Pl(l,t)-ENS_l(l,t))*Rho_BC(»
      l)) ;
  3 0 2
  3 0 3 cost..                                           y =e= sum(t, Pbuy(t)*Rho_M(t»
      )) + sum( (m,t) , cmg(m)*Pt(m,t) + Ux(m,t)*Cx(m) + Uy(m,t)*Cy(m) + Uz(m,t)*Cz»
      (m) ) + sum( (b,t), Cmgb(b)*( Pout(b,t) + PD(b) -Pin(b,t)*Kin(b)*Kout(b) ) ) »
      + sum( (h,t) , Cmgh(h)*( Ph(h,t) + Sf(h,t)*Kh(h) ) );
  3 0 4
  3 0 5 penalty..                                        v =e= sum((r,t), ENS_r(r,t)*»
      dcc_PEN) + sum((l,t), ENS_l(l,t)*BC_PEN);
  3 0 6
  3 0 7 profit..                                         z =e= x-y-v;
  3 0 8
  3 0 9
  3 1 0 *Demand Response
  3 1 1
  3 1 2 Demand_Response(r,t)..                           DR(r,t) - sum( l$dcc_l(r,l),»
       ENS_l(l,t) ) =e= 0;
  3 1 3
  3 1 4
  3 1 5 *Power Balance
  3 1 6
  3 1 7 power_balance(t)..                               sum( l, Pl(l,t) ) - sum( r, »
      DR(r,t) ) + Psell(t) - Pbuy(t) -sum( b, Pout(b,t) - Pin(b,t) ) - sum( m, Pt(m»
      ,t) ) - sum( h, Ph(h,t) ) -sum( w, Pw(w,t) ) =e= 0;
  3 1 8
  3 1 9
  3 2 0 *Hydro Units
  3 2 1
  3 2 2 water_balance_0(h)..                             Vf(h,'t1') - Vo(h) - I(h) + »
      Ph(h,'t1')/Kh(h) + Sf(h,'t1') =e= 0;
  3 2 3
  3 2 4 water_balance(h,t)$(ord(t) gt 1)..               Vf(h,t) - Vf(h,t-1) - I(h) +»
       Ph(h,t)/Kh(h) + Sf(h,t) =e= 0;
  3 2 5
  3 2 6 maximum_Ph(h,t)..                                Ph(h,t) =l= Phmax(h);
  3 2 7
  3 2 8 minimum_Ph(h,t)..                                Ph(h,t) =g= Phmin(h);
  3 2 9
  3 3 0 maximum_Vf(h,t)..                                Vf(h,t) =l= Vfmax(h);
  3 3 1
  3 3 2 minimum_Vf(h,t)..                                Vf(h,t) =g= Vfmin(h);
  3 3 3
  3 3 4 maximum_Sf(h,t)..                                Sf(h,t) =l= inf;
  3 3 5
  3 3 6 minimum_Sf(h,t)..                                Sf(h,t) =g= 0;
  3 3 7
  3 3 8
  3 3 9 *Thermal Units
  3 4 0
  3 4 1 minimum_Pt(m,t)..                               -Pt(m,t) + Ptmin(m)*Ux(m,t) =»
      l= 0;
  3 4 2
  3 4 3 maximum_Pt(m,t)..                                Pt(m,t) - Ptmax(m)*Ux(m,t) =»
      l= 0;
  3 4 4
  3 4 5 ramp_up(m,t)$(ord(t) lt 24)..                    Pt(m,t+1) - Pt(m,t) - RUR(m)»
       =l= 0;
  3 4 6
  3 4 7 ramp_down(m,t)$(ord(t) lt 24)..                  Pt(m,t) - Pt(m,t+1) - RDR(m)»
       =l= 0;
  3 4 8
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  3 4 9 minimum_TU(m,t)..                               -MTU(m)*(1 - Uy(m,t)) + sum(t»
      t$( ord(tt) ge ord(t) and ord(tt) le ord(t)+MTU(m)-1 ), Uz(m,tt)) =l= 0;
  3 5 0
  3 5 1 minimum_TD(m,t)..                               -MTD(m)*(1 - Uz(m,t)) + sum(t»
      t$( ord(tt) ge ord(t) and ord(tt) le ord(t)+MTD(m)-1 ), Uy(m,tt)) =l= 0;
  3 5 2
  3 5 3 susd_logic(m,t)..                                Uy(m,t) + Uz(m,t) =l= 1;
  3 5 4
  3 5 5 susdop_logic(m,t)..                              Ux(m,t) + Uy(m,t+1) - Ux(m,t»
      +1) - Uz(m,t+1) =e= 0;
  3 5 6
  3 5 7 susdop_logic_0(m)..                              Uo(m) + Uy(m,'t1') - Ux(m,'t»
      1') - Uz(m,'t1') =e= 0;
  3 5 8
  3 5 9
  3 6 0 *Wind
  3 6 1
  3 6 2 maximum_windP(w,t)..                             Pw(w,t) - Pwmax(w,t) =l= 0;
  3 6 3
  3 6 4
  3 6 5 *dcc
  3 6 6
  3 6 7 dcc_dso(r,t)..                                 -sum( m$dcc_m(r,m), Pt(m,t) ) »
      - sum( h$dcc_h(r,h), Ph(h,t) ) - sum( w$dcc_w(r,w), Pw(w,t) ) - sum( b$dcc_b(»
      r,b), Pout(b,t) ) - DR(r,t) - ENS_r(r,t) + Pr(r,t) =l= 0 ;
  3 6 8
  3 6 9 maximum_ENS_r(r,t)..                             ENS_r(r,t) - Pr(r,t) =l= 0 ;
  3 7 0
  3 7 1 maximum_ENS_l(l,t)..                             ENS_l(l,t) - Pl(l,t) =l= 0 ;
  3 7 2
  3 7 3
  3 7 4 *Storage Units
  3 7 5
  3 7 6 SOC_0(b,t)..                                     Ef(b,'t1') - Eo(b) - Pin(b,'»
      t1')*Kin(b) + Pout(b,'t1')/Kout(b) + PD(b) =e= 0;
  3 7 7
  3 7 8 SOC(b,t)$(ord(t) gt 1)..                         Ef(b,t) - Ef(b,t-1) - Pin(b,»
      t)*Kin(b) + Pout(b,t)/Kout(b) + PD(b) =e= 0;
  3 7 9
  3 8 0 storage_decis(b,t)..                             Uin(b,t) + Uout(b,t) =l= 1;
  3 8 1
  3 8 2 maximum_Pin(b,t)..                               Pin(b,t) - Pinmax(b)*Uin(b,t»
      ) =l= 0;
  3 8 3
  3 8 4 maximum_Pout(b,t)..                              Pout(b,t) - Poutmax(b)*Uout(»
      b,t) =l= 0;
  3 8 5
  3 8 6 maximum_Ef(b,t)..                                Ef(b,t) =l= Efmax(b);
  3 8 7
  3 8 8 minimum_Ef(b,t)..                                Ef(b,t) =g= 0;
  3 8 9
  3 9 0
  3 9 1 *Market
  3 9 2
  3 9 3 maximum_Psell(t)..                               Psell(t) - Psellmax(t)*Usell»
      (t) =l= 0;
  3 9 4
  3 9 5 maximum_Pbuy(t)..                                Pbuy(t) - Pbuymax(t)*Ubuy(t)»
       =l= 0;
  3 9 6
  3 9 7 market_decis(t)..                                Ubuy(t) + Usell(t) =l= 1;
  3 9 8
  3 9 9
  4 0 0 ***Fixed, Upper, and Lower bounds for Variables
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  4 0 1
  4 0 2 *fixing ENR_l when no dcc needed
  4 0 3 loop(r, loop(l$dcc_l(r,l), loop(t$(dcc(r,t) eq 0), ENS_l.fx(l,t)=0 ) ) );
  4 0 4
  4 0 5
  4 0 6 *fixing ENR_r when no dcc needed
  4 0 7 loop(r, loop( t$(dcc(r,t) eq 0), ENS_r.fx(r,t)=0 ) ) ;
  4 0 8
  4 0 9
  4 1 0 if((dcc_off eq 1 or DR_off eq 1),
  4 1 1 ENS_l.fx('l1','t6')=0;
  4 1 2 ENS_l.fx('l1','t7')=0;
  4 1 3 ENS_l.fx('l1','t8')=0;
  4 1 4 ENS_l.fx('l1','t19')=0;
  4 1 5 ENS_l.fx('l1','t20')=0;
  4 1 6 ENS_l.fx('l1','t21')=0;
  4 1 7 );
  4 1 8
  4 1 9 if((dcc_off eq 1),
  4 2 0 ENS_r.fx('r1','t6')=0;
  4 2 1 ENS_r.fx('r1','t7')=0;
  4 2 2 ENS_r.fx('r1','t8')=0;
  4 2 3 ENS_r.fx('r1','t19')=0;
  4 2 4 ENS_r.fx('r1','t20')=0;
  4 2 5 ENS_r.fx('r1','t21')=0;
  4 2 6 );
  4 2 7
  4 2 8
  4 2 9 *Sf = 0 as starting search value
  4 3 0 Sf.l(h,t)=0;
  4 3 1
  4 3 2 ***Model Definition
  4 3 3
  4 3 4 *********************************Solution************************************»
      ***
  4 3 5
  4 3 6 Option Limrow=500;
  4 3 7 Model UCM / all /;
  4 3 8
  4 3 9 ***************************Stochastic Modeling with EMP**********************»
      ***
  4 4 0
  4 4 1 file emp / '%emp.info%' / ;
  4 4 2 put emp
  4 4 3 put '* problem %gams.i%' /
  4 4 4
  4 4 5 loop (w, put 'jrandvar '; loop (t, put Pwmax.tn(w,t) ' ' );
  4 4 6          loop (s, put WPP(s) ' '; loop ( t, put Pwmax_S(s,w,t) ' ' ) ); put /»
      ;
  4 4 7 );
  4 4 8
  4 4 9 loop (r, put 'jrandvar '; loop (t, put Pr.tn(r,t) ' ' );
  4 5 0          loop (s, put RPP(s) ' '; loop ( t, put Pr_S(s,r,t) ' ' ) ); put /;
  4 5 1 );
  4 5 2
  4 5 3 loop (l, put 'jrandvar '; loop (t, put Pl.tn(l,t) ' ' );
  4 5 4          loop (s, put LPP(s) ' '; loop ( t, put Pl_S(s,l,t) ' ' ) ); put /;
  4 5 5 );
  4 5 6
  4 5 7 put 'jrandvar '; loop (t, put Rho_M.tn(t) ' ' );
  4 5 8          loop (s, put MPP(s) ' '; loop ( t, put Rho_M_S(s,t) ' ' ) ) put /;
  4 5 9
  4 6 0 $onput
  4 6 1
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  4 6 2 *stochastic parameters stage 2
  4 6 3 stage 2 Pwmax Pr Pl Rho_M
  4 6 4
  4 6 5 *variables stage 2
  4 6 6 stage 2 Ph Pt Pw Pout Pin Pbuy Psell Vf Sf Ef ENS_r ENS_l DR z x v y
  4 6 7
  4 6 8 *restrictions stage 2
  4 6 9 stage 2 dcc_dso  maximum_ENS_l  Demand_Response
  4 7 0
  4 7 1 stage 2 profit income cost penalty  maximum_ENS_r
  4 7 2
  4 7 3 stage 2 power_balance  water_balance_0  water_balance
  4 7 4
  4 7 5 stage 2 minimum_Ph maximum_Ph minimum_Vf maximum_Vf minimum_Sf maximum_Sf min»
      imum_Ef maximum_Ef
  4 7 6
  4 7 7 stage 2 minimum_Pt  maximum_Pt  ramp_up  ramp_down  maximum_windP
  4 7 8
  4 7 9 stage 2 minimum_TU  minimum_TD  SOC_0  SOC
  4 8 0
  4 8 1 stage 2 maximum_Pin  maximum_Pout  maximum_Psell  maximum_Pbuy
  4 8 2
  4 8 3 $offput
  4 8 4
  4 8 5 putclose emp;
  4 8 6
  4 8 7 Set s c e n s c e n a r i o s /scen1 * scen81/;
  4 8 8
  4 8 9 Parameters
  4 9 0
  4 9 1          s_Pbuy(scen,t)         buying bid at time t
  4 9 2          s_Psell(scen,t)        selling bid at time t
  4 9 3          s_Ph(scen,h,t)         hydro power at time t
  4 9 4          s_Pt(scen,m,t)         thermal power at time t
  4 9 5          s_Pw(scen,w,t)         wind power output of wind park w at time t
  4 9 6          s_Pout(scen,b,t)       generic storage b output power at time t
  4 9 7          s_Pin(scen,b,t)        generic storage b input power at time t
  4 9 8          s_Vf(scen,h,t)         final volume in the reservoir at time t
  4 9 9          s_Sf(scen,h,t)         spill flow at time t
  5 0 0          s_Ef(scen,b,t)         SOC at the end of time t
  5 0 1          s_Pwmax(scen,w,t)      Stochastic wind realization
  5 0 2          s_Pr(scen,r,t)         Stochastic dcc realization
  5 0 3          s_Pl(scen,l,t)         Stochastic Load realization
  5 0 4          s_ENS_r(scen,r,t)      ENS of r at time t
  5 0 5          s_ENS_l(scen,l,t)      ENS to the client (for demand response)
  5 0 6          s_Rho_M(scen,t)        Market price
  5 0 7          s_DR(scen,r,t)         Demand Response used for contract R at time t
  5 0 8          s_z(scen)              profit
  5 0 9          s_x(scen)              income
  5 1 0          s_v(scen)              penalty
  5 1 1          s_y(scen)              cost;
  5 1 2
  5 1 3
  5 1 4
  5 1 5 Set dict / scen     .scenario.''
  5 1 6            Pl       .randvar.  s_Pl
  5 1 7            Pwmax    .randvar.  s_Pwmax
  5 1 8            Pr       .randvar.  s_Pr
  5 1 9            Rho_M    .randvar.  s_Rho_M
  5 2 0            Pbuy     .level.    s_Pbuy
  5 2 1            Psell    .level.    s_Psell
  5 2 2            Ph       .level.    s_Ph
  5 2 3            Pt       .level.    s_Pt
  5 2 4            Pw       .level.    s_Pw
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  5 2 5            Pout     .level.    s_Pout
  5 2 6            Pin      .level.    s_Pin
  5 2 7            Vf       .level.    s_Vf
  5 2 8            Sf       .level.    s_Sf
  5 2 9            Ef       .level.    s_Ef
  5 3 0            ENS_r    .level.    s_ENS_r
  5 3 1            ENS_l    .level.    s_ENS_l
  5 3 2            DR       .level.    s_DR
  5 3 3            z        .level.    s_z
  5 3 4            x        .level.    s_x
  5 3 5            v        .level.    s_v
  5 3 6            y        .level.    s_y / ;
  5 3 7
  5 3 8
  5 3 9 *Options
  5 4 0
  5 4 1 option emp = de ;
  5 4 2 *option emp = lindo ;
  5 4 3 option mip = cplex;
  5 4 4
  5 4 5 option SOLSLACK=1;
  5 4 6
  5 4 7
  5 4 8 *Solve
  5 4 9 Solve UCM max z using emp scenario dict;
  5 5 0 *Solve UCM max z using mip;
  5 5 1
  5 5 2 *Post processing/assignments
  5 5 3 Parameter s_Sw(scen,w,t);
  5 5 4           s_Sw(scen,w,t) = s_Pwmax(scen,w,t) - s_Pw(scen,w,t);
  5 5 5
  5 5 6
  5 5 7 *****************************************************************************»
      ***
  5 5 8 *Displays
  5 5 9
  5 6 0 *level
  5 6 1 Display z.l, x.l, y.l, v.l, Pbuy.l, Psell.l, Pt.l, Ph.l, Pw.l, Pin.l, Pout.l,
  5 6 2 Ef.l, Vf.l, Sf.l, Ux.l, Uy.l, Uz.l, Uin.l ,Uout.l, Ubuy.l, Usell.l, ENS_r.l,
  5 6 3 ENS_l.l, DR.l, Pr;
  5 6 4 *scenarios
  5 6 5 Display s_Pl, s_Pwmax, s_Pr, s_Pbuy, s_Psell, s_Ph, s_Pt, s_Pw, s_Pout, s_Pin»
      ,
  5 6 6 s_Vf, s_Sf, s_Ef, s_ENS_r, s_ENS_l, s_Sw, s_Pr, s_Rho_M;
  5 6 7
  5 6 8 execute_unload "matlab.gdx" z.l, x.l, y.l,
  5 6 9 Pbuy.l, Psell.l, Pt.l, Ph.l, Pw.l, Pin.l, Pout.l, Pl, Pr, dcc,
  5 7 0 Ux.l, Uy.l, Uz.l, Uin.l ,Uout.l, Ubuy.l, Usell.l,
  5 7 1 ENS_r.l, ENS_l.l, DR.l,
  5 7 2 Rho_M, dcc_PEN, f_dcc, AMP, Cmg, Cmgh, Cmgb ;
  5 7 3
  5 7 4 execute '=gdx2xls matlab.gdx';
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    1 *****Study case data for: VPP Stochastic Unit Commitment Considering DCCs****»
      ***
    2 
    3 ***Set Definitions
    4 
    5 $Onempty
    6 
    7 Scalar d c c _ o f f Turning off the dcc contracts 1=off 0=on (to assess profit wit»
      hout them);
    8          dcc_off=0;
    9 
   1 0 Scalar D R _ o f f Activate when the set of dcc served by loads is empty;
   1 1          DR_off=0;
   1 2
   1 3 Sets
   1 4          t       / t1 * t24 /
   1 5          m       / m1 * m2 /
   1 6          h       / h1 /
   1 7          l       / l1 /
   1 8          w       / w1 /
   1 9          r       / r1 /
   2 0          b       / b1 /
   2 1          s       / s1 * s3 /
   2 2          d c c _ m / /
   2 3          d c c _ h / /
   2 4          d c c _ w / r1.w1 /
   2 5          d c c _ b / /
   2 6          d c c _ l / r1.l1 /;
   2 7
   2 8 ***Parameter Definitions
   2 9
   3 0 Parameters
   3 1
   3 2 *Load
   3 3          CF(l)        / l1 30 /
   3 4
   3 5 *Hydro
   3 6          Kh(h)        / h1 213.4 /
   3 7
   3 8          Kf(h)        / h1 7000 /
   3 9
   4 0          I(h)         / h1 0.72 /
   4 1
   4 2          Vo(h)        / h1 50 /
   4 3
   4 4          Vfmin(h)     / h1 20 /
   4 5
   4 6          Vfmax(h)     / h1 100 /
   4 7
   4 8          Phmin(h)     / h1 0 /
   4 9
   5 0          Phmax(h)     / h1 150 /
   5 1
   5 2          lambda_h(h)  / h1 0.01 /
   5 3
   5 4
   5 5 *Thermal
   5 6          MTU(m)       / m1 1 , m2 1 /
   5 7
   5 8          MTD(m)       / m1 1 , m2 1 /
   5 9
   6 0          RUR(m)       / m1 20 , m2 20 /
   6 1
   6 2          RDR(m)       / m1 20 , m2 20 /
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   6 3
   6 4          Ptmin(m)     / m1 0 , m2 0 /
   6 5
   6 6          Ptmax(m)     / m1 20 , m2 60 /
   6 7
   6 8          Cmg(m)       / m1 20 , m2 35 /
   6 9
   7 0          Uo(m)        / m1 1 , m2 1 /
   7 1
   7 2          Cx(m)        / m1 150 , m2 250 /
   7 3
   7 4          Cy(m)        / m1 200  , m2 350 /
   7 5
   7 6          Cz(m)        / m1 150  , m2 375 /
   7 7
   7 8          lambda_m(m)  / m1 0.04 , m2 0.06 /
   7 9
   8 0
   8 1 *Storage
   8 2
   8 3          Efmax(b)     / b1 40 /
   8 4
   8 5          Pinmax(b)    / b1 40 /
   8 6
   8 7          Poutmax(b)   / b1 40 /
   8 8
   8 9          Eo(b)        / b1 40 /
   9 0
   9 1          Kfb(b)       / b1 0 /
   9 2
   9 3          Kin(b)       / b1 0.95 /
   9 4
   9 5          Kout(b)      / b1 0.95 /
   9 6
   9 7          PD(b)        / b1 0 /
   9 8
   9 9          lambda_b(b)  / b1 0.02 /
  1 0 0
  1 0 1 *Market
  1 0 2
  1 0 3          Rho_M(t)     / t1 29.58,  t2 30.96, t3 30.32, t4 29.92, t5 29.46, t6»
       31.28, t7 44.37, t8 67.58, t9 75.00, t10 70.16, t11 60.13, t12 55.66, t13 51»
      .99, t14 53.21, t15 52.65, t16 50.67, t17 46.49, t18 55.87, t19 69.94, t20 79»
      .97, t21 45.08, t22 37.00, t23 33.24, t24 30.53  /
  1 0 4
  1 0 5 *Wind
  1 0 6
  1 0 7          lambda_w(w)  / w1 0.6 /;
  1 0 8
  1 0 9
  1 1 0 Table Pwmax(w,t)
  1 1 1    t1        t2        t3        t4        t5        t6        t7        t8  »
            t9        t10       t11       t12       t13       t14       t15       t»
      16       t17       t18       t19      t20      t21      t22       t23       t»
      24
  1 1 2 w1 29.676    27.534    25.886    24.331    25.095    26.338    27.140    24.6»
      66    22.924    21.131    19.290    17.480    16.235    15.694    15.746    1»
      5.082    14.864    14.629    14.467   14.117   13.504   11.292    9.160     7»
      .951;
  1 1 3
  1 1 4 *Load
  1 1 5
  1 1 6 Table Pl(l,t)
  1 1 7      t1        t2        t3        t4        t5        t6       t7        t8 »
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             t9        t10       t11       t12       t13       t14       t15       »
      t16       t17       t18       t19       t20       t21       t22       t23    »
         t 2 4
  1 1 8 l1   6.0525    5.0025    4.8225    5.2125    5.9625    8.5425   14.1225   19.»
      3125   20.2125   20.9925   21.0225   20.7225   19.9425   19.9725   19.3725   »
      20.1225   19.4925   20.1825   21.4125   20.9925   19.6725   16.8225   13.1625»
         9 . 5 6 2 5;
  1 1 9
  1 2 0
  1 2 1 *dcc
  1 2 2
  1 2 3 Table dcc(r,t)
  1 2 4       t1    t2    t3    t4    t5    t6    t7    t8    t9    t10   t11   t12  »
       t13   t14   t15   t16   t17   t18   t19   t20   t21   t22   t23   t24
  1 2 5 r1    0     0     0     0     0     20    40    20    0     0     0     0    »
       0     0     0     0     0     0     20    40    20    0     0     0;
  1 2 6
  1 2 7 Table Pr(r,t)
  1 2 8       t1    t2    t3    t4    t5    t6    t7    t8    t9    t10   t11   t12  »
       t13   t14   t15   t16   t17   t18   t19   t20   t21   t22   t23   t24
  1 2 9 r1    0     0     0     0     0     18    30    18    0     0     0     0    »
       0     0     0     0     0     0     18    30    18    0     0     0;
  1 3 0
  1 3 1
  1 3 2 if((dcc_off eq 1),
  1 3 3 dcc(r,t)=0;
  1 3 4 Pr(r,t)=0;
  1 3 5 );
  1 3 6
  1 3 7 Scalars
  1 3 8
  1 3 9 *dcc
  1 4 0
  1 4 1 PF / 2 /
  1 4 2
  1 4 3 dcc_PF / 2 /
  1 4 4
  1 4 5 BC_PF / 0 /
  1 4 6
  1 4 7 *Market
  1 4 8
  1 4 9 f b u y / 100 /
  1 5 0 fsell / 100 /
  1 5 1
  1 5 2 *Reserves
  1 5 3
  1 5 4 S R    / 5 /;
  1 5 5
  1 5 6
  1 5 7 *****************************************************************************»
      ***
  1 5 8 *                                                                            »
        *
  1 5 9 *                              EMP FOR SP                                    »
        *
  1 6 0 *                                                                            »
        *
  1 6 1 *****************************************************************************»
      ***
  1 6 2
  1 6 3
  1 6 4 Parameter WPP(s) wind scenario probability / s1 0.3, s2 0.6, s3 0.1 /;
  1 6 5
  1 6 6 Parameter RPP(s) dcc scenario probability / s1 0.6, s2 0.3, s3 0.1 /;
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  1 6 7
  1 6 8 Parameter LPP(s) Load scenario probability / s1 0.2, s2 0.7, s3 0.1 /;
  1 6 9
  1 7 0 Parameter MPP(s) Market scenario probability / s1 0.1, s2 0.8, s3 0.1 /;
  1 7 1
  1 7 2
  1 7 3 Table Rho_M_S(s,t)
  1 7 4    t1        t2        t3        t4        t5        t6        t7        t8  »
            t9        t10       t11       t12       t13       t14        t15       »
      t16       t17       t18       t19       t20       t21       t22       t23    »
         t 2 4
  1 7 5 s1 35.4960   37.1520   36.3840   35.9040   35.3520   37.5360   53.2440   81.0»
      960   90.0000   84.1920   72.1560   66.7920   62.3880   63.8520    63.1800   »
      60.8040   55.7880   67.0440   83.9280   95.9640   54.0960   44.4000   39.8880»
         3 6 . 6 3 6 0
  1 7 6 s2 29.5800   30.9600   30.3200   29.9200   29.4600   31.2800   44.3700   67.5»
      800   75.0000   70.1600   60.1300   55.6600   51.9900   53.2100    52.6500   »
      50.6700   46.4900   55.8700   69.9400   79.9700   45.0800   37.0000   33.2400»
         3 0 . 5 3 0 0
  1 7 7 s3 23.6640   24.7680   24.2560   23.9360   23.5680   25.0240   35.4960   54.0»
      640   60.0000   56.1280   48.1040   44.5280   41.5920   42.5680    42.1200   »
      40.5360   37.1920   44.6960   55.9520   63.9760   36.0640   29.6000   26.5920»
         2 4 . 4 2 4 0;
  1 7 8
  1 7 9
  1 8 0 Table Pwmax_S(s,w,t)
  1 8 1       t1        t2        t3        t4        t5        t6        t7        t»
      8        t9        t10       t11       t12       t13       t14       t15     »
        t16       t17       t18       t19      t20      t21      t22       t23     »
        t 2 4
  1 8 2 s1.w1 50.774    48.761    47.166    46.491    49.180    52.528    55.845    5»
      3.686    51.727    48.346    45.057    41.623    39.111    37.931    37.932  »
        36.394    34.092    30.498    27.642   25.818   24.500   22.871    20.491  »
        1 . 7 8 9 6
  1 8 3 s2.w1 29.676    27.534    25.886    24.331    25.095    26.338    27.140    2»
      4.666    22.924    21.131    19.290    17.480    16.235    15.694    15.746  »
        15.082    14.864    14.629    14.467   14.117   13.504   11.292    9.160   »
        7 . 9 5 1
  1 8 4 s3.w1 15.610    13.383    11.700    9.557     9.038     8.877     8.003     5»
      .319     3.722     2.988     2.112     1.384     0.985     0.869     0.955   »
        0.874     2.046     4.049     5.684    6.316    6.173    3.573     1.607   »
        1 . 3 2 1;
  1 8 5
  1 8 6
  1 8 7 Table Pr_S(s,r,t)
  1 8 8          t1    t2    t3    t4    t5    t6    t7    t8    t9    t10   t11   t1»
      2   t13   t14   t15   t16   t17   t18   t19   t20   t21   t22   t23   t24
  1 8 9 s1.r1    0     0     0     0     0     20    40    20    0     0     0     0 »
          0     0     0     0     0     0     20    40    20    0     0     0
  1 9 0 s2.r1    0     0     0     0     0     18    30    18    0     0     0     0 »
          0     0     0     0     0     0     18    30    18    0     0     0
  1 9 1 s3.r1    0     0     0     0     0     10    20    10    0     0     0     0 »
          0     0     0     0     0     0     10    20    10    0     0     0;
  1 9 2
  1 9 3
  1 9 4 if((dcc_off eq 1),
  1 9 5 Pr_S(s,r,t)=0;
  1 9 6 );
  1 9 7
  1 9 8
  1 9 9 Table Pl_S(s,l,t)
  2 0 0        t1        t2        t3        t4         t5       t6       t7        t»
      8        t9        t10       t11       t12       t13       t14       t15     »
        t16       t17       t18       t19       t20       t21       t22       t23  »
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           t 2 4
  2 0 1 s1.l1  6.7062    5.5628    5.3819    5.8380    6.7018    9.6359   15.9867   2»
      1.9390   23.0422   24.0154   24.1338   23.8723   23.0535   23.1681   22.5496 »
        23.5031   22.8452   23.7346   25.2667   24.8551   23.3709   20.0524   15.74»
      23   11.4750
  2 0 2 s2.l1  6.0525    5.0025    4.8225    5.2125    5.9625    8.5425   14.1225   1»
      9.3125   20.2125   20.9925   21.0225   20.7225   19.9425   19.9725   19.3725 »
        20.1225   19.4925   20.1825   21.4125   20.9925   19.6725   16.8225   13.16»
      25   9.5625
  2 0 3 s3.l1  4.8904    4.0620    3.9352    4.2742    4.9131    7.0732   11.7499   1»
      6.1452   16.9785   17.7177   17.8271   17.6556   17.0708   17.1763   16.7378 »
        17.4663   16.9975   17.6799   18.8430   18.5574   17.4692   15.0057   11.79»
      36   8.6062;
  2 0 4
  2 0 5
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Appendix B

MATLAB code and data
for Paper D

This appendix includes the MATLAB code and data used for the ST hydro-
thermal coordination problem, using the HEM as in [11] (Paper D). Please
check the MATLAB documentation [52] for further reference on the MAT-
LAB language.
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% 6 study cases can be considered for studying the proposed model:
% C1: one hydro, one thermal eq., one Dt.
% C2: two independent hydro, one thermal eq., one Dt.
% C3: one hydro, one thermal eq., two Dt intervals of coordination.
% C4: two cascade hydro, one thermal eq., one Dt.
% C5: Three cascade hydro, one eq. thermal, two Dt.
% C6: Three hydro Machines, Two in paralell, one below in cascade. Two
% intervals of coordination.

%% Case 1: One Hydro Machine, one interval of coordination
%Scenario 2 is a change in Kf to 2000

clear all
close all
clc

dt = 24; % h : coordination interval
PD = 1000; % MW : power demand

Kf = 200; % $/Hm^3 : future cost coefficient
%Kf = 2000; % $/Hm^3 : future cost coefficient Scenario 2

a = 12; % Hm^3/h : inflow
Kh = 50; % MWh/Hm^3 : turbination coefficient
CmgT = 10; % $/MWh : thermal marginal cost

%Vo = 350; % Hm^3 : initial Volume Scenario 2
Vo = 550; % Hm^3 : initial Volume

%Vfmin = 300; % Hm^3 : minimum volume allowed Scenario 2
%Vfmax = 500; % Hm^3 : maximum volume allowed Scenario 2

Vfmin = 500; % Hm^3 : minimum volume allowed
Vfmax = 700; % Hm^3 : maximum volume allowed

PHmin = 100; % MW : minimum hydro electric power
PHmax = 700; % MW : maximum hydro electric power

PTmin = 100; % MW : minimum thermal electric power
PTmax = 1000; % MW : maximum thermal electric power

% Decision Variables
% PH PS PT
f = [ Kf/Kh*dt Kf/Kh*dt CmgT*dt ];

LB = [ PHmin 0 PTmin ];
UB = [ PHmax inf PTmax ];

Aeq = [ -1 0 -1 ];

beq = -PD;

A = [ 1 1 0;
-1 -1 0 ];

b = [ Kh/dt*( Vo + a*dt - Vfmin );
-Kh/dt*( Vo + a*dt - Vfmax ) ];
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[X,FVAL,EXITFLAG,OUTPUT,LAMBDA] = linprog(f, A, b, Aeq, beq, LB, UB);

PH = X(1)
PS = X(2)
PT = X(3)

% Reservoir check: Volume at the end of dt
Vf=Vo+a*dt-(PH+PS)/Kh*dt

EXITFLAG
FVAL
OUTPUT
LAMBDA

ldt=LAMBDA.eqlin/dt

%% Case 2: Two hydro Machines in parallel, one interval of coordination
%in scenario 2 the inflows have been increased by 7 to reach to upper limit

clear all
close all
clc

dt = 24; % h
PD = 1000; % MW
Kf1 = 200; % $/Hm^3
Kf2 = 100; % $/Hm^3
%a1 = 5; % Hm^3/h
%a2 = 3; % Hm^3/h
a1= 35; %Scenario 2
a2= 21; %Scenario 2
Kh1 = 50; % MWh/Hm^3
Kh2 = 20; % MWh/Hm^3
CmgT = 10; % $/MWh
Vo1 = 500; % Hm^3
Vo2 = 200; % Hm^3
Vfmin1 = 300; % Hm^3
Vfmax1 = 800; % Hm^3
Vfmin2 = 100; % Hm^3
Vfmax2 = 400; % Hm^3
PHmin1 = 100; % MW
PHmax1 = 700; % MW
PHmin2 = 50; % MW
PHmax2 = 400; % MW
PTmin = 100; % MW
PTmax = 1000; % MW

% Decision Variables
% PH1 PS1 PH2 PS2 PT
f=[ Kf1/Kh1*dt Kf1/Kh1*dt Kf2/Kh2*dt Kf2/Kh2*dt CmgT*dt ];

LB=[ PHmin1 0 PHmin2 0 PTmin ];
UB=[ PHmax1 inf PHmax2 inf PTmax ];

Aeq=[ -1 0 -1 0 -1 ];
beq= -PD ;
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A=[ 1 1 0 0 0;
-1 -1 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0
0 0 -1 -1 0 ];

b=[ Kh1/dt*( Vo1 + a1*dt - Vfmin1 );
-Kh1/dt*( Vo1 + a1*dt - Vfmax1 );
Kh2/dt*( Vo2 + a2*dt - Vfmin2 );

-Kh2/dt*( Vo2 + a2*dt - Vfmax2 ) ];

[X,FVAL,EXITFLAG,OUTPUT,LAMBDA] = linprog( f, A, b, Aeq, beq, LB, UB);

PH1 = X(1)
PS1 = X(2)
PH2 = X(3)
PS2 = X(4)
PT = X(5)

% Reservoir check: Volume at the end of dt
Vf1=Vo1+a1*dt-(PH1+PS1)/Kh1*dt
Vf2=Vo2+a2*dt-(PH2+PS2)/Kh2*dt

EXITFLAG
FVAL
OUTPUT
LAMBDA

ldt=LAMBDA.eqlin/dt

%% Case 3: One hydro Machine, two intervals of coordination, two thermals
% Scenario 2 is changing the initial volume of water to 500

clear all
close all
clc

dta = 8; % h
dtb = 16; % h
PDa = 1000; % MW
PDb = 500; % MW

Kf = 200; % $/Hm^3
a = 5; % Hm^3/h
Kh = 50; % MWh/Hm^3

CmgTa = 10; % $/MWh
CmgTb = 15; % $/MWh
Vo = 300; % Hm^3
%Vo = 500; % Hm^3 Scenario 2

Vfmin = 200; % Hm^3
Vfmax = 1000; % Hm^3

PHmin = 100; % MW
PHmax = 700; % MW

PTamin = 200; % MW
PTamax = 800; % MW
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PTbmin = 100; % MW
PTbmax = 1000; % MW

%Objective Function and Decision Variables
% PHa PSa PTa PHb PSb PTb
f=[ Kf/Kh*dta, Kf/Kh*dta, CmgTa*dta,...

Kf/Kh*dtb, Kf/Kh*dtb, CmgTb*dtb ];

% upper and lower bounds
% PHa PSa PTa PHb PSb PTb
LB = [ PHmin 0 PTamin PHmin 0 PTbmin ];
UB = [ PHmax inf PTamax PHmax inf PTbmax ];

Aeq = [ -1 0 -1 0 0 0; ...
0 0 0 -1 0 -1 ];

beq = [ -PDa ; ...
-PDb ];

% PHa PSa PTa PHb PSb PTb
A = [ 1 1 0 0 0 0 ;...

-1 -1 0 0 0 0 ;...
dta/dtb dta/dtb 0 1 1 0 ;...

-dta/dtb -dta/dtb 0 -1 -1 0 ];

b = [ Kh/dta*( Vo + a*dta - Vfmin ) ; ...
-Kh/dta*( Vo + a*dta - Vfmax ) ; ...
Kh/dtb*( Vo + a*( dta + dtb ) - Vfmin ) ; ...

-Kh/dtb*( Vo + a*( dta + dtb ) - Vfmax ) ];

[X,FVAL,EXITFLAG,OUTPUT,LAMBDA] = linprog( f, A, b, Aeq, beq, LB, UB);

PHa=X(1)
PSa=X(2)
PTa=X(3)
PHb=X(4)
PSb=X(5)
PTb=X(6)

% Reservoir check: Volume at the end of dta and dtb
Vfa=Vo +a*dta - (PHa+PSa)/Kh*dta
Vfb=Vfa +a*dtb - (PHb+PSb)/Kh*dtb

Sa=PSa/Kh
Sb=PSb/Kh

EXITFLAG
FVAL
OUTPUT
LAMBDA.eqlin(1)/dta
LAMBDA.eqlin(2)/dtb
LAMBDA.ineqlin

%% Case 4: Two hydro Machines in cascade, one interval of coordination

clear all
close all
clc
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dt = 8; % h

PD = 2000; % MW

Kf1 = 200; % $/Hm^3
Kf2 = 50; % $/Hm^3

a = 7; % Hm^3/h
Kh1 = 50; % MWh/Hm^3
Kh2 = 25; % MWh/Hm^3

CmgT = 10; % $/MWh
Vo1 = 500; % Hm^3
Vo2 = 400; % Hm^3

Vfmin1 = 200; % Hm^3
Vfmax1 = 1000; % Hm^3
Vfmin2 = 300; % Hm^3
Vfmax2 = 700; % Hm^3

PHmin1 = 0; % MW
PHmax1 = 700; % MW

PHmin2 = 0; % MW
PHmax2 = 1000; % MW

PTmin = 200; % MW
PTmax = 1000; % MW

%Objective Function and Decision Variables
% PH1 PS1 PH2 PS2 PT
f=[ ( Kf1 - Kf2 )/Kh1*dt, ( Kf1 - Kf2 )/Kh1*dt,...

Kf2/Kh2*dt, Kf2/Kh2*dt, CmgT*dt ];

% upper and lower bounds
% PH1 PS1 PH2 PS2 PT
LB = [ PHmin1 0 PHmin2 0 PTmin ];
UB = [ PHmax1 inf PHmax2 inf PTmax ];

Aeq = [ -1 0 -1 0 -1 ];

beq = -PD ;

% PH1 PS1 PH2 PS2 PT
A = [ 1 1 0 0 0 ;...

-1 -1 0 0 0 ;...
-Kh2/Kh1 -Kh2/Kh1 1 1 0 ;...
Kh2/Kh1 Kh2/Kh1 -1 -1 0 ];

b = [ Kh1/dt*( Vo1 + a*dt - Vfmin1 ) ; ...
-Kh1/dt*( Vo1 + a*dt - Vfmax1 ) ; ...
Kh2/dt*( Vo2 - Vfmin2 ) ; ...

-Kh2/dt*( Vo2 - Vfmax2 ) ];

[X,FVAL,EXITFLAG,OUTPUT,LAMBDA] = linprog( f, A, b, Aeq, beq, LB, UB);
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PH1=X(1);
PS1=X(2);
PH2=X(3);
PS2=X(4);
PT=X(5);

% Reservoir check: Volume at the end of dt
Vf1= Vo1 + a*dt -(PH1+PS1)/Kh1*dt
Vf2= Vo2 + (PH1+PS1)/Kh1*dt -(PH2+PS2)/Kh2*dt

EXITFLAG
FVAL
OUTPUT
LAMBDA

%% Case 5: Three hydro Machines in cascade, two interval of coordination

%Scenario 2 is to swap the peak load to the the block of 16 hours.

clear all
close all
clc

dta = 8; % h
dtb = 16; % h

% PDa = 2000; % MW
% PDb = 1000; % MW

PDa = 1000; % MW Scenario 2
PDb = 2000; % MW Scenario 2

Kf1 = 400; % $/Hm^3
Kf2 = 200; % $/Hm^3
Kf3 = 100; % $/Hm^3

a = 20; % Hm^3/h

Kh1 = 20; % MWh/Hm^3
Kh2 = 10; % MWh/Hm^3
Kh3 = 10; % MWh/Hm^3

CmgTa = 10; % $/MWh
CmgTb = 15; % $/MWh

Vo1 = 500; % Hm^3
Vo2 = 400; % Hm^3
Vo3 = 300; % Hm^3

Vfmin1 = 200; % Hm^3
Vfmax1 = 700; % Hm^3

Vfmin2 = 300; % Hm^3
Vfmax2 = 700; % Hm^3

Vfmin3 = 300; % Hm^3
Vfmax3 = 700; % Hm^3

PHmin1 = 100; % MW
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PHmax1 = 700; % MW

PHmin2 = 50; % MW
PHmax2 = 600; % MW

PHmin3 = 50; % MW
PHmax3 = 500; % MW

PTamin = 200; % MW
PTamax = 800; % MW

PTbmin = 100; % MW
PTbmax = 1000; % MW

%Objective Function and Decision Variables

f=[ ( Kf1 - Kf2 )/Kh1*dta, ( Kf1 - Kf2 )/Kh1*dta,...
( Kf2 - Kf3 )/Kh2*dta, ( Kf2 - Kf3)/Kh2*dta,...
Kf3/Kh3*dta, Kf3/Kh3*dta, CmgTa*dta,...
( Kf1 - Kf2 )/Kh1*dtb, ( Kf1 - Kf2 )/Kh1*dtb,...
( Kf2 - Kf3 )/Kh2*dtb, ( Kf2 - Kf3)/Kh2*dtb,...
Kf3/Kh3*dtb, Kf3/Kh3*dtb, CmgTb*dtb ];

% upper and lower bounds
% PH1a PS1a PH2a PS2a PH3a PS3a PTa
% PH1b PS1b PH2b PS2b PH3b PS3b PTb
LB = [ PHmin1 0 PHmin2 0 PHmin3 0 PTamin,...

PHmin1 0 PHmin2 0 PHmin3 0 PTbmin ];

UB = [ PHmax1 inf PHmax2 inf PHmax3 inf PTamax,...
PHmax1 inf PHmax2 inf PHmax3 inf PTbmax ];

Aeq = [ -1 0 -1 0 -1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; ...
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 -1 0 -1 0 -1 ];

beq = [ -PDa ; ...
-PDb ];

% PH1a PS1a PH2a PS2a
A = [[
1 1 0 0 ;...

-1 -1 0 0 ;...
-Kh2/Kh1 -Kh2/Kh1 1 1 ;...
Kh2/Kh1 Kh2/Kh1 -1 -1 ;...
0 0 -Kh3/Kh2 -Kh3/Kh2 ;...
0 0 Kh3/Kh2 Kh3/Kh2 ;...
dta/dtb dta/dtb 0 0 ;...

-dta/dtb -dta/dtb 0 0 ;...
-(Kh2*dta)/(Kh1*dtb) -(Kh2*dta)/(Kh1*dtb) dta/dtb dta/dtb ;...
(Kh2*dta)/(Kh1*dtb) (Kh2*dta)/(Kh1*dtb) -dta/dtb -dta/dtb ;...
0 0 -(Kh3*dta)/(Kh2*dtb) -(Kh3*dta)/(Kh2*dtb) ;...
0 0 (Kh3*dta)/(Kh2*dtb) (Kh3*dta)/(Kh2*dtb) ],...

%PH3a PS3a PTa PH1b PS1b PH2b PS2b PH3b PS3b PTb
[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ;...
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ;...
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ;...
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ;...
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1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ;...
-1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ;...
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 ;...
0 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 ;...
0 0 0 -Kh2/Kh1 -Kh2/Kh1 1 1 0 0 0 ;...
0 0 0 Kh2/Kh1 Kh2/Kh1 -1 -1 0 0 0 ;...
dta/dtb dta/dtb 0 0 0 -Kh3/Kh2 -Kh3/Kh2 1 1 0 ;...

-dta/dtb -dta/dtb 0 0 0 Kh3/Kh2 Kh3/Kh2 -1 -1 0 ]];

b = [ Kh1/dta*( Vo1 + a*dta - Vfmin1 ) ; ...
-Kh1/dta*( Vo1 + a*dta - Vfmax1 ) ; ...
Kh2/dta*( Vo2 - Vfmin2 ) ; ...

-Kh2/dta*( Vo2 - Vfmax2 ) ; ...
Kh3/dta*( Vo3 - Vfmin3 ) ; ...

-Kh3/dta*( Vo3 - Vfmax3 ) ; ...
Kh1/dtb*( Vo1 + a*( dta + dtb ) - Vfmin1 ) ; ...

-Kh1/dtb*( Vo1 + a*( dta + dtb ) - Vfmax1 ) ; ...
Kh2/dtb*( Vo2 - Vfmin2 ) ; ...

-Kh2/dtb*( Vo2 - Vfmax2 ) ; ...
Kh3/dtb*( Vo3 - Vfmin3 ) ; ...

-Kh3/dtb*( Vo3 - Vfmax3 ) ];

[X,FVAL,EXITFLAG,OUTPUT,LAMBDA] = linprog(f, A, b, Aeq, beq, LB, UB);

PH1a = X(1)
PS1a = X(2)
PH2a = X(3)
PS2a = X(4)
PH3a = X(5)
PS3a = X(6)
PTa = X(7)
PH1b = X(8)
PS1b = X(9)
PH2b = X(10)
PS2b = X(11)
PH3b = X(12)
PS3b = X(13)
PTb = X(14)

% Reservoir check: Volume at the end of dta and dtb
Vf1a = Vo1 + a*dta - ( (PH1a + PS1a)/Kh1 )*dta

Vf2a = Vo2 + ( (PH1a + PS1a)/Kh1 )*dta - ( (PH2a + PS2a)/Kh2 )*dta

Vf3a = Vo3 + ( (PH2a + PS2a)/Kh2 )*dta - ( (PH3a + PS3a)/Kh3 )*dta

Vf1b = Vf1a + a*dtb - ( (PH1b + PS1b)/Kh1 )*dtb

Vf2b = Vf2a + ( (PH1b + PS1b)/Kh1 )*dtb - ( (PH2b + PS2b)/Kh2 )*dtb

Vf3b = Vf3a + ( (PH2b + PS2b)/Kh2 )*dtb - ( (PH3b + PS3b)/Kh3 )*dtb

EXITFLAG
FVAL
OUTPUT
LAMBDA.eqlin(1)/dta
LAMBDA.eqlin(2)/dtb
LAMBDA.ineqlin
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%% Three hydro Machines, Two in paralell, one below in cascade. Two intervals

clear all
close all
clc

dta = 8; % h
dtb = 16; % h

% PDa = 2000; % MW
% PDb = 1000; % MW

PDa = 1000; % MW Scenario 2
PDb = 2000; % MW Scenario 2

Kf1 = 400; % $/Hm^3
Kf2 = 200; % $/Hm^3
Kf3 = 100; % $/Hm^3

a1 = 10; % Hm^3/h
a2 = 10; % Hm^3/h

Kh1 = 20; % MWh/Hm^3
Kh2 = 10; % MWh/Hm^3
Kh3 = 10; % MWh/Hm^3

CmgTa = 10; % $/MWh
CmgTb = 15; % $/MWh

Vo1 = 500; % Hm^3
Vo2 = 400; % Hm^3
Vo3 = 300; % Hm^3

Vfmin1 = 200; % Hm^3
Vfmax1 = 700; % Hm^3

Vfmin2 = 300; % Hm^3
Vfmax2 = 700; % Hm^3

Vfmin3 = 300; % Hm^3
Vfmax3 = 700; % Hm^3

PHmin1 = 100; % MW
PHmax1 = 700; % MW

PHmin2 = 50; % MW
PHmax2 = 600; % MW

PHmin3 = 50; % MW
PHmax3 = 500; % MW

PTamin = 200; % MW
PTamax = 800; % MW

PTbmin = 100; % MW
PTbmax = 1000; % MW
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%Objective Function and Decision Variables

f=[ ( Kf1 - Kf3 )/Kh1*dta, ( Kf1 - Kf3 )/Kh1*dta,...
( Kf2 - Kf3 )/Kh2*dta, ( Kf2 - Kf3)/Kh2*dta,...
Kf3/Kh3*dta, Kf3/Kh3*dta, CmgTa*dta,...
( Kf1 - Kf3 )/Kh1*dtb, ( Kf1 - Kf3 )/Kh1*dtb,...
( Kf2 - Kf3 )/Kh2*dtb, ( Kf2 - Kf3)/Kh2*dtb,...
Kf3/Kh3*dtb, Kf3/Kh3*dtb, CmgTb*dtb ];

% upper and lower bounds
% PH1a PS1a PH2a PS2a PH3a PS3a PTa
% PH1b PS1b PH2b PS2b PH3b PS3b PTb

LB = [ PHmin1 0 PHmin2 0 PHmin3 0 PTamin,...
PHmin1 0 PHmin2 0 PHmin3 0 PTbmin ];

UB = [ PHmax1 inf PHmax2 inf PHmax3 inf PTamax,...
PHmax1 inf PHmax2 inf PHmax3 inf PTbmax ];

Aeq = [ -1 0 -1 0 -1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; ...
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 -1 0 -1 0 -1 ];

beq = [ -PDa ; ...
-PDb ];

%PH1a PS1a PH2a PS2a
A = [[
1 1 0 0 ;...

-1 -1 0 0 ;...
0 0 1 1 ;...
0 0 -1 -1 ;...

-Kh3/Kh1 -Kh3/Kh1 -Kh3/Kh2 -Kh3/Kh2 ;...
Kh3/Kh1 Kh3/Kh1 Kh3/Kh2 Kh3/Kh2 ;...
dta/dtb dta/dtb 0 0 ;...

-dta/dtb -dta/dtb 0 0 ;...
0 0 dta/dtb dta/dtb ;...
0 0 -dta/dtb -dta/dtb ;...

-(Kh3*dta)/(Kh1*dtb) -(Kh3*dta)/(Kh1*dtb) -(Kh3*dta)/(Kh2*dtb) -(Kh3*dta)/(Kh2*dtb) ;...
(Kh3*dta)/(Kh1*dtb) (Kh3*dta)/(Kh1*dtb) (Kh3*dta)/(Kh2*dtb) (Kh3*dta)/(Kh2*dtb) ],...

%PH3a PS3a PTa PH1b PS1b PH2b PS2b PH3b PS3b PTb
[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ;...
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ;...
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ;...
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ;...
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ;...

-1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ;...
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 ;...
0 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 ;...
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 ;...
0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 0 ;...
dta/dtb dta/dtb 0 -Kh3/Kh1 -Kh3/Kh1 -Kh3/Kh2 -Kh3/Kh2 1 1 0 ;...

-dta/dtb -dta/dtb 0 Kh3/Kh1 Kh3/Kh1 Kh3/Kh2 Kh3/Kh2 -1 -1 0 ]];

b=[ Kh1/dta*( Vo1 + a1*dta - Vfmin1 ) ; ...
-Kh1/dta*( Vo1 + a1*dta - Vfmax1 ) ; ...
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Kh2/dta*( Vo2 + a2*dta - Vfmin2 ) ; ...
-Kh2/dta*( Vo2 + a2*dta - Vfmax2 ) ; ...
Kh3/dta*( Vo3 - Vfmin3 ) ; ...

-Kh3/dta*( Vo3 - Vfmax3 ) ; ...
Kh1/dtb*( Vo1 + a1*( dta + dtb ) - Vfmin1 ) ; ...

-Kh1/dtb*( Vo1 + a1*( dta + dtb ) - Vfmax1 ) ; ...
Kh2/dtb*( Vo2 + a2*( dta + dtb ) - Vfmin2 ) ; ...

-Kh2/dtb*( Vo2 + a2*( dta + dtb ) - Vfmax2 ) ; ...
Kh3/dtb*( Vo3 - Vfmin3 ) ; ...

-Kh3/dtb*( Vo3 - Vfmax3 ) ];

[X,FVAL,EXITFLAG,OUTPUT,LAMBDA] = linprog(f, A, b, Aeq, beq, LB, UB);

PH1a = X(1)
PS1a = X(2)
PH2a = X(3)
PS2a = X(4)
PH3a = X(5)
PS3a = X(6)
PTa = X(7)
PH1b = X(8)
PS1b = X(9)
PH2b = X(10)
PS2b = X(11)
PH3b = X(12)
PS3b = X(13)
PTb = X(14)

% Reservoir check: Volume at the end of dta and dtb
Vf1a = Vo1 + a1*dta - ( (PH1a + PS1a)/Kh1 )*dta

Vf2a = Vo2 + a2*dta - ( (PH2a + PS2a)/Kh2 )*dta

Vf3a = Vo3 + ( (PH2a + PS2a)/Kh2 )*dta + ( (PH1a + PS1a)/Kh1 )*dta,...
- ( (PH3a + PS3a)/Kh3 )*dta

Vf1b = Vf1a + a1*dtb - ( (PH1b + PS1b)/Kh1 )*dtb

Vf2b = Vf2a + a2*dtb - ( (PH2b + PS2b)/Kh2 )*dtb

Vf3b = Vf3a + ( (PH2b + PS2b)/Kh2 )*dtb + ( (PH1b + PS1b)/Kh1 )*dtb,...
- ( (PH3b + PS3b)/Kh3 )*dtb

EXITFLAG
FVAL
OUTPUT
LAMBDA.eqlin(1)/dta
LAMBDA.eqlin(2)/dtb
LAMBDA.ineqlin



Appendix C

GAMS code and data for
Paper E

This appendix includes the GAMS code and data used for the SUC of a
GENCO, using the HEM as in [12] (Paper E). Please check the GAMS
User’s Guide [51] for further details on the GAMS language.
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    1 *********Stochastic Unit Commitment Considering Hydro-Equivalent Model*******»
      ***
    2 *Cascaded plants are allowed!
    3 
    4 ****Model****
    5 
    6 ***Set Declarations
    7 
    8 Sets
    9          t hours of study
   1 0          m Thermal machines
   1 1          h hydro machines
   1 2          l loads or clients under bilateral contract
   1 3          w wind park
   1 4          s scenarios
   1 5
   1 6 Alias (t,tt);
   1 7 Alias (h,hh);
   1 8
   1 9 Sets
   2 0          cascUp(h,hh) reservoirs hh on top of h
   2 1          cascDown(h,hh) reservoir hh below of h
   2 2
   2 3 ***Paramenter Declarations
   2 4
   2 5 Parameters
   2 6
   2 7          Pl(l,t)         load l at time t
   2 8          CF(l)           profit allowance percentage over AMP for BC per clie»
      nt l
   2 9
   3 0 *Hydro
   3 1          Kh(h)           turbination constant
   3 2          Kf(h)           future cost coefficient
   3 3          I(h)            inflow from river of reservoir h at time t
   3 4          Vo(h)           initial Volume
   3 5          Vfmin(h)        minimum Volume
   3 6          Vfmax(h)        maximum volume
   3 7          Phmin(h)        minimum hydro power output
   3 8          Phmax(h)        maximum hydro power output
   3 9
   4 0 *Thermal
   4 1          MTU(m)          minimum time up
   4 2          MTD(m)          minimum time down
   4 3          RUR(m)          ramp up rate
   4 4          RDR(m)          ramp down rate
   4 5          Ptmin(m)        minimum power output
   4 6          Ptmax(m)        maximum power output
   4 7          Cmg(m)          marginal cost of thermal machine m
   4 8          Cx(m)           cost of running
   4 9          Cy(m)           start up cost
   5 0          Cz(m)           shut down cost
   5 1          Uo(m)           initial state of operation of thermal machines at ti»
      me 0
   5 2
   5 3 *Wind
   5 4          Pwmax(w,t)      maximum output power from windpark w at time t
   5 5
   5 6
   5 7
   5 8 *Market
   5 9          Rho_M(t)        wholesale market price prediction
   6 0          f b u y percentage of load allowed to be served from market »
      purchase (100 means all the load)
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   6 1          f s e l l percentage of firm capacity allowed to be selled to »
      the market (100 means all the capacity);
   6 2
   6 3
   6 4
   6 5 *****************************************************************************»
      ***
   6 6 *************************Input Data of Study case****************************»
      ***
   6 7 *****************************************************************************»
      ***
   6 8
   6 9
   7 0 $include ID_SUC_hydroEq.gms
   7 1
   7 2
   7 3 *****************************************************************************»
      ***
   7 4
   7 5 ***Assignments
   7 6
   7 7 Parameter
   7 8          Pbuymax(t) maximum buying bid allowed (company policy);
   7 9          Pbuymax(t) = (fbuy/100)*sum(l, Pl(l,t));
   8 0
   8 1 Parameter Psellmax(t) maximum selling bid allowed (company policy);
   8 2           Psellmax(t) = (fsell/100)*( sum(h, Phmax(h)) + sum(m, Ptmax(m)) );
   8 3
   8 4 Parameter Cmgh(h) equivalent marginal cost for hydro machine;
   8 5
   8 6 loop(h,
   8 7 loop(hh,
   8 8          Cmgh(h) =( Kf(h) - Kf(hh)$( cascDown(h,hh) ) )/ Kh(h);
   8 9 ))
   9 0
   9 1 Scalar A M P average market price;
   9 2           AMP = ( sum(t, Rho_M(t))/card(t) );
   9 3
   9 4 Parameter Rho_BC(l);
   9 5           Rho_BC(l) = AMP*(1+CF(l)/100);
   9 6
   9 7 *****************************************************************************»
      ***
   9 8
   9 9 * Parameter Displays
  1 0 0
  1 0 1 Display LPP, Pl, Rho_BC, CF, Kh, Kf, I, Vo, Vfmin, Vfmax, Phmin, Phmax, Cmgh,
  1 0 2 MTU, MTD, RUR, RDR, Ptmin, Ptmax, Cmg, Cx, Cy, Cz, Uo, WPP, Pwmax,
  1 0 3 Rho_M, MPP, AMP, fbuy, fsell, Pbuymax, Psellmax, Pwmax_S, Pl_S;
  1 0 4
  1 0 5 ***Variable Declarations
  1 0 6
  1 0 7 Variables
  1 0 8
  1 0 9 *continuous
  1 1 0          z               objective function
  1 1 1          x               income
  1 1 2          y               costs
  1 1 3          Pbuy(t)         buying bid at time t
  1 1 4          Psell(t)        selling bid at time t
  1 1 5          Ph(h,t)         hydro power at time t
  1 1 6          Pt(m,t)         thermal power at time t
  1 1 7          Pw(w,t)         wind power output of wind park w at time t
  1 1 8          Vf(h,t)         final volume in the reservoir at time t
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  1 1 9          Sf(h,t)         spill flow at time t
  1 2 0
  1 2 1 *binary
  1 2 2          Ux(m,t)         operating state binary variable at time t
  1 2 3          Uy(m,t)         start binary decision
  1 2 4          Uz(m,t)         shut down binary decision
  1 2 5          Ubuy(t)         buying bid decision
  1 2 6          Usell(t)        selling bid decision;
  1 2 7
  1 2 8
  1 2 9 Positive variables Ph, Pt, Vf, Sf, Pbuy, Psell, Pw;
  1 3 0
  1 3 1 Binary variables Ux, Uy, Uz, Ubuy, Usell;
  1 3 2
  1 3 3 ***Equation Declarations
  1 3 4
  1 3 5 Equations
  1 3 6
  1 3 7 *Objective Function
  1 3 8
  1 3 9 i n c o m e total earnings
  1 4 0
  1 4 1 c o s t total costs
  1 4 2
  1 4 3 p r o f i t income - costs
  1 4 4
  1 4 5
  1 4 6 *Power Balance
  1 4 7
  1 4 8 power_balance(t)         Power balance at time t
  1 4 9
  1 5 0
  1 5 1 *Hydro Units
  1 5 2
  1 5 3 water_balance_0(h)       balance of volume of water of reservoir h at time t1
  1 5 4
  1 5 5 water_balance(h,t)       balance of volume of water of reservoir h at time t
  1 5 6
  1 5 7 maximum_Ph(h,t)          maximum power output of hydro h at time t
  1 5 8
  1 5 9 minimum_Ph(h,t)          minimum power output of hydro h at time t
  1 6 0
  1 6 1 maximum_Vf(h,t)          maximum final volume of hydro h at time t
  1 6 2
  1 6 3 minimum_Vf(h,t)          minimum final volume of hydro h at time t
  1 6 4
  1 6 5 maximum_Sf(h,t)          maximum spill flow of hydro h at time t
  1 6 6
  1 6 7 minimum_Sf(h,t)          minimum spill flow of hydro h at time t
  1 6 8
  1 6 9
  1 7 0 *Thermal Units
  1 7 1
  1 7 2 minimum_Pt(m,t)          minimum output power of thermal machine m at time t
  1 7 3
  1 7 4 maximum_Pt(m,t)          maximum output power of thermal machine m at time t
  1 7 5
  1 7 6 minimum_TU(m,t)          minimum time up restriction
  1 7 7
  1 7 8 minimum_TD(m,t)          minimum time down restriction
  1 7 9
  1 8 0 ramp_up(m,t)             ramp up rate restriccion
  1 8 1
  1 8 2 ramp_down(m,t)           ramp down restriction
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  1 8 3
  1 8 4 susd_logic(m,t)          start up shut down logic
  1 8 5
  1 8 6 susdop_logic(m,t)        start up shut down and operation logic
  1 8 7
  1 8 8 susdop_logic_0(m)        start up shut down and operation logic at time t1
  1 8 9
  1 9 0
  1 9 1 *Wind
  1 9 2
  1 9 3 maximum_windP(w,t)       maximum power output of wind park w at time t
  1 9 4
  1 9 5
  1 9 6 *Market
  1 9 7
  1 9 8 market_decis(t)          buying selling decision bid
  1 9 9
  2 0 0 maximum_Psell(t)         maximum selling bid at time t
  2 0 1
  2 0 2 maximum_Pbuy(t)          maximum buying bid at time t;
  2 0 3
  2 0 4
  2 0 5 *****************************************************************************»
      ***
  2 0 6
  2 0 7 ***Equation Definitions
  2 0 8
  2 0 9 *Objective Function
  2 1 0
  2 1 1 income..                                         x =e=  sum(t, Psell(t)*Rho_M»
      (t)) + sum((l,t), Pl(l,t)*Rho_BC(l)) ;
  2 1 2
  2 1 3 cost..                                           y =e= sum(t, Pbuy(t)*Rho_M(t»
      )) + sum( (m,t) , cmg(m)*Pt(m,t) + Ux(m,t)*Cx(m) + Uy(m,t)*Cy(m) + Uz(m,t)*Cz»
      (m) ) +  sum( (h,t) , Cmgh(h)*( Ph(h,t) + Sf(h,t)*Kh(h) ) );
  2 1 4
  2 1 5 profit..                                         z =e= x-y;
  2 1 6
  2 1 7
  2 1 8 *Power Balance
  2 1 9
  2 2 0 power_balance(t)..                               sum( l, Pl(l,t) )  + Psell(t»
      ) - Pbuy(t) - sum( m, Pt(m,t) ) - sum( h, Ph(h,t) ) -sum( w, Pw(w,t) ) =e= 0;
  2 2 1
  2 2 2
  2 2 3 *Hydro Units
  2 2 4
  2 2 5 water_balance_0(h)..                             Vf(h,'t1') - Vo(h) - I(h) - »
      sum(hh$cascUp(h,hh), Ph(hh,'t1')/Kh(hh)) + Ph(h,'t1')/Kh(h) + Sf(h,'t1') =e= »
      0;
  2 2 6
  2 2 7 *water_balance(h,t)$(ord(t) gt 1)..               Vf(h,t) - Vf(h,t-1) - I(h) »
      + Ph(h,t)/Kh(h) + Sf(h,t) =e= 0;
  2 2 8
  2 2 9 water_balance(h,t)$(ord(t) gt 1)..               Vf(h,t) - Vf(h,t-1) - I(h) -»
       sum(hh$cascUp(h,hh), Ph(hh,t)/Kh(hh)) + Ph(h,t)/Kh(h) + Sf(h,t) =e= 0;
  2 3 0
  2 3 1 maximum_Ph(h,t)..                                Ph(h,t) =l= Phmax(h);
  2 3 2
  2 3 3 minimum_Ph(h,t)..                                Ph(h,t) =g= Phmin(h);
  2 3 4
  2 3 5 maximum_Vf(h,t)..                                Vf(h,t) =l= Vfmax(h);
  2 3 6
  2 3 7 minimum_Vf(h,t)..                                Vf(h,t) =g= Vfmin(h);
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  2 3 8
  2 3 9 maximum_Sf(h,t)..                                Sf(h,t) =l= inf;
  2 4 0
  2 4 1 minimum_Sf(h,t)..                                Sf(h,t) =g= 0;
  2 4 2
  2 4 3
  2 4 4 *Thermal Units
  2 4 5
  2 4 6 minimum_Pt(m,t)..                               -Pt(m,t) + Ptmin(m)*Ux(m,t) =»
      l= 0;
  2 4 7
  2 4 8 maximum_Pt(m,t)..                                Pt(m,t) - Ptmax(m)*Ux(m,t) =»
      l= 0;
  2 4 9
  2 5 0 ramp_up(m,t)$(ord(t) lt 24)..                    Pt(m,t+1) - Pt(m,t) - RUR(m)»
       =l= 0;
  2 5 1
  2 5 2 ramp_down(m,t)$(ord(t) lt 24)..                  Pt(m,t) - Pt(m,t+1) - RDR(m)»
       =l= 0;
  2 5 3
  2 5 4 minimum_TU(m,t)..                               -MTU(m)*(1 - Uy(m,t)) + sum(t»
      t$( ord(tt) ge ord(t) and ord(tt) le ord(t)+MTU(m)-1 ), Uz(m,tt)) =l= 0;
  2 5 5
  2 5 6 minimum_TD(m,t)..                               -MTD(m)*(1 - Uz(m,t)) + sum(t»
      t$( ord(tt) ge ord(t) and ord(tt) le ord(t)+MTD(m)-1 ), Uy(m,tt)) =l= 0;
  2 5 7
  2 5 8 susd_logic(m,t)..                                Uy(m,t) + Uz(m,t) =l= 1;
  2 5 9
  2 6 0 susdop_logic(m,t)..                              Ux(m,t) + Uy(m,t+1) - Ux(m,t»
      +1) - Uz(m,t+1) =e= 0;
  2 6 1
  2 6 2 susdop_logic_0(m)..                              Uo(m) + Uy(m,'t1') - Ux(m,'t»
      1') - Uz(m,'t1') =e= 0;
  2 6 3
  2 6 4
  2 6 5 *Wind
  2 6 6
  2 6 7 maximum_windP(w,t)..                             Pw(w,t) - Pwmax(w,t) =l= 0;
  2 6 8
  2 6 9
  2 7 0 *Market
  2 7 1
  2 7 2 maximum_Psell(t)..                               Psell(t) - Psellmax(t)*Usell»
      (t) =l= 0;
  2 7 3
  2 7 4 maximum_Pbuy(t)..                                Pbuy(t) - Pbuymax(t)*Ubuy(t)»
       =l= 0;
  2 7 5
  2 7 6 market_decis(t)..                                Ubuy(t) + Usell(t) =l= 1;
  2 7 7
  2 7 8
  2 7 9
  2 8 0
  2 8 1
  2 8 2 ***Fixed, Upper, and Lower bounds for Variables
  2 8 3
  2 8 4
  2 8 5 *Sf = 0 as starting search value???
  2 8 6 Sf.l(h,t)=0;
  2 8 7 ;
  2 8 8
  2 8 9 ***Model Definition
  2 9 0
  2 9 1 *********************************Solution************************************»
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      ***
  2 9 2
  2 9 3 Option Limrow=500;
  2 9 4 Model UCM / all /;
  2 9 5
  2 9 6 ***************************Stochastic Modeling with EMP**********************»
      ***
  2 9 7
  2 9 8 file emp / '%emp.info%' / ;
  2 9 9 put emp
  3 0 0 put '* problem %gams.i%' /
  3 0 1
  3 0 2 loop (w, put 'jrandvar '; loop (t, put Pwmax.tn(w,t) ' ' );
  3 0 3          loop (s, put WPP(s) ' '; loop ( t, put Pwmax_S(s,w,t) ' ' ) ); put /»
      ;
  3 0 4 );
  3 0 5
  3 0 6 loop (l, put 'jrandvar '; loop (t, put Pl.tn(l,t) ' ' );
  3 0 7          loop (s, put LPP(s) ' '; loop ( t, put Pl_S(s,l,t) ' ' ) ); put /;
  3 0 8 );
  3 0 9
  3 1 0 put 'jrandvar '; loop (t, put Rho_M.tn(t) ' ' );
  3 1 1          loop (s, put MPP(s) ' '; loop ( t, put Rho_M_S(s,t) ' ' ) ) put /;
  3 1 2
  3 1 3
  3 1 4 $onput
  3 1 5
  3 1 6 *stochastic parameters stage 2
  3 1 7 stage 2 Pwmax Pl Rho_M
  3 1 8
  3 1 9 *variables stage 2
  3 2 0 stage 2 Ph Pt Pw Pbuy Psell Vf Sf z x y
  3 2 1
  3 2 2 *restrictions stage 2
  3 2 3 stage 2 profit income cost
  3 2 4
  3 2 5 stage 2 power_balance  water_balance_0  water_balance
  3 2 6
  3 2 7 stage 2 minimum_Ph maximum_Ph minimum_Vf maximum_Vf minimum_Sf maximum_Sf
  3 2 8
  3 2 9 stage 2 minimum_Pt  maximum_Pt  ramp_up  ramp_down  maximum_windP
  3 3 0
  3 3 1 stage 2 minimum_TU  minimum_TD
  3 3 2
  3 3 3 stage 2 maximum_Psell  maximum_Pbuy
  3 3 4
  3 3 5 $offput
  3 3 6
  3 3 7 putclose emp;
  3 3 8
  3 3 9 Set s c e n s c e n a r i o s /scen1 * scen27/;
  3 4 0
  3 4 1 Parameters
  3 4 2
  3 4 3          s_Pbuy(scen,t)         buying bid at time t
  3 4 4          s_Psell(scen,t)        selling bid at time t
  3 4 5          s_Ph(scen,h,t)         hydro power at time t
  3 4 6          s_Pt(scen,m,t)         thermal power at time t
  3 4 7          s_Pw(scen,w,t)         wind power output of wind park w at time t
  3 4 8          s_Vf(scen,h,t)         final volume in the reservoir at time t
  3 4 9          s_Sf(scen,h,t)         spill flow at time t
  3 5 0          s_Pwmax(scen,w,t)      Stochastic wind realization
  3 5 1          s_Pl(scen,l,t)         Stochastic Load realization
  3 5 2          s_Rho_M(scen,t)        Market price
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  3 5 3          s_z(scen)              profit
  3 5 4          s_x(scen)              income
  3 5 5          s_y(scen)              cost;
  3 5 6
  3 5 7
  3 5 8 Set dict / scen     .scenario.''
  3 5 9            Pl       .randvar.  s_Pl
  3 6 0            Pwmax    .randvar.  s_Pwmax
  3 6 1            Rho_M    .randvar.  s_Rho_M
  3 6 2            Pbuy     .level.    s_Pbuy
  3 6 3            Psell    .level.    s_Psell
  3 6 4            Ph       .level.    s_Ph
  3 6 5            Pt       .level.    s_Pt
  3 6 6            Pw       .level.    s_Pw
  3 6 7            Vf       .level.    s_Vf
  3 6 8            Sf       .level.    s_Sf
  3 6 9            z        .level.    s_z
  3 7 0            x        .level.    s_x
  3 7 1            y        .level.    s_y / ;
  3 7 2
  3 7 3
  3 7 4 *Options
  3 7 5
  3 7 6 option emp = de ;
  3 7 7 *option emp = lindo ;
  3 7 8 option mip = cplex;
  3 7 9
  3 8 0 option SOLSLACK=1;
  3 8 1
  3 8 2
  3 8 3 *Solve
  3 8 4
  3 8 5 Solve UCM max z using emp scenario dict;
  3 8 6 *Solve UCM max z using mip;
  3 8 7
  3 8 8 *Post processing/assignments
  3 8 9
  3 9 0 Parameter s_Sw(scen,w,t);
  3 9 1           s_Sw(scen,w,t) = s_Pwmax(scen,w,t) - s_Pw(scen,w,t);
  3 9 2
  3 9 3
  3 9 4 *****************************************************************************»
      ***
  3 9 5 *Displays
  3 9 6
  3 9 7 *level
  3 9 8 Display z.l, x.l, y.l, Pbuy.l, Psell.l, Pt.l, Ph.l, Pw.l, Vf.l, Sf.l, Ux.l,
  3 9 9 Uy.l, Uz.l, Ubuy.l, Usell.l ;
  4 0 0
  4 0 1 *scenarios
  4 0 2 Display s_Pl, s_Pwmax, s_Pbuy, s_Psell, s_Ph, s_Pt, s_Pw, s_Vf, s_Sf, s_Sw,
  4 0 3 s_Rho_M;
  4 0 4
  4 0 5
  4 0 6 *=== Export to Excel using GDX utilities
  4 0 7
  4 0 8 *=== First unload to GDX file (occurs during execution phase)
  4 0 9
  4 1 0 execute_unload "matlab.gdx" z.l, x.l, y.l,
  4 1 1 Pbuy.l, Psell.l, Pt.l, Ph.l, Pw.l, Vf.l, Sf.l,
  4 1 2 Ux.l, Uy.l, Uz.l, Ubuy.l, Usell.l,
  4 1 3 AMP, Cmg, Cmgh, Rho_M_S, Pwmax_S, Pl_S, WPP, LPP, MPP;
  4 1 4
  4 1 5 *=== Now write to variable levels to Excel file from GDX
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  4 1 6
  4 1 7 execute '=gdx2xls matlab.gdx';
  4 1 8
  4 1 9
  4 2 0
  4 2 1
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    1 **Study case data for: Stochastic Unit Commitment Considering Hydro-Equivalen»
      t Model**
    2 
    3 ***Set Definitions
    4 
    5 $Onempty
    6 
    7 Sets
    8          t       / t1 * t24 /
    9          m       / m1 * m3 /
   1 0          h       / h1 * h3 /
   1 1          l       / l1 /
   1 2          w       / w1 /
   1 3          s       / s1 * s3 /;
   1 4
   1 5 set      c a s c U p    / h3.(h1,h2) /;
   1 6 set      c a s c D o w n / (h1,h2).h3 /;
   1 7
   1 8 ***Parameter Definitions
   1 9
   2 0 Parameters
   2 1
   2 2 *Load
   2 3          CF(l)        / l1 30 /
   2 4
   2 5 *Hydro
   2 6          Kh(h)        / h1 213.4, h2 120, h3 13.5 /
   2 7
   2 8          Kf(h)        / h1 15000, h2 5000, h3 200 /
   2 9
   3 0          I(h)         / h1 0.29 , h2 0.25 , h3 0.58 /
   3 1
   3 2          Vo(h)        / h1 300, h2 400, h3 700 /
   3 3
   3 4          Vfmin(h)     / h1 300, h2 400, h3 700 /
   3 5
   3 6          Vfmax(h)     / h1 400, h2 500, h3 800/
   3 7
   3 8          Phmin(h)     / h1 0, h2 0, h3 0 /
   3 9
   4 0          Phmax(h)     / h1 64, h2 30, h3 8 /
   4 1
   4 2
   4 3 *Thermal
   4 4          MTU(m)       / m1 1 , m2 1 , m3 3 /
   4 5
   4 6          MTD(m)       / m1 1 , m2 1 , m3 2 /
   4 7
   4 8          RUR(m)       / m1 15 , m2 15 , m3 10 /
   4 9
   5 0          RDR(m)       / m1 15 , m2 15 , m3 10 /
   5 1
   5 2          Ptmin(m)     / m1 0 , m2 0 , m3 2 /
   5 3
   5 4          Ptmax(m)     / m1 15 , m2 30 , m3 20 /
   5 5
   5 6          Cmg(m)       / m1 40 , m2 50 , m3 45 /
   5 7
   5 8          Uo(m)        / m1 0 , m2 0 , m3 1 /
   5 9
   6 0          Cx(m)        / m1 150 , m2 250 , m3 200 /
   6 1
   6 2          Cy(m)        / m1 200  , m2 350 , m3 500  /
   6 3
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   6 4          Cz(m)        / m1 150  , m2 375 , m3 500 /
   6 5
   6 6
   6 7 *Market
   6 8
   6 9          Rho_M(t)     / t1 29.58,  t2 30.96, t3 30.32, t4 29.92, t5 29.46, t6»
       31.28, t7 44.37, t8 67.58, t9 75.00, t10 70.16, t11 60.13, t12 55.66, t13 51»
      .99, t14 53.21, t15 52.65, t16 50.67, t17 46.49, t18 55.87, t19 69.94, t20 79»
      .97, t21 45.08, t22 37.00, t23 33.24, t24 30.53  /;
   7 0
   7 1
   7 2 Table Pwmax(w,t)
   7 3    t1        t2        t3        t4        t5        t6        t7        t8  »
            t9        t10       t11       t12       t13       t14       t15       t»
      16       t17       t18       t19      t20      t21      t22       t23       t»
      24
   7 4 w1 29.676    27.534    25.886    24.331    25.095    26.338    27.140    24.6»
      66    22.924    21.131    19.290    17.480    16.235    15.694    15.746    1»
      5.082    14.864    14.629    14.467   14.117   13.504   11.292    9.160     7»
      .951;
   7 5
   7 6 *Load
   7 7
   7 8 Table Pl(l,t)
   7 9      t1        t2        t3        t4        t5        t6       t7        t8 »
             t9        t10       t11       t12       t13       t14       t15       »
      t16       t17       t18       t19       t20       t21       t22       t23    »
         t 2 4
   8 0 l1   6.0525    5.0025    4.8225    5.2125    5.9625    8.5425   14.1225   19.»
      3125   20.2125   20.9925   21.0225   20.7225   19.9425   19.9725   19.3725   »
      20.1225   19.4925   20.1825   21.4125   20.9925   19.6725   16.8225   13.1625»
         9 . 5 6 2 5;
   8 1
   8 2 *Market
   8 3
   8 4 scalars
   8 5
   8 6 f b u y / 100 /
   8 7 fsell / 100 /;
   8 8
   8 9
   9 0 *****************************************************************************»
      ***
   9 1 *                                                                            »
        *
   9 2 *                              EMP FOR SP                                    »
        *
   9 3 *                                                                            »
        *
   9 4 *****************************************************************************»
      ***
   9 5
   9 6 Parameter WPP(s) wind scenario probability / s1 0.3, s2 0.6, s3 0.1 /;
   9 7
   9 8 Parameter LPP(s) Load scenario probability / s1 0.2, s2 0.7, s3 0.1 /;
   9 9
  1 0 0 Parameter MPP(s) Market scenario probability / s1 0.1, s2 0.8, s3 0.1 /;
  1 0 1
  1 0 2
  1 0 3 Table Rho_M_S(s,t)
  1 0 4    t1        t2        t3        t4        t5        t6        t7        t8  »
            t9        t10       t11       t12       t13       t14        t15       »
      t16       t17       t18       t19       t20       t21       t22       t23    »
         t 2 4
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  1 0 5 s1 29.8758   31.5173   31.1083   30.9373   30.6973   32.8440   46.9435   72.0»
      403   80.5500   75.9131   65.5417   61.1147   57.5009   59.2759    59.0733   »
      57.2571   52.9056   64.0270   80.7108   92.9251   52.7436   43.5860   39.4226»
         3 6 . 4 5 2 8
  1 0 6 s2 29.5800   30.9600   30.3200   29.9200   29.4600   31.2800   44.3700   67.5»
      800   75.0000   70.1600   60.1300   55.6600   51.9900   53.2100    52.6500   »
      50.6700   46.4900   55.8700   69.9400   79.9700   45.0800   37.0000   33.2400»
         3 0 . 5 3 0 0
  1 0 7 s3 29.5340   30.7464   29.8402   29.2319   28.5618   29.9932   42.2688   63.7»
      947   70.2686   65.1862   55.3689   50.7164   46.9924   47.6902    46.9195   »
      44.6518   40.6472   48.2948   59.8835   67.8636   37.8434   30.8299   27.3845»
         2 4 . 8 7 0 5;
  1 0 8
  1 0 9
  1 1 0 Table Pwmax_S(s,w,t)
  1 1 1       t1        t2        t3        t4        t5        t6        t7        t»
      8        t9        t10       t11       t12       t13       t14       t15     »
        t16       t17       t18       t19      t20      t21      t22       t23     »
        t 2 4
  1 1 2 s1.w1 29.9728   28.030    26.559    25.158    26.149    27.655    28.714    2»
      6.294    24.620    22.864    21.026    19.193    17.956    17.483    17.667  »
        17.043    16.915    16.765    16.695   16.404   15.780   13.302    10.864  »
        9 . 4 9 4
  1 1 3 s2.w1 29.676    27.534    25.886    24.331    25.095    26.338    27.140    2»
      4.666    22.924    21.131    19.290    17.480    16.235    15.694    15.746  »
        15.082    14.864    14.629    14.467   14.117   13.504   11.292    9.160   »
        7 . 9 5 1
  1 1 4 s3.w1 29.442    27.257    25.222    23.704    24.104    25.036    25.642    2»
      3.074    21.241    19.406    17.558    15.8538   14.580    13.910    13.850  »
        13.152    12.835    12.502    12.267   11.898   11.240   9.311     7.457   »
        6 . 4 2 0;
  1 1 5
  1 1 6
  1 1 7 Table Pl_S(s,l,t)
  1 1 8        t1        t2        t3        t4         t5       t6       t7        t»
      8        t9        t10       t11       t12       t13       t14       t15     »
        t16       t17       t18       t19       t20       t21       t22       t23  »
            t 2 4
  1 1 9 s1.l1  6.1130    5.0925    4.9479    5.3897    6.2129    8.9696   14.9416   2»
      0.5871   21.7082   22.7139   22.9145   22.7533   22.0564   22.2494   21.7359 »
        22.7384   22.1825   23.1291   24.7100   24.3933   23.0168   19.8169   15.61»
      07    11.4176
  1 2 0 s2.l1  6.0525    5.0025    4.8225    5.2125    5.9625    8.5425   14.1225   1»
      9.3125   20.2125   20.9925   21.0225   20.7225   19.9425   19.9725   19.3725 »
        20.1225   19.4925   20.1825   21.4125   20.9925   19.6725   16.8225   13.16»
      25    9.5625
  1 2 1 s3.l1  5.9343    4.8730    4.6517    5.0446    5.7765    8.2750   13.4707   1»
      8.2284   19.1783   19.8564   19.7373   19.2772   18.7883   18.2989   17.8508 »
        18.3797   17.7931   18.4385   19.4573   18.9026   17.7817   15.1253   11.78»
      36    8.4711;
  1 2 2
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Appendix D

GAMS code and data for
Paper F

This appendix includes the GAMS code and data used for the SUC of a
VPP, using the GSM as in [6] (Paper E). Please check the GAMS User’s
Guide [51] for further details on the GAMS language.
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    1 ******Stochastic Unit Commitment Considering Generic Storage Model*******
    2 
    3 ****Model****
    4 
    5 ***Set Declarations
    6 
    7 Sets
    8          t hours of study
    9          m Thermal machines
   1 0          h hydro machines
   1 1          l loads or clients under bilateral contract
   1 2          b storage facility
   1 3          w wind park
   1 4          s scenarios
   1 5
   1 6
   1 7 Alias (t,tt);
   1 8
   1 9
   2 0 ***Paramenter Declarations
   2 1
   2 2 Parameters
   2 3
   2 4          Pl(l,t)         load l at time t
   2 5          CF(l)           profit allowance percentage over AMP for BC per clie»
      nt l
   2 6
   2 7 *Hydro
   2 8          Kh(h)           turbination constant
   2 9          Kf(h)           future cost coefficient
   3 0          I(h,t)          inflow from river of reservoir h at time t
   3 1          Vo(h)           initial Volume
   3 2          Vfmin(h)        minimum Volume
   3 3          Vfmax(h)        maximum volume
   3 4          Phmin(h)        minimum hydro power output
   3 5          Phmax(h)        maximum hydro power output
   3 6
   3 7 *Thermal
   3 8          MTU(m)          minimum time up
   3 9          MTD(m)          minimum time down
   4 0          RUR(m)          ramp up rate
   4 1          RDR(m)          ramp down rate
   4 2          Ptmin(m)        minimum power output
   4 3          Ptmax(m)        maximum power output
   4 4          Cmg(m)          marginal cost of thermal machine m
   4 5          Cx(m)           cost of running
   4 6          Cy(m)           start up cost
   4 7          Cz(m)           shut down cost
   4 8          Uo(m)           initial state of operation of thermal machines at ti»
      me 0
   4 9
   5 0 *Wind
   5 1          Pwmax(w,t)      maximum output power from windpark w at time t
   5 2
   5 3 *Storage
   5 4          Efmax(b)        maximum storage capacity
   5 5          Efmin(b)        minimum storage capacity
   5 6          Pinmax(b)       maximum storage input power
   5 7          Poutmax(b)      maximum storage output power
   5 8          Eo(b)           initial storage capacity
   5 9          Kfb(b)          future cost coefficient
   6 0          Kin(b)          put-in conversion factor
   6 1          Kout(b)         put-out conversion factor
   6 2          PD(b)           power decay of storage b
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   6 3
   6 4
   6 5 *Market
   6 6          Rho_M(t)        wholesale market price prediction
   6 7          f b u y percentage of load allowed to be served from market »
      purchase (100 means all the load)
   6 8          f s e l l percentage of firm capacity allowed to be selled to »
      the market (100 means all the capacity);
   6 9
   7 0
   7 1
   7 2 *****************************************************************************»
      ***
   7 3 *************************Input Data of Study case****************************»
      ***
   7 4 *****************************************************************************»
      ***
   7 5
   7 6 $include ID_SUC_storage.gms
   7 7
   7 8 *****************************************************************************»
      ***
   7 9
   8 0 ***Assignments
   8 1
   8 2 Parameter Cmgb(b) equivalent marginal cost for storage;
   8 3           Cmgb(b) = Kfb(b) / Kout(b);
   8 4
   8 5 Parameter
   8 6          Pbuymax(t) maximum buying bid allowed (company policy);
   8 7          Pbuymax(t) = (fbuy/100)*sum(l, Pl(l,t));
   8 8
   8 9 Parameter Psellmax(t) maximum selling bid allowed (company policy);
   9 0           Psellmax(t) = (fsell/100)*( sum(h, Phmax(h)) + sum(m, Ptmax(m)) );
   9 1
   9 2 Parameter Cmgh(h) equivalent marginal cost for hydro machine;
   9 3           Cmgh(h) = Kf(h) / Kh(h);
   9 4
   9 5 Scalar A M P average market price;
   9 6           AMP = ( sum(t, Rho_M(t))/card(t) );
   9 7
   9 8 Parameter Rho_BC(l);
   9 9           Rho_BC(l) = AMP*(1+CF(l)/100);
  1 0 0
  1 0 1
  1 0 2 *****************************************************************************»
      ***
  1 0 3
  1 0 4 * Parameter Displays
  1 0 5
  1 0 6 Display LPP, Pl, Rho_BC, CF, Kh, Kf, IPP, I, Vo, Vfmin, Vfmax, Phmin, Phmax, »
      Cmgh,
  1 0 7 MTU, MTD, RUR, RDR, Ptmin, Ptmax, Cmg, Cx, Cy, Cz, Uo, WPP, Pwmax,
  1 0 8 Efmax, Efmin, Pinmax, Poutmax, Eo, Kfb, Kin, Kout, PD, Cmgb,
  1 0 9 Rho_M, MPP, AMP, Pbuymax, Psellmax, fbuy, fsell, Pwmax_S, Pl_S;
  1 1 0
  1 1 1 ***Variable Declarations
  1 1 2
  1 1 3 Variables
  1 1 4
  1 1 5 *continuous
  1 1 6          z               objective function
  1 1 7          x               income
  1 1 8          y               costs
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  1 1 9          Pbuy(t)         buying bid at time t
  1 2 0          Psell(t)        selling bid at time t
  1 2 1          Ph(h,t)         hydro power at time t
  1 2 2          Pt(m,t)         thermal power at time t
  1 2 3          Pw(w,t)         wind power output of wind park w at time t
  1 2 4          Pout(b,t)       generic storage b output power at time t
  1 2 5          Pin(b,t)        generic storage b input power at time t
  1 2 6          Vf(h,t)         final volume in the reservoir at time t
  1 2 7          Sf(h,t)         spill flow at time t
  1 2 8          Ef(b,t)         SOC at the end of time t
  1 2 9
  1 3 0 *binary
  1 3 1          Ux(m,t)         operating state binary variable at time t
  1 3 2          Uy(m,t)         start binary decision
  1 3 3          Uz(m,t)         shut down binary decision
  1 3 4          Uin(b,t)        put-in decision for storage b at time t
  1 3 5          Uout(b,t)       put-out decision for storage b at time t
  1 3 6          Ubuy(t)         buying bid decision
  1 3 7          Usell(t)        selling bid decision;
  1 3 8
  1 3 9
  1 4 0 Positive variables Ph, Pt, Vf, Sf, Pin, Pout, Ef, Pbuy, Psell, Pw;
  1 4 1
  1 4 2
  1 4 3 Binary variables Ux, Uy, Uz, Uin, Uout, Ubuy, Usell;
  1 4 4
  1 4 5
  1 4 6 ***Equation Declarations
  1 4 7
  1 4 8 Equations
  1 4 9
  1 5 0 *Objective Function
  1 5 1
  1 5 2 i n c o m e total earnings
  1 5 3
  1 5 4 c o s t total costs
  1 5 5
  1 5 6 p r o f i t income - costs
  1 5 7
  1 5 8
  1 5 9 *Power Balance
  1 6 0
  1 6 1 power_balance(t)         Power balance at time t
  1 6 2
  1 6 3
  1 6 4 *Hydro Units
  1 6 5
  1 6 6 water_balance_0(h)       balance of volume of water of reservoir h at time t1
  1 6 7
  1 6 8 water_balance(h,t)       balance of volume of water of reservoir h at time t
  1 6 9
  1 7 0 maximum_Ph(h,t)          maximum power output of hydro h at time t
  1 7 1
  1 7 2 minimum_Ph(h,t)          minimum power output of hydro h at time t
  1 7 3
  1 7 4 maximum_Vf(h,t)          maximum final volume of hydro h at time t
  1 7 5
  1 7 6 minimum_Vf(h,t)          minimum final volume of hydro h at time t
  1 7 7
  1 7 8 maximum_Sf(h,t)          maximum spill flow of hydro h at time t
  1 7 9
  1 8 0 minimum_Sf(h,t)          minimum spill flow of hydro h at time t
  1 8 1
  1 8 2
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  1 8 3 *Thermal Units
  1 8 4
  1 8 5 minimum_Pt(m,t)          minimum output power of thermal machine m at time t
  1 8 6
  1 8 7 maximum_Pt(m,t)          maximum output power of thermal machine m at time t
  1 8 8
  1 8 9 minimum_TU(m,t)          minimum time up restriction
  1 9 0
  1 9 1 minimum_TD(m,t)          minimum time down restriction
  1 9 2
  1 9 3 ramp_up(m,t)             ramp up rate restriccion
  1 9 4
  1 9 5 ramp_down(m,t)           ramp down restriction
  1 9 6
  1 9 7 susd_logic(m,t)          start up shut down logic
  1 9 8
  1 9 9 susdop_logic(m,t)        start up shut down and operation logic
  2 0 0
  2 0 1 susdop_logic_0(m)        start up shut down and operation logic at time t1
  2 0 2
  2 0 3
  2 0 4 *Wind
  2 0 5
  2 0 6 maximum_windP(w,t)       maximum power output of wind park w at time t
  2 0 7
  2 0 8
  2 0 9 *Storage
  2 1 0
  2 1 1 m a x i m u m _ P i n maximum storage in-rate power
  2 1 2
  2 1 3 m a x i m u m _ P o u t maximum storage out-rate power
  2 1 4
  2 1 5 SOC_0(b,t)               state of charge of storage b at time t1
  2 1 6
  2 1 7 SOC(b,t)                 state of charge of storage b at time t
  2 1 8
  2 1 9 storage_decis(b,t)       storage decision at time t
  2 2 0
  2 2 1 maximum_Ef(b,t)          maximum storage in storage b time t
  2 2 2
  2 2 3 minimum_Ef(b,t)          minimum storage in storage b at time t
  2 2 4
  2 2 5
  2 2 6 *Market
  2 2 7
  2 2 8 market_decis(t)          buying selling decision bid
  2 2 9
  2 3 0 maximum_Psell(t)         maximum selling bid at time t
  2 3 1
  2 3 2 maximum_Pbuy(t)          maximum buying bid at time t;
  2 3 3
  2 3 4
  2 3 5 *****************************************************************************»
      ***
  2 3 6
  2 3 7 ***Equation Definitions
  2 3 8
  2 3 9 *Objective Function
  2 4 0
  2 4 1 income..                                         x =e=  sum(t, Psell(t)*Rho_M»
      (t)) + sum((l,t), Pl(l,t)*Rho_BC(l)) ;
  2 4 2
  2 4 3 cost..                                           y =e= sum(t, Pbuy(t)*Rho_M(t»
      )) + sum( (m,t) , cmg(m)*Pt(m,t) + Ux(m,t)*Cx(m) + Uy(m,t)*Cy(m) + Uz(m,t)*Cz»
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      (m) ) + sum( (b,t), Cmgb(b)*( Pout(b,t) + PD(b) -Pin(b,t)*Kin(b)*Kout(b) ) ) »
      + sum( (h,t) , Cmgh(h)*( Ph(h,t) + Sf(h,t)*Kh(h) ) );
  2 4 4
  2 4 5 profit..                                         z =e= x-y;
  2 4 6
  2 4 7
  2 4 8 *Power Balance
  2 4 9
  2 5 0 power_balance(t)..                               sum( l, Pl(l,t) )  + Psell(t»
      ) - Pbuy(t) -sum( b, Pout(b,t) - Pin(b,t) ) - sum( m, Pt(m,t) ) - sum( h, Ph(»
      h,t) ) -sum( w, Pw(w,t) ) =e= 0;
  2 5 1
  2 5 2
  2 5 3 *Hydro Units
  2 5 4
  2 5 5 water_balance_0(h)..                             Vf(h,'t1') - Vo(h) - I(h,'t1»
      ') + Ph(h,'t1')/Kh(h) + Sf(h,'t1') =e= 0;
  2 5 6
  2 5 7 water_balance(h,t)$(ord(t) gt 1)..               Vf(h,t) - Vf(h,t-1) - I(h,t)»
       + Ph(h,t)/Kh(h) + Sf(h,t) =e= 0;
  2 5 8
  2 5 9 maximum_Ph(h,t)..                                Ph(h,t) =l= Phmax(h);
  2 6 0
  2 6 1 minimum_Ph(h,t)..                                Ph(h,t) =g= Phmin(h);
  2 6 2
  2 6 3 maximum_Vf(h,t)..                                Vf(h,t) =l= Vfmax(h);
  2 6 4
  2 6 5 minimum_Vf(h,t)..                                Vf(h,t) =g= Vfmin(h);
  2 6 6
  2 6 7 maximum_Sf(h,t)..                                Sf(h,t) =l= inf;
  2 6 8
  2 6 9 minimum_Sf(h,t)..                                Sf(h,t) =g= 0;
  2 7 0
  2 7 1
  2 7 2 *Thermal Units
  2 7 3
  2 7 4 minimum_Pt(m,t)..                               -Pt(m,t) + Ptmin(m)*Ux(m,t) =»
      l= 0;
  2 7 5
  2 7 6 maximum_Pt(m,t)..                                Pt(m,t) - Ptmax(m)*Ux(m,t) =»
      l= 0;
  2 7 7
  2 7 8 ramp_up(m,t)$(ord(t) lt 24)..                    Pt(m,t+1) - Pt(m,t) - RUR(m)»
       =l= 0;
  2 7 9
  2 8 0 ramp_down(m,t)$(ord(t) lt 24)..                  Pt(m,t) - Pt(m,t+1) - RDR(m)»
       =l= 0;
  2 8 1
  2 8 2 minimum_TU(m,t)..                               -MTU(m)*(1 - Uy(m,t)) + sum(t»
      t$( ord(tt) ge ord(t) and ord(tt) le ord(t)+MTU(m)-1 ), Uz(m,tt)) =l= 0;
  2 8 3
  2 8 4 minimum_TD(m,t)..                               -MTD(m)*(1 - Uz(m,t)) + sum(t»
      t$( ord(tt) ge ord(t) and ord(tt) le ord(t)+MTD(m)-1 ), Uy(m,tt)) =l= 0;
  2 8 5
  2 8 6 susd_logic(m,t)..                                Uy(m,t) + Uz(m,t) =l= 1;
  2 8 7
  2 8 8 susdop_logic(m,t)..                              Ux(m,t) + Uy(m,t+1) - Ux(m,t»
      +1) - Uz(m,t+1) =e= 0;
  2 8 9
  2 9 0 susdop_logic_0(m)..                              Uo(m) + Uy(m,'t1') - Ux(m,'t»
      1') - Uz(m,'t1') =e= 0;
  2 9 1
  2 9 2
  2 9 3 *Wind
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  2 9 4
  2 9 5 maximum_windP(w,t)..                             Pw(w,t) - Pwmax(w,t) =l= 0;
  2 9 6
  2 9 7
  2 9 8 *Storage Units
  2 9 9
  3 0 0 SOC_0(b,t)..                                     Ef(b,'t1') - Eo(b) - Pin(b,'»
      t1')*Kin(b) + Pout(b,'t1')/Kout(b) + PD(b) =e= 0;
  3 0 1
  3 0 2 SOC(b,t)$(ord(t) gt 1)..                         Ef(b,t) - Ef(b,t-1) - Pin(b,»
      t)*Kin(b) + Pout(b,t)/Kout(b) + PD(b) =e= 0;
  3 0 3
  3 0 4 storage_decis(b,t)..                             Uin(b,t) + Uout(b,t) =l= 1;
  3 0 5
  3 0 6 maximum_Pin(b,t)..                               Pin(b,t) - Pinmax(b)*Uin(b,t»
      ) =l= 0;
  3 0 7
  3 0 8 maximum_Pout(b,t)..                              Pout(b,t) - Poutmax(b)*Uout(»
      b,t) =l= 0;
  3 0 9
  3 1 0 maximum_Ef(b,t)..                                Ef(b,t) =l= Efmax(b);
  3 1 1
  3 1 2 minimum_Ef(b,t)..                                Ef(b,t) =g= Efmin(b);
  3 1 3
  3 1 4
  3 1 5 *Market
  3 1 6
  3 1 7 maximum_Psell(t)..                               Psell(t) - Psellmax(t)*Usell»
      (t) =l= 0;
  3 1 8
  3 1 9 maximum_Pbuy(t)..                                Pbuy(t) - Pbuymax(t)*Ubuy(t)»
       =l= 0;
  3 2 0
  3 2 1 market_decis(t)..                                Ubuy(t) + Usell(t) =l= 1;
  3 2 2
  3 2 3
  3 2 4 ***Fixed, Upper, and Lower bounds for Variables
  3 2 5
  3 2 6 *Sf = 0 as starting search value???
  3 2 7 Sf.l(h,t)=0;
  3 2 8 ;
  3 2 9
  3 3 0
  3 3 1 ***Model Definition
  3 3 2
  3 3 3 *********************************Solution************************************»
      ***
  3 3 4
  3 3 5 Option Limrow=500;
  3 3 6 Model UCM / all /;
  3 3 7
  3 3 8 ***************************Stochastic Modeling with EMP**********************»
      ***
  3 3 9
  3 4 0 file emp / '%emp.info%' / ;
  3 4 1 put emp
  3 4 2 put '* problem %gams.i%' /
  3 4 3
  3 4 4 loop (w, put 'jrandvar '; loop (t, put Pwmax.tn(w,t) ' ' );
  3 4 5          loop (s, put WPP(s) ' '; loop ( t, put Pwmax_S(s,w,t) ' ' ) ); put /»
      ;
  3 4 6 );
  3 4 7
  3 4 8 loop (h, put 'jrandvar '; loop (t, put I.tn(h,t) ' ' );
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  3 4 9          loop (s, put IPP(s) ' '; loop ( t, put I_S(s,h,t) ' ' ) ); put /;
  3 5 0 );
  3 5 1
  3 5 2 loop (l, put 'jrandvar '; loop (t, put Pl.tn(l,t) ' ' );
  3 5 3          loop (s, put LPP(s) ' '; loop ( t, put Pl_S(s,l,t) ' ' ) ); put /;
  3 5 4 );
  3 5 5
  3 5 6
  3 5 7 put 'jrandvar '; loop (t, put Rho_M.tn(t) ' ' );
  3 5 8          loop (s, put MPP(s) ' '; loop ( t, put Rho_M_S(s,t) ' ' ) ) put /;
  3 5 9
  3 6 0
  3 6 1 $onput
  3 6 2
  3 6 3 *stochastic parameters stage 2
  3 6 4 stage 2 Pwmax Pl Rho_M I
  3 6 5
  3 6 6 *variables stage 2
  3 6 7 stage 2 Ph Pt Pw Pout Pin Pbuy Psell Vf Sf Ef z x y
  3 6 8
  3 6 9 *restrictions stage 2
  3 7 0 stage 2 profit income cost
  3 7 1
  3 7 2 stage 2 power_balance  water_balance_0  water_balance
  3 7 3
  3 7 4 stage 2 minimum_Ph maximum_Ph minimum_Vf maximum_Vf minimum_Sf maximum_Sf min»
      imum_Ef maximum_Ef
  3 7 5
  3 7 6 stage 2 minimum_Pt  maximum_Pt  ramp_up  ramp_down  maximum_windP
  3 7 7
  3 7 8 stage 2 minimum_TU  minimum_TD  SOC_0  SOC
  3 7 9
  3 8 0 stage 2 maximum_Pin  maximum_Pout  maximum_Psell  maximum_Pbuy
  3 8 1
  3 8 2 $offput
  3 8 3
  3 8 4 putclose emp;
  3 8 5
  3 8 6 Set s c e n s c e n a r i o s /scen1 * scen81/;
  3 8 7
  3 8 8 Parameters
  3 8 9
  3 9 0          s_Pbuy(scen,t)         buying bid at time t
  3 9 1          s_Psell(scen,t)        selling bid at time t
  3 9 2          s_Ph(scen,h,t)         hydro power at time t
  3 9 3          s_Pt(scen,m,t)         thermal power at time t
  3 9 4          s_Pw(scen,w,t)         wind power output of wind park w at time t
  3 9 5          s_Pout(scen,b,t)       generic storage b output power at time t
  3 9 6          s_Pin(scen,b,t)        generic storage b input power at time t
  3 9 7          s_Vf(scen,h,t)         final volume in the reservoir at time t
  3 9 8          s_Sf(scen,h,t)         spill flow at time t
  3 9 9          s_Ef(scen,b,t)         SOC at the end of time t
  4 0 0          s_Pwmax(scen,w,t)      Stochastic wind realization
  4 0 1          s_Pl(scen,l,t)         Stochastic Load realization
  4 0 2          s_Rho_M(scen,t)        Market price
  4 0 3          s_I(scen,h,t)          inflow of reservoir h at time t
  4 0 4          s_z(scen)              profit
  4 0 5          s_x(scen)              income
  4 0 6          s_y(scen)              cost;
  4 0 7
  4 0 8 Set dict / scen     .scenario.''
  4 0 9            Pl       .randvar.  s_Pl
  4 1 0            Pwmax    .randvar.  s_Pwmax
  4 1 1            Rho_M    .randvar.  s_Rho_M
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  4 1 2            I        .randvar.  s_I
  4 1 3            Pbuy     .level.    s_Pbuy
  4 1 4            Psell    .level.    s_Psell
  4 1 5            Ph       .level.    s_Ph
  4 1 6            Pt       .level.    s_Pt
  4 1 7            Pw       .level.    s_Pw
  4 1 8            Pout     .level.    s_Pout
  4 1 9            Pin      .level.    s_Pin
  4 2 0            Vf       .level.    s_Vf
  4 2 1            Sf       .level.    s_Sf
  4 2 2            Ef       .level.    s_Ef
  4 2 3            z        .level.    s_z
  4 2 4            x        .level.    s_x
  4 2 5            y        .level.    s_y / ;
  4 2 6
  4 2 7 *Options
  4 2 8
  4 2 9 option emp = de ;
  4 3 0 *option emp = lindo ;
  4 3 1 option mip = cplex;
  4 3 2
  4 3 3 option SOLSLACK=1;
  4 3 4
  4 3 5 *Solve
  4 3 6
  4 3 7 Solve UCM max z using emp scenario dict;
  4 3 8 *Solve UCM max z using mip;
  4 3 9
  4 4 0
  4 4 1 *Post processing/assignments
  4 4 2
  4 4 3 Parameter s_Sw(scen,w,t);
  4 4 4           s_Sw(scen,w,t) = s_Pwmax(scen,w,t) - s_Pw(scen,w,t);
  4 4 5
  4 4 6
  4 4 7 *****************************************************************************»
      ***
  4 4 8 *Displays
  4 4 9
  4 5 0 *level
  4 5 1 Display z.l, x.l, y.l, Pbuy.l, Psell.l, Pt.l, Ph.l, Pw.l, Pin.l, Pout.l, Ef.l»
      ,
  4 5 2 Vf.l, Sf.l, Ux.l, Uy.l, Uz.l, Uin.l ,Uout.l, Ubuy.l, Usell.l ;
  4 5 3
  4 5 4 *scenarios
  4 5 5 Display s_Pl, s_Pwmax, s_Pbuy, s_Psell, s_Ph, s_Pt, s_Pw, s_Pout, s_Pin, s_Vf»
      ,
  4 5 6 s_Sf, s_Ef, s_Sw, s_Rho_M, s_I;
  4 5 7
  4 5 8
  4 5 9
  4 6 0 *=== Export to Excel using GDX utilities
  4 6 1
  4 6 2 *=== First unload to GDX file (occurs during execution phase)
  4 6 3
  4 6 4 execute_unload "matlab.gdx" z.l, x.l, y.l,
  4 6 5 Pbuy.l, Psell.l, Pt.l, Ph.l, Pw.l, Pin.l, Pout.l, Ef.l, Vf.l, Sf.l,
  4 6 6 Ux.l, Uy.l, Uz.l, Uin.l ,Uout.l, Ubuy.l, Usell.l,
  4 6 7 AMP, Cmg, Cmgh, Cmgb, Rho_M_S, Pwmax_S, Pl_S, I_S, WPP, IPP, LPP, MPP
  4 6 8 s_Pl, s_Pwmax, s_Pbuy, s_Psell, s_Ph, s_Pt, s_Pw, s_Pout, s_Pin, s_Vf, s_Sf,
  4 6 9 s_Ef, s_Sw, s_Rho_M, s_I;
  4 7 0
  4 7 1 *=== Now write to variable levels to Excel file from GDX
  4 7 2
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  4 7 3 execute '=gdx2xls matlab.gdx';
  4 7 4
  4 7 5
  4 7 6
  4 7 7
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    1 **Study case data for: Stochastic Unit Commitment Considering Generic Storage»
       M o d e l * *
    2 
    3 ***Set Definitions
    4 
    5 $Onempty
    6 
    7 Sets
    8          t       / t1 * t24 /
    9          m       / m1 * m2 /
   1 0          h       / h1 /
   1 1          l       / l1 /
   1 2          w       / w1 /
   1 3          b       / b1 * b2 /
   1 4          s       / s1 * s3 /;
   1 5
   1 6 ***Parameter Definitions
   1 7
   1 8 Parameters
   1 9
   2 0 *Load
   2 1          CF(l)        / l1 30 /
   2 2
   2 3 *Hydro
   2 4          Kh(h)        / h1 213.4 /
   2 5
   2 6          Kf(h)        / h1 15000 /
   2 7
   2 8          Vo(h)        / h1 300 /
   2 9
   3 0          Vfmin(h)     / h1 300 /
   3 1
   3 2          Vfmax(h)     / h1 700 /
   3 3
   3 4          Phmin(h)     / h1 0 /
   3 5
   3 6          Phmax(h)     / h1 64 /
   3 7
   3 8
   3 9 *Thermal
   4 0          MTU(m)       / m1 1 , m2 1 /
   4 1
   4 2          MTD(m)       / m1 1 , m2 1 /
   4 3
   4 4          RUR(m)       / m1 20 , m2 20 /
   4 5
   4 6          RDR(m)       / m1 20 , m2 20 /
   4 7
   4 8          Ptmin(m)     / m1 0 , m2 0 /
   4 9
   5 0          Ptmax(m)     / m1 40 , m2 60 /
   5 1
   5 2          Cmg(m)       / m1 40 , m2 50 /
   5 3
   5 4          Uo(m)        / m1 1 , m2 1 /
   5 5
   5 6          Cx(m)        / m1 150 , m2 250 /
   5 7
   5 8          Cy(m)        / m1 200  , m2 350 /
   5 9
   6 0          Cz(m)        / m1 150  , m2 375 /
   6 1
   6 2 *Storage
   6 3
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   6 4          Efmax(b)     / b1 40, b2 3.8 /
   6 5
   6 6          Efmin(b)     / b1 0, b2 1.8 /
   6 7
   6 8          Pinmax(b)    / b1 10, b2 80 /
   6 9
   7 0          Poutmax(b)   / b1 10, b2 80 /
   7 1
   7 2          Eo(b)        / b1 0, b2 2 /
   7 3
   7 4          Kfb(b)       / b1 10, b2  4000 /
   7 5
   7 6          Kin(b)       / b1 0.75, b2 0.0025/
   7 7
   7 8          Kout(b)      / b1 0.75, b2 200 /
   7 9
   8 0          PD(b)        / b1 0.16, b2 0 /
   8 1
   8 2 *Market
   8 3
   8 4          Rho_M(t)     / t1 29.58,  t2 30.96, t3 30.32, t4 29.92, t5 29.46, t6»
       31.28, t7 44.37, t8 67.58, t9 75.00, t10 70.16, t11 60.13, t12 55.66, t13 51»
      .99, t14 53.21, t15 52.65, t16 50.67, t17 46.49, t18 55.87, t19 69.94, t20 79»
      .97, t21 45.08, t22 37.00, t23 33.24, t24 30.53  /;
   8 5
   8 6 Table Pwmax(w,t)
   8 7    t1        t2        t3        t4        t5        t6        t7        t8  »
            t9        t10       t11       t12       t13       t14       t15       t»
      16       t17       t18       t19      t20      t21      t22       t23       t»
      24
   8 8 w1 29.676    27.534    25.886    24.331    25.095    26.338    27.140    24.6»
      66    22.924    21.131    19.290    17.480    16.235    15.694    15.746    1»
      5.082    14.864    14.629    14.467   14.117   13.504   11.292    9.160     7»
      .951;
   8 9
   9 0 *Load
   9 1
   9 2 Table Pl(l,t)
   9 3      t1        t2        t3        t4        t5        t6       t7        t8 »
             t9        t10       t11       t12       t13       t14       t15       »
      t16       t17       t18       t19       t20       t21       t22       t23    »
         t 2 4
   9 4 l1   6.0525    5.0025    4.8225    5.2125    5.9625    8.5425   14.1225   19.»
      3125   20.2125   20.9925   21.0225   20.7225   19.9425   19.9725   19.3725   »
      20.1225   19.4925   20.1825   21.4125   20.9925   19.6725   16.8225   13.1625»
         9 . 5 6 2 5;
   9 5
   9 6
   9 7 Table I(h,t)
   9 8      t1        t2        t3        t4        t5        t6        t7        t8»
              t9        t10       t11       t12       t13       t14       t15      »
       t16       t17       t18       t19       t20       t21       t22       t23   »
          t 2 4
   9 9 h1   0.7054    0.7183    0.6774    0.7086    0.7032    0.6869    0.6957    0.»
      7034    0.7358    0.7277    0.6865    0.7303    0.7073    0.6994    0.7071   »
       0.6980    0.6988    0.7149    0.7141    0.7142    0.7067    0.6879    0.7072»
          0 . 7 1 6 3;
  1 0 0
  1 0 1
  1 0 2 *Market
  1 0 3
  1 0 4 scalars
  1 0 5
  1 0 6 f b u y / 100 /
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  1 0 7 fsell / 100 /;
  1 0 8
  1 0 9 *****************************************************************************»
      ***
  1 1 0 *                                                                            »
        *
  1 1 1 *                              EMP FOR SP                                    »
        *
  1 1 2 *                                                                            »
        *
  1 1 3 *****************************************************************************»
      ***
  1 1 4
  1 1 5
  1 1 6 Parameter WPP(s) wind scenario probability / s1 0.3, s2 0.6, s3 0.1 /;
  1 1 7
  1 1 8 Parameter IPP(s) inflow scenario probability / s1 0.6, s2 0.3, s3 0.1 /;
  1 1 9
  1 2 0 Parameter LPP(s) Load scenario probability / s1 0.2, s2 0.7, s3 0.1 /;
  1 2 1
  1 2 2 Parameter MPP(s) Market scenario probability / s1 0.1, s2 0.8, s3 0.1 /;
  1 2 3
  1 2 4
  1 2 5 Table Rho_M_S(s,t)
  1 2 6    t1        t2        t3        t4        t5        t6        t7        t8  »
            t9        t10       t11       t12       t13       t14        t15       »
      t16       t17       t18       t19       t20       t21       t22       t23    »
         t 2 4
  1 2 7 s1 29.8758   31.5173   31.1083   30.9373   30.6973   32.8440   46.9435   72.0»
      403   80.5500   75.9131   65.5417   61.1147   57.5009   59.2759    59.0733   »
      57.2571   52.9056   64.0270   80.7108   92.9251   52.7436   43.5860   39.4226»
         3 6 . 4 5 2 8
  1 2 8 s2 29.5800   30.9600   30.3200   29.9200   29.4600   31.2800   44.3700   67.5»
      800   75.0000   70.1600   60.1300   55.6600   51.9900   53.2100    52.6500   »
      50.6700   46.4900   55.8700   69.9400   79.9700   45.0800   37.0000   33.2400»
         3 0 . 5 3 0 0
  1 2 9 s3 29.5340   30.7464   29.8402   29.2319   28.5618   29.9932   42.2688   63.7»
      947   70.2686   65.1862   55.3689   50.7164   46.9924   47.6902    46.9195   »
      44.6518   40.6472   48.2948   59.8835   67.8636   37.8434   30.8299   27.3845»
         2 4 . 8 7 0 5;
  1 3 0
  1 3 1
  1 3 2 Table Pwmax_S(s,w,t)
  1 3 3       t1        t2        t3        t4        t5        t6        t7        t»
      8        t9        t10       t11       t12       t13       t14       t15     »
        t16       t17       t18       t19      t20      t21      t22       t23     »
        t 2 4
  1 3 4 s1.w1 29.9728   28.030    26.559    25.158    26.149    27.655    28.714    2»
      6.294    24.620    22.864    21.026    19.193    17.956    17.483    17.667  »
        17.043    16.915    16.765    16.695   16.404   15.780   13.302    10.864  »
        9 . 4 9 4
  1 3 5 s2.w1 29.676    27.534    25.886    24.331    25.095    26.338    27.140    2»
      4.666    22.924    21.131    19.290    17.480    16.235    15.694    15.746  »
        15.082    14.864    14.629    14.467   14.117   13.504   11.292    9.160   »
        7 . 9 5 1
  1 3 6 s3.w1 29.442    27.257    25.222    23.704    24.104    25.036    25.642    2»
      3.074    21.241    19.406    17.558    15.8538   14.580    13.910    13.850  »
        13.152    12.835    12.502    12.267   11.898   11.240   9.311     7.457   »
        6 . 4 2 0;
  1 3 7
  1 3 8
  1 3 9 Table Pl_S(s,l,t)
  1 4 0        t1        t2        t3        t4         t5       t6       t7        t»
      8        t9        t10       t11       t12       t13       t14       t15     »
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        t16       t17       t18       t19       t20       t21       t22       t23  »
            t 2 4
  1 4 1 s1.l1  6.1130    5.0925    4.9479    5.3897    6.2129    8.9696   14.9416   2»
      0.5871   21.7082   22.7139   22.9145   22.7533   22.0564   22.2494   21.7359 »
        22.7384   22.1825   23.1291   24.7100   24.3933   23.0168   19.8169   15.61»
      07    11.4176
  1 4 2 s2.l1  6.0525    5.0025    4.8225    5.2125    5.9625    8.5425   14.1225   1»
      9.3125   20.2125   20.9925   21.0225   20.7225   19.9425   19.9725   19.3725 »
        20.1225   19.4925   20.1825   21.4125   20.9925   19.6725   16.8225   13.16»
      25    9.5625
  1 4 3 s3.l1  5.9343    4.8730    4.6517    5.0446    5.7765    8.2750   13.4707   1»
      8.2284   19.1783   19.8564   19.7373   19.2772   18.7883   18.2989   17.8508 »
        18.3797   17.7931   18.4385   19.4573   18.9026   17.7817   15.1253   11.78»
      36    8.4711;
  1 4 4
  1 4 5
  1 4 6
  1 4 7 Table I_S(s,h,t)
  1 4 8        t1        t2        t3        t4        t5        t6        t7        »
      t8        t9        t10       t11       t12       t13       t14       t15    »
         t16       t17       t18       t19       t20       t21       t22       t23 »
            t 2 4
  1 4 9 s1.h1  0.7125    0.7282    0.6893    0.7238    0.7209    0.7068    0.7185    »
      0.7291    0.7655    0.7599    0.7195    0.7681    0.7466    0.7409    0.7518 »
         0.7448    0.7483    0.7682    0.7701    0.7729    0.7675    0.7497    0.77»
      34    0.7861
  1 5 0 s2.h1  0.7054    0.7183    0.6774    0.7086    0.7032    0.6869    0.6957    »
      0.7034    0.7358    0.7277    0.6865    0.7303    0.7073    0.6994    0.7071 »
         0.6980    0.6988    0.7149    0.7141    0.7142    0.7067    0.6879    0.70»
      72    0.7163
  1 5 1 s3.h1  0.7045    0.7141    0.6711    0.6999    0.6908    0.6724    0.6801    »
      0.6829    0.7127    0.7020    0.6601    0.6987    0.6719    0.6629    0.6684 »
         0.6570    0.6563    0.6683    0.6642    0.6613    0.6505    0.6329    0.64»
      68    0.6512;
  1 5 2
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Summary of Appended
Papers

• Paper A: [3] This paper presents a toolbox structure that gathers
smart grid solutions and the benefits of their combined implementation
in planning studies.

• Paper B: [5] This paper presents a discussion of the regulatory
issues affecting the distribution grid planning activity with regard of
distributed generation penetration. The paper proposes a planning
structure that considers a liaison between the distribution system op-
erator and the distributed generation owners through distribution ca-
pacity contracts.

• Paper C: [10] This paper presents an assessment of the distributed
generation owner profit, under presence of distribution capacity con-
tracts with the distribution system operator. A portfolio of capacity
providers including demand response and intermittent production is
considered within a virtual power plant providing capacity services.

• Paper D: [11] This paper presents a hydropower equivalent model
used for solving the short term hydrothermal coordination problem.
The model is implemented to test different hydraulic configurations.

• Paper E: [12] This paper presents a hydropower equivalent model
used for solving the day-ahead schedule of a generation company. The
model is solved using a two-stage stochastic unit commitment formu-
lation.

• Paper F: [6] This paper presents a generic storage model inspired
by the hydropower equivalent model, used for solving the day-ahead
schedule of a virtual power plant. The model is solved using a two-
stage stochastic unit commitment formulation.
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ABSTRACT 
The distribution system planner should be able to 
coordinate smart grid solutions in order to find cost 
effective expansions plans. These plans should be able to 
deal with new added system uncertainties from renewable 
production and consumers while guaranteeing power 
quality and availability of supply. This paper proposes a 
structure for distribution systems planning oriented to 
help the planner in deciding how to make use of smart 
solutions for achieving the described task. Here, the 
concept of a system planning toolbox is introduced and 
supported with a review of relevant works implementing 
smart solutions. These are colligated in a way that the 
system planner can foresee what to expect with their 
combined implementation. Future developments in this 
subject should attempt to theorize a practical algorithm 
in an optimization and decision making context. 

INTRODUCTION 

Before the emergence of smart grid solutions, the 
distribution system planning (DSP) pursued either the 
creation of an adapted network (greenfield planning) or 
the augmentation and adequation of the existing facilities 
meeting future load requirements. This was done by 
implementing a “predict and provide” approach that 
attempted to build a topological structure installing 
traditional network equipment and reinforcements.  
A change in operation paradigm which has been taking 
place in recent years in many countries is that large fossil 
fuel plants are being substituted by numerous small 
renewable energy resources at distribution level. This 
penetration of renewable production and the 
incorporation of other system components like electric 
vehicles and dynamic line rating (DLR) added new 
uncertainties to the system behavior. These uncertainties 
are difficult to predict and are correlated through other 
stochastic elements as for instance weather conditions; 
forecasting errors are inevitable and could endanger the 
system operation. Even when some of these uncertainties 
could be considered within the grid design, the planner 
still struggles attempting to solve network issues using 
components like lines, cables and power transformers. 
Such equipment does not offer enough flexibility to cope 
with new added uncertainties, and either overinvestment 
or unacceptable levels of reliability or power quality 
could be a result of this. 
There is a need of a planning structure that allows the 
system planner to firm up the system security, continuity 
of supply and voltage quality, by means of implementing 

new smart grids solutions. Some authors have brought 
these smart solutions into the DSP: In [1], the integration 
of smart grid solutions is discussed and a classical peak 
load approach is compared against a profile approach 
based on demand side. The work in [2] proposes a 
framework for the deployment of a smart grid 
infrastructure based on a smart grid maturity model 
evaluation. In [3], a technical-economical approach for 
the evaluation of active distribution network projects 
oriented to smart grid enabling technologies for voltage 
control is presented. In [4], a smart grid planning model 
integrating the LV network and demand side 
management for load peak shaving is implemented. In 
[5], the current practices in distribution planning and an 
overview of several emerging trends and challenges for 
smart planning are presented. 
Many other works have considered smart grid elements 
within the grid expansion problem. However, to the best 
of our knowledge, a comprehensive structure to clarify 
the purpose behind implementing the different smart 
solutions and to encompass them in what the authors of 
this article call “the planner’s toolbox”, has not been 
developed yet. The aim of this article is to propose a 
planning structure through the categorization of smart 
grid solutions and its interactions. The purpose is to shed 
some light on how they could be embedded into the 
planning process and how the planner could foresee the 
benefits of implementing solutions in a certain fashion.  
The paper is organized in the following manner: The 
levels of uncertainty and the classical DSP strategy will 
be discussed first. The new solutions will be presented 
within the planner’s toolbox framework and next, such 
solutions will be discussed and linked through an 
interaction chart. The conclusions drawn from this study 
and the references will be presented at the end of this 
work. 

LEVELS OF UNCERTAINTY 
In power distribution planning, uncertainty stands for 
lack of truthfulness in depicting the behavior of stochastic 
processes like the power production from renewable 
resources (mainly photovoltaic and wind power), the 
power consumption from electric vehicles (EVs), electric 
heating and the rest of the traditional load. The 
combination of possible realizations for them could 
recreate an inconvenient operational scenario. Stochastic 
fluctuations can occur at different time scales impacting 
the system in different forms. Fluctuations at a time scale 
of seconds can occur because of shading clouds that 
change the irradiation in photovoltaic (PV) panels. Wind 
power production changes little in the order of seconds 
except for wind turbulences that can affect the production 
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in the range of 10 seconds. These fluctuations can 
produce power quality variations and can contribute to 
abnormal power quality events. Fluctuations in the time 
scale from minutes to hours can impact system operation; 
in the range from hours to days and even weeks can 
impact operation planning and maintenance planning. 
Uncertainties could also come from: costumer 
involvement in demand management programs, dynamic 
line rating (which is weather dependent), and changes in 
regulatory frameworks (which can be considered a long 
term administrative uncertainty). 

CLASSIC SYSTEM PLANNING STRATEGY 
The classical DSP “fit and forget” approach consists in 
determining the appropriate network reinforcements 
necessary to meet future load conditions. The investment, 
maintenance and operation costs, power losses costs and 
charges for non-compliance of power quality (PQ) and 
quality of service (QoS) regulations are frequently 
objectives to be optimized. The DSP can be stated as a 
single stage or a multi-stage problem. The work in [6] 
offers a classification of  multi-stage methodologies. The 
DSP is in nature a mixed integer nonlinear problem 
which has been popularly solved implementing heuristics 
algorithms. Genetic algorithms and clever adaptations to 
this specific problem are amongst the most popular 
formulations [7, 8]. Also ant colony system [9] and 
immune system [10] heuristics have been applied. The 
branch exchange algorithm for reconfiguration was early 
implemented into the DSP in [11]. The integral planning 
of the MV-LV networks has been addressed in a mixed 
integer linear model by [12]. 
Load Forecasting and Load Profiling 
The distribution planner needs to anticipate load growth 
considering amount, location and timing. This 
information is provided by a spatial load forecasting. In 
[13], a simulation based forecasting addresses the reasons 
that are behind load growth: change in the number of 
consumers buying electric power and change in per capita 
consumption among consumers. In comparison with 
trending methods, it needs quite more data and handling 
but provides high spatial resolution and longer range of 
prediction. The information provided by customers plus 
the obtained data from the Advanced Metering 
Infrastructure (AMI) allow the classification of customers 
into clusters. These, can be linked to hourly load profiles 
and in this way the compound behavior of the load can be 
studied for system planning purposes [15]. However, 
regarding renewable production, the variability of these 
resources in the time scales from seconds to days makes 
it difficult to forecast. This can lead to prediction errors 
that must be handled by the load following reserves [14]. 
Further discussions regarding the production uncertainty 
issue will be presented in the forthcoming. 
Reconfiguration and Reliability 
Network feeder reconfiguration and switching allocation 
plays an important role in DSP and system reliability and 
it is possible to consider it during planning stages for 
automation of the grid. The operational behavior of the 
grid in quantifiable terms, i.e. performance indices, 
operational costs, penalizations, cost of losses, etc., is 
highly dependent on topology and reconfiguration ability. 
Some works address these topics [16]. Additionally, 

reliability can approximately be modeled and quantified 
for DSP [17]. Based on the type of regulation and the 
requirements set by the regulator, other network planning 
will result. 
Under this perspective, there is only one way of making 
the system more capable of dealing with changing 
conditions: intensive investment on traditional 
equipment. The heuristic algorithms for network design 
draw (in an intelligent way) components from a range of 
network solutions to solve for the operational restrictions. 
This could be thought as if network solutions were tools 
inside a toolbox that a handy man has for fixing stuff. 
What if we could improve that toolbox? What new tools 
should we add to it? 

THE PLANNER’S TOOLBOX 
The distribution system planner makes use of a number 
of components to build a future distribution grid that 
fulfills the different requirements. Classically a limited 
number of tools were available: overhead lines, 
underground cables, transformers, circuit breakers, 
disconnectors and other switchgears. 
The concept of smart-distribution grids has added a 
number of new tools completely under the control of the 
grid operator: dynamic line rating, power electronics in 
the distribution grid and storage in the distribution grid. 
The first one introduces a new level of uncertainty as the 
transfer capacity will vary with (uncertain) weather 
conditions. It has also been shown that the potential of 
dynamic line rating is best achieved when it is combined 
with curtailment of production and/or consumption. 
Next to these completely grid-based solutions, a number 
of new tools have come available that require the 
involvement of the network user: compulsory curtailment 
of production and/or consumption, compulsory 
requirements on reactive power in production and/or 
consumption, voluntary curtailment (where customers 
can subscribe and the curtailment is compulsory for 
subscribed customers only), curtailment fully based on 
market principles, storage on customer-side of the meter, 
and other ancillary services offered by the network user.  
Customer side involvement will also introduce additional 
uncertainties at planning and/or at operational stage. 
In Fig. 1, these new tools have been organized. The 
distributed generation (DG), the transportable storage and 
the demand side management (DSM) are the elements the 
planner can combine to define grid reinforcements and 
feeder reconfiguration capabilities. Instead of planning 
the grid for peak load scenario, combination of these 
elements can result in a more cost effective plan. The 
planner can implement renewable DG accompanied with 
static storage for avoiding production shedding, 
promoting load shaving and increasing hosting capacity 
(HC). The charging stations consumption will be affected 
by changes in real time pricing and hence they are able to 
participate in DSM programs. The different types of 
storage are entitled to participate as mitigation devices of 
power quality issues and they can be handled by the 
distribution system operator (DSO) as PQ suppliers. Real 
time pricing is provided by the market operator of the 
primary energy market through the AMI to the 
consumers. Since the Transmission system operator 
(TSO) and the DSO both possess production resources 
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and storage abilities, this market operator could be 
necessary to coordinate them and to provide a spot price 
of electricity. In [18] a new distribution system structure 
links the HV network with the MV-LV networks for a 
coordinated operation of grid control and power 
production of plug-and-play DG and traditional bulk 
power plants. In this, the volatility in the T&D interface 
is reduced letting DERs meet fluctuating MV-LV energy 
needs. The management of energy can be undertaken at 
distribution level by implementing a direct control of 
distribution system components [19]. Both the TSO and 
DSO can exert manual and digital control on the 
distribution system, acting over buffering loads, DG, 
storage devices, and converters. 
 

 
Fig. 1. The planner’s Toolbox Structure. 
 
Deeper understanding of smart solutions is required to 
provide the planner with the appropriate guidance in 
implementing them in a form that best suits the system 
needs. An overview of such solutions and a N2 chart for 
blending outcomes from different approaches will be 
presented next.  

SMART PLANNING SOLUTIONS 

Distributed Generation 
The sitting and sizing of predefined DG options can be 
considered in the grid expansion problem as in [20], and 
also peak cutting oriented DG as in [21]. Dispatchable 
generation adds controllability to the distribution grid 
while increasing security. Non-dispatchable generation 
reduces flexibility; those distributed energy resources 
(DER) can provide reactive support. The impact of 
introducing new DER can be evaluated through the 
concept of HC introduced in [22].  
Reactive power from DG 
In [23] the power capability limits of different DG 
systems, such as synchronous generators, PV systems and 
wind generators, are defined. Other compensation 
systems must be included in the DSP. Most of the 
existing works on distribution system planning have 
considered DG as purely active resources. An important 
reason to take into account the reactive power capability 

of the distributed elements is that some power quality 
issues, like sags and swells, respond to a poor reactive 
power support and control.  
Handling of uncertainties 
Load and generation uncertainties can be considered in 
the form of weighted scenarios [10]. These scenarios can 
be filtered by implementing the controlled greedy 
encoding method as in [7] or through clustering of similar 
system states [23]. Another approach for dealing with the 
same problem is to design for an average scenario and 
then consider variations, which follow a probability 
density function as in  [10]. In [23], probability density 
functions (PDFs) for representing the stochastic behavior 
of wind speed, solar radiation and load demand are 
presented. Those PDFs can be estimated via traditional 
methods like maximum likelihood estimation, least 
squares or Bayesian statistics, as a sum of weighted sub-
PDFs. A single PDF for modeling uncertainties is 
commonly used. Time-series models like the wind power 
model presented in [24] are suitable for modeling 
accurately the stochastic behavior of DER in short time 
scales. 

Storage 
Energy storage can enhance the usability of the grid and 
provide reactive support. Hence it acts as a PQ supplier. 
In the case of distributed energy storage (DES) there are 
operational characteristics like charging restrictions, non-
energy related cost and the purpose of its implementation 
(typically load leveling), which must be considered in the 
siting and sizing optimization problem [25]. The 
stationary storage helps in increasing hosting capacity. A 
method for quantifying grid limitations in terms of HC 
and dimensioning storage solutions is presented in [26]. 
Transportable storage characterized by a short useful life, 
can help to defer the grid investments and then be 
reutilized as stationary storage in buildings. The 
transportable storage in the hands of the DSO can be 
implemented for grid purposes only; it could become 
more efficient when aggregators or independent operators 
owning this type of storage use them for market oriented 
applications [27]. This can give a lot of flexibility to cope 
with uncertainties without the high investment and 
operational costs of storage becoming a barrier. 

Electric Vehicles 
Electrification of the transport sector can provide a 
platform where vehicles can remain connected to the grid 
and deliver energy stored in their batteries (Vehicle to 
Grid or V2G) [28]. Mobile storage from EV's could be 
managed through an aggregator as virtual power plants 
and participate in ancillary services market or trade 
energy in the day-ahead market. For this, deployment of 
smart grids technologies and more specifically intelligent 
metering and bidirectional communication are needed 
[29]. Charging Stations are going to affect LV and MV 
distribution networks meaning that their implementation 
should come along with grid reinforcements. If properly 
planned and managed, these can improve grid 
performance in terms of efficiency and PQ [30]. Also, 
charging stations can act as responsive demand by 
allowing EV’s to absorb excessive renewable generation 
as an alternative to its curtailment [31]. This type of 
storage can also serve as power quality supplier. 
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Demand Response 
Smart meters installed by the utility are used as interface 
between consumers and the real time pricing of the 
electricity, to enable their demand responsiveness [32]. 
Demand side management (DSM) could also be 
implemented as direct command over buffering loads 
(which is more beneficial), and this could be thought as a 
second resource for solving problematic foreseen 
scenarios. The demand control devices or DR controllers 
could interact through the AMI in an auction where they 
respond to a given energy price, obeying to cost functions 
that express the device’s preferences and operations 
constraints. Also a double-sided auction where all 
devices, consuming and producing, send their aggregated 
cost functions to the central controller for deducting the 
clearing price based on the objective [33]. DR can 
provide ancillary services. In some cases it can respond 
faster than ramping thermal and hydro power plants [34]. 

Power Quality 
The prediction of performance indices is the basis for 
including PQ in planning stages. In [35] an estimated 
reliability index (SAIFI) and a PQ index (dips/year) are 
optimized along traditional planning costs in a multi-
objective approach, implementing a weighting method. In 
[36], the distribution network expansion in the presence 
of DG is achieved by considering voltage dips frequency 
and magnitude constraints. In [37] compensation 
solutions for mitigating voltage dips have been included . 
Power Quality Assessment 
The mixture of Gaussian distributions presented in [38], 
the critical distance approach developed in [39] and the 
probabilistic load flow approach [40], are examples on 
how the power quality performance in planning stages 
can be estimated. In [40], uncertainty in load and 
renewable production, the correlations between the 
different sources of uncertainty at time scales shorter than 
one minute and stochastic modeling are considered. 
Power Quality Regulations 
A minimum but acceptable power quality system level 
must be set; neither too high for avoiding 
overinvestments nor too low that would result in frequent 
disruptions of service. Service Level agreements as 
proposed by [41] could be used for this purpose. 
According to [42] penalties or incentives can be designed 
to control the harmonic current emissions. In the case of 
voltage disturbances like voltage dips, swells or 
interruptions, an economic signal could be set to 
encourage investments in power quality mitigation 
infrastructure. A power quality market structure could be 
implemented. In [43], taxes and tradable emission rights 
for limiting the amount of pollution regarding each type 
of PQ issue are proposed. In the PQ market, the planner 
could find solutions for some operational issues. 
Investment in traditional equipment or mitigation devices 
due to performance deterioration could be transferred to 
the interested stakeholders. 
 
From the reviewed works, relevant benefits of integrating 
smart grid solutions into the DSP have been drawn. A 
chart depicting the relevant benefits of combining them is 
shown in Fig. 2. As complimentary reading, the work in 
[25] addresses different issues solved with this type of 

no-network solutions. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The sources of uncertainty have been identified and 
stochastic models for them have been found. Their 
correlations must be studied further. The errors in 
weather forecasting can be reduced but cannot be 
avoided; they lead to subsequent forecasting errors in 
renewable power production and perhaps in DLR. The 
lack of robustness in dealing with these uncertainties has 
led us to find a clear need for restructuring the planning 
activity. Rules for handling the penetration of electric 
vehicles are not very clearly stated yet and electrical 
heating is developing very fast; both are expected to 
interact with DR and ancillary services. These facts, 
amongst others, have made us think on an alternative in 
order to avoid leaving the whole problem in forecasting 
hands. The proposed toolbox combining not only 
traditional reinforcement solutions but smart grid 
solutions is totally conceivable. The concept of a 
planner’s toolbox and its structure is a first step towards 
this purpose and should be expanded and further detailed 
in future works. An algorithmic structure should be 
developed and applied for finding real planning solutions. 
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Fig. 2. Combination of smart grid solutions 
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ABSTRACT
Under the present European directive concerning 
common rules for the internal market in electricity, 
distribution companies are not allowed to own 
Distributed Generation (DG) but encouraged to include
it as a planning option to defer investment in traditional 
grid reinforcements. Distribution system operators 
(DSOs) have used the provision of capacity contracted to 
DG as a viable alternative under current regulatory 
arrangements. In this paper the topics bonding DSOs and
DG owners under the present regulation will be explored 
and a planning structure that considers Distribution 
Capacity Contracts (DCCs) as a planning option will be 
proposed. This will serve as a road map for DSOs to 
implement its preferred planning tools in an optimization 
context, considering costs of investment, reliability, 
operation, and capacity provision while complying with 
current regulation.

INTRODUCTION
The growing penetration of distributed energy resources 
(DER) represents a challenge for the DSO regarding the 
adequacy of the grid to host it, and the management of 
operational issues affecting the quality of service. As 
established by the European Directive [1], the unbundling 
of the distribution company from other non-related 
activity as generation, forbids the distribution company to 
own DG which is not intended to provide network 
services. The DSO has to accept DG in the same way as 
they have to accept changes in consumption. The 
behavior of DG is uncertain and hinders the DSO’s
ability to perform appropriate control and adequation of 
the grid [2]. DG can help reduce investment in 
connection to the transmission grid and can naturally 
defer investments in grid reinforcements. DG located 
near demand can reduce network losses and provide 
ancillary services to the DSO [3]. High penetration of DG 
can increase the reinforcement costs to allow its 
connection to the grid and increase network losses due to 
reverse power flows. This can result in higher capital 
expenditure for the DSO, and if not socialized among the 
customers, it can have a negative impact on its revenue 
[4]. Unbundling rules, in spite of these shortcomings,
make sense regarding competition issues related to grid 
access and connection. Since the DSO cannot directly
influence either the location or the operation of DG, this 
conflict might be overcome by giving financial incentives 
to influence the DG operators to settle in a particular 
location and behave in response to DSO needs [3]. Some 

works have addressed the issues that hinder the DG 
integration [5] and some recommendations have been 
proposed in order to adapt the present regulation 
according to this [6]. In absence of unbundling rules, due 
to lack of investors in DG or when competition at retail 
level is not promoted, DG can be considered as a 
planning option that can be installed and operated by the 
DSO [7]. In presence of unbundling, some methodologies 
address load shaving strategies implementing DG [8] and 
others the investment deferral through capacity contracts.
A market oriented approach called contract for deferral 
scheme (CDS) allows the DSO to contract capacity from 
a portfolio of available DERs [9]. Another market 
mechanism called Reliability Options for Distributed 
Generation (RODG) [10], allows the DSO to convene an 
auction in areas with capacity shortage, letting the DG 
within those areas to bid a firm capacity.
There is still a lack of planning methodologies that match 
closer the actual regulation in Europe while trying to 
include DG in it. This work will propose a structure to 
adapt capacity procure mechanisms or DCCs, into the 
distribution grid planning methodology.
The remainder of this article is divided as follows: the 
next section will provide a description of the DSOs.
Then, the planning problem including DG will be 
explained further. A planning structure including DCCs
will be proposed. Finally, conclusions and 
recommendations will be presented at the end of this 
paper.

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM OPERATORS
The DSOs are responsible for managing, controlling, and 
planning the future distribution systems. From a technical 
viewpoint the operation of the distribution system 
concerns two critical aspects: control of the voltage 
variations and the management of the congestions. When 
DG production exceeds local demand, system 
overvoltage and congestion may occur. DSOs have to 
comply with their responsibilities [11], which are: 
development of the system, connection and provision of
capacity, monitoring and control to provide operational 
security, balancing and congestion management, and to 
guarantee the availability and quality of service. Other 
important role of the DSO in some EU countries is to 
serve as an impartial facilitator in the retail market 
activity through managing metering, providing 
information to market participants and helping in the 
process of switching supplier. DSOs might serve as an 
information hub that gathers and distributes data to the 
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stakeholders connected to it, providing efficient access to 
the system and granting confidentiality among 
participants [12]. Some examples of implemented 
information hubs are the NUBIX model in Norway and 
the EMIX portal in Sweden. These information platforms 
could help enhance communication and facilitate the 
trade of services to boost system operation.

DSO current situation
Given the asymmetry of information between the
regulator and the DSOs, an incentive-based regulation 
that promotes efficiency has been implemented by most 
European countries [13]. The DSO is obliged to provide 
connection to any new user including DG. Capital 
expenditures (CAPEX) are increased to adapt the grid for 
hosting the DG implementing reinforcements as 
transformers, lines, and switchgear. Operational 
expenditures (OPEX) are increased since network losses 
tend to increase when high density of DG is present, and 
to manage the inherent complexity in control, 
automation, protection devices, power quality mitigating 
devices, and maintenance. The DSO, being a part of a 
vertically integrated undertaking, must remain 
independent from other activities not related to 
distribution. This avoids the DSO favoring a generation 
business owned by the same undertaking, also avoiding 
the ability to perform a joint network and generation 
planning. As a consequence, DSOs are disregarding DG 
and their advantages leading to inefficient planning and 
operation of the system [14].

DSO remuneration
In the traditional revenue structure of the distribution 
company the money flows from the customers, either DG 
or consumers, to the service providers. According to [15]
(Fig. 1), the revenues are divided in connection charges 
and UoS charges. Connection charges are paid once and 
are intended to cover either the direct cost of connection 
to the distribution grid (shallow), including upstream
network reinforcements (shallowish charges), or 
including equipment and reinforcements upstream the 
point of connection (deep charges). This characterization 
might change from one country to another. The different 
types of connection costs are further explained in [16]. In 
some of the EU member states a capacity threshold is 
defined in order to apply one type of connection charge 
or the other. The use of service (UoS) is paid regularly by 
the grid users and is a tariff based on the cost and profit 
allowance set by regulation. It guarantees the DSO 
recovery of costs and facilitates DG integration. Other 
operational expenses as ancillary services, reactive power 
support, balancing, and energy losses are paid to the 
transmission system operator (TSO), DGs, and other 
large power producers at transmission level. An overview 
of the revenue structure in some of the EU countries is 
presented in [5]. Three typical distribution regulation 
approaches can be distinguished:
Rate-of-return regulation: the regulator approves a 

profit over the audited expenses.
Incentive-based regulation: Under a price-cap 
regulation the regulator sets a cap on the service price the 
utility is allowed to charge. Under a revenue-cap 
regulation, the regulator adjusts the allowed revenues for 
the utility.
Yardstick regulation: Is also a form of incentive-based 
model where the revenue is defined by comparing the 
DSO performance to equivalent suppliers. This is similar 
to a revenue cap regulation where benchmarking is used.

Fig. 1.  DSO revenues and expenditures [15].

Quality of Service
The technical quality of service provision comprises two 
categories, continuity of service and voltage quality. 
Regarding voltage quality aspects, the European standard 
EN50160 establishes the characteristics of the voltage 
profile that should be met by the DSOs [17].  Levels and 
issues associated with e.g. flicker, harmonics, dips, over-
voltages, have been addressed in order to guarantee 
proper conditions for the operation of the equipment 
connected to the grid [18]. Regarding the continuity of 
service, reliability indices are computed to measure the 
performance of the system. Frequency and duration 
indices as System Average Interruption Duration Index 
(SAIDI) and System Average Interruption Frequency 
Index (SAIFI) are typically used for that purpose [19].
DER being located closer to the load centers tends to 
impact specific costumers rather than the overall group of 
connected costumers, and so forth they have a minimum 
impact on indices like SAIFI and SAIDI. Customer 
Average Interruption Duration and Frequency Indices 
becomes suitable for measuring the real impact of DER 
on reliability [20]. Penalizations within the regulatory 
scheme can be used to incentivize the DSO to keep 
within margin those indices. The planning strategy might
become oriented to minimize the compromise between 
investment and penalizations. A discussion on the 
tradeoffs between reliability cost and benefit in 
distribution planning is presented in [21]. The penetration 
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of DG impacts several operational aspects of the 
distribution and transmission grid. The impact of DG 
penetration is partially bonded to the protection system 
behavior; also voltage quality participates in undesirable 
scenarios that impact the continuity of service [22]. The 
risk of overload is also impacted by DG. It can reduce it 
by producing locally during peak hours, or it can increase 
it by exporting to the transmission grid.

Uncertainties affecting the DSO
Conventionally, distribution planning consisted in 

identifying the worst possible long-term future operating 
conditions, adding a security margin, and reinforcing the 
grid accordingly. However, in order to solve network 
problems close to real-time (and thus prevent or defer 
network investments), load/DG forecasts need to be 
performed much more regularly and presumably with a 
higher locational granularity. This is a challenge, 
especially concerning DG production. The quality of the 
forecast depends on the time horizon and the phenomena 
studied among other factors. Up to a week, forecasts of 
temperature and wind might have an error between 11% 
and 20%. For other phenomena like solar radiation or
forecasts for longer term horizons, the error percentage 
will grow and other previsions based on scenarios 
evaluation must be taken. Weather forecasting affects 
dynamic line rating, load and production forecasting, 
failure rates of equipment, and reliability indices used in 
planning studies [23]. These predictions allow the DSO 
to evaluate strategies as network reconfiguration, 
provision of additional production and demand response 
(DR). DR is also correlated to weather behavior due to 
heating, cooling, EV charging, and renewable production 
such as rooftop PV panels. DG owners also use 
predictions of market prices, consumption, and weather 
affecting the renewable production in order to define 
optimal operating strategies.  Regulation is perhaps one 
of the most abstract and difficult to assess type of 
uncertainty. Changes in the regulation can occur in the 
future, perturbing already-made planning decisions.

PLANNING WITH DG
Higher efficiencies are still on the side of large 
generators. DG efficiencies have improved given 
perfected technologies for fuel conversion, and materials 
that reduce wear and maintenance. Although the 
economy of scale favors large centrals, DG is located 
closer to the customers, so the competition against large 
generators is not only achieved in terms of efficiency or 
in terms of cost per kWh: it is more economical if 
compared along with its associated T&D requirements. 
Technical and economic aspects in this regard can be 
found in [24]. How DG impacts the performance of the 
power distribution grid and what possible remedies can 
be implemented to ensure the quality of service have 
been extensively treated in [22]. One of the key

distribution planning issues with DG is that they can 
trade energy in a liberalized market while connected to an 
open access distribution system that remains a regulated 
monopoly whose DSO is not allowed to participate in the 
competition using it [25].

Active management approach
The active management of the distribution grid enables 
the DSO to make use of control variables located in the 
distributed generation along with other traditional control
elements as transformer taps, reconfiguration, and voltage 
regulators. For instance, wind power cannot be easily 
controlled but other DG as CHP or biomass generators 
can be dispatched to meet fluctuations. The idea is to 
maximize the loadability of the circuits without affecting 
the security and quality of the service. The DSO should 
foster the installation of energy production and incentive 
production according to network constraints. The DSO 
must act as a network operator and a market facilitator 
that manages a local market for network services. It is 
technical and economical inefficient to track load and 
renewable production fast changes at distribution level 
with large base-load generators at transmission level. DG 
can be equipped to provide such local balancing. A
proposal for a dynamic distribution system and market 
place presented in [26] addresses the balancing between 
bulk generation and DERs. An active management 
approach of the distribution system, considering a 
scheduling framework at the TSO/DSO interface, has 
been considered in [27].

Regulation improvements
A report elaborated in [28] provide guidelines to improve 
the DG integration in distribution grids. These guidelines 
are oriented to socialize the impact of DG and to honor 
the proper payment of service through tariffs and 
connection charges:

An incentive-based regulation with UoS charges 
to DG, differentiated by time of use and voltage level, 
along with economic incentives for ancillary services 
provision.

DSO compensation for increased CAPEX and 
OPEX due to a DG penetration higher than 15-20%.

Performance-based regulation for quality of 
service targets.

Allow DG to pay and receive UoS charges. 
Bilateral contracts between DGs and DSOs.

DSO compensation, through specific allowances and 
tariff adjustments have been studied in [29]. Also, a 
benchmark study to evaluate the impact of different 
regulatory schemes was presented in [30].

Planning methodologies
The DSO can implement new smart grid technologies and 
strategies as alternative solutions in planning the 
distribution grid with uncertainties. A structure to give 
the DSO a roadmap for implementing such solutions 
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while understanding its benefits has been proposed in 
[31]. Distribution planning that considers DG as a 
planning option is supported by the assumption that the 
regulation allows the DISCO to own generation and 
manage it. Investment deferral [14] and peak cutting [8]
are benefits perceived by the DSO if doing so. A 
proposed model considering DG as non-wired solution 
for dynamic planning is presented in [32].  Consideration 
of the reactive capability of DG in voltage control has 
been studied in [33]. The impact of DG integration along 
with load response uncertainty have been considered in 
[34]. A multi-stage planning methodology which 
considers the unit commitment (UC) of generation units 
to assess the impact of new DG in operational costs has 
been presented in [35]. A multi-objective optimization 
problem that captures simultaneously the cost of the 
energy not served (ENS) and the cost of the assets is 
presented in [20].

PLANNING WITH DCCS

The DCC creates a virtual communication channel 
between the DSO and the DG owner when they enter into 
contract. This will let them convene a strategy that favors 
the operation and planning of the distribution grid in the 
lead time. The DCC comprises three stages: a capacity 
call auction, the auction clearing and awarding, and the 
DSO online power request. The DSO calls for auction at 
certain locations in need of capacity provision. DG 
owners within those areas place their bids composed by a 
single capacity at a certain price. The DSO executes the 
auction clearing and awards the DG owners the 
correspondent capacity contracts. Finally, the DG owner 
will provide in the lead time, and upon request of the 
DSO, at least a firm power within the capacity 
contracted. This will allow the DSO to do fine tuning of 
the grid during operation, having a share of DG under its 
control. The DCC is applied under the assumptions:

The regulation allows this type of capacity contract.
The DSO organizes and calls capacity auctions. 
Demand response, storage operators, renewable 
sources, and VPPs are possible capacity providers.

Interaction between DG owners DSOs and DCCs
The willingness of the DG owner to participate in a DCC 
relies on the improvement on its remuneration. An study 
assessing the impact of DCCs on Virtual Power Plants
remuneration has been presented in [36]. The bidding
price and the penalties for noncompliance of the contract 
are its main concerns. DCCs are expected to be applied 
by distribution companies under an incentive-based 
regulation where the revenues are limited and its 
application can increase DSO’s profitability. In a rate-of 
return scheme the DSO can be more interested in 
implementing traditional reinforcements if the rate set by 
the regulator is high. The DSO has to consider 
maintenance costs, network losses and quality of supply 
while calculating expansion costs.

Planning Structure
The DSO requires adapting the grid with regard to the 
regulatory agreements, meeting design criteria and 
exploiting DG benefits to find cost effective plans. Here a 
planning structure (Fig. 2) is proposed in order to 
introduce DCCs as a planning alternative that should be 
considered within an optimization framework to find 
short-term grid solutions. This planning methodology 
attempts to determine if DCCs are a worthwhile option to 
defer grid investment.

Fig. 2.  Proposed planning structure

The main features of the proposed planning structure are:
This planning structure has been conceived for 

the short-term lead time, between 1 up to three years. 
This lead time is suitable for gearing, DCCs, smart 
solutions, expansion, and operational decisions.

The DSO gathers the data from the TSO/DSO 
interface, customers, producers, and forecast their 
behavior for the planning lead-time. 

A balanced model for the grid might be used 
under the assumption of proper load balancing in low 
voltage. Equipment to mitigate unbalance can be 
considered within the connection charges.

The planning problem can be formulated as a 
stochastic multistage mixed integer linear programming
problem. A manner of considering the impact of early 
stage decisions on future operation and planning costs 
could be achieved by implementing a stochastic dual 
dynamic programming approach [37].

The award of the DCCs and their online power 
request are decision variables.

Reliability worth, investment, and operation 
costs are objectives to be consider by the DSO. 

Considering an ex-post decision making process, 
this methodology intends to produce several expansion 
options to be evaluated by a long-term plan study that 
will determine if they fit long-term needs and provide 
long-lasting value.

The output of this short-term planning structure
is a Pareto Front of investment and operation costs. This 
Pareto front could be filtered to reduce the spectra of non-
dominated solutions as explained in [38].

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMENDATIONS
The regulation unbundling limits the communication 
between stakeholders to avoid un-ethical strategies that 
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jeopardize the inherent fairness of the liberalized market. 
Certain trade of information among actors could help 
reducing the predominant uncertainty affecting the DSO 
in planning stages. There is a need to improve 
communication between DSOs and DG owners in order 
to reduce such uncertainty and improve the system 
performance. The DCCsare expected to have two effects 
on distribution systems: they will incentivize the 
development of new capacity providers at specific 
locations, and they will give the DSO an equivalent share 
of DG under its control. The proposed planning 
methodology considers DCCs as part of the available 
smart solutions. The methodology proposes to embed the 
auction process to grant DCC contracts within the 
optimization framework in order to find more cost 
effective combined solutions for a dynamic planning 
problem. The optimization algorithm contrasts DCCs 
against traditional reinforcements. If worthwhile, DCCs 
could be chosen over grid reinforcements. The planning 
methodology is a part of an ex-post decision making 
process whose output is a Pareto front of investment and 
operational costs. 
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Abstract—A Distribution System Operator (DSO) might 
consider a capacity contract as a planning alternative to defer 
grid investments. A Virtual Power Plant (VPP) might be able to 
provide such capacity and change its production as requested by 
the DSO. This article presents an assessment of the impact of 
this type of distribution capacity contract (DCC) on VPP’s
remuneration. This assessment is done by comparing the optimal
production / bidding strategy which maximize its profit, under 
presence or absence of these contracts. The impact of 
intermittent generation and storage while evaluating these 
scenarios will be investigated as well. A stochastic unit 
commitment will be used to determine the VPP’s strategy under 
uncertainties from wind power, load, market prices, and the 
requested power by the DSO. The model showed that the VPP
involvement in distribution capacity contracts can improve its
remuneration when certain types of Distributed Energy 
Resources (DER) are used to provide the service.

Index Terms—Capacity planning, distributed power 
generation, power distribution, smart grid.

I.  NOMENCLATURE

Parameters
: Marginal cost of thermal unit (€/MWh), , : No-load cost, start-up cost, shut-down cost (€)

I: Inflow from the river (Hm^3/h)
: Future opportunity cost for storage (€/MWh)
: Future opportunity cost for hydro reservoir (€/Hm^3)

: Conversion constant. Electrical power to storage form
: Conversion constant for hydro power plant (MWh/Hm^3)

: Conversion constant. Storage form to electrical power, , : Fixed costs for thermal, hydro and storage, : Minimum time up and minimum time down (h)
: Number of studied terms in the UC (h)

: Storage decay power (MW), : Ramp-up and ramp-down rates (MW/h)
: Bilateral contract price (€/MWh)
: Market Price. (€/MWh)

Variables/functions
: Payment for buying bids (€)
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: Income from bilateral contracts (€)
: Equivalent storage production cost (€/h)
: Equivalent hydraulic production cost (€/h)
: Thermal production cost (€/h)
: Contract not served (MW)
: Demand not served (MW)

: Energy not served to the DCC (MWh)
: State of charge of the storage (MWh)

: Capacity contracted to the VPP (MW)
: Power dispatched by the DSO regarding a capacity 

contract with a VPP. (MW)
: Hydro unit output power (MW)
: Storage input power (MW)

: Demand power. (MW)
: Storage output power (MW)

: Thermal unit output power (MW)
: Wind power. (MW)

: Spill flow of hydro reservoir (Hm^3/h)
: Income from selling bids (€), , : Decision binary variables for operation, start-up 

and shut-down.
: Final volume in the reservoir (Hm^3)

II.  INTRODUCTION

LANNING the distribution system in the era of the smart 
grid is about considering smart technologies and smart 

strategies. A serious challenge for the DSO is the impact of 
the uncertainty in planning decisions. Demand Response
(DR), Conservation Voltage Reduction (CVR), Dynamic Line 
Rating (DLR), and reconfiguration, among other non-network 
solutions are strategies can be considered by the DSO during 
planning stages to cope with such uncertainties [1].

Under the current European Directive [2] DSOs are not 
allowed to own Distributed Generation (DG) but are entitled 
to consider it as a planning alternative yet it is unclear how to 
implement this recommendation [3]. One mechanism to
provide flexibility to the DSO during operation and that can be 
procured in planning stages are the Distribution Capacity 
Contracts. This type of contract can be thought as a share of 
capacity a VPP will cede to the DSO, which might consider it 
as a “virtual asset” during planning. These contracts could be 
assigned by means of capacity auctions, where different 
capacity providers on a particular location can participate. As 
presented in [4], under a contract for deferral scheme (CDS) 
the DSOs can contract capacity from a portfolio of available
DERs, namely storage operators, demand response providers, 
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and any other type of non-utility generator. These resources 
can then be used when the network constrains jeopardize the 
system operation.

Focused on investment deferral due the contribution of DG 
to meet peak demand, [5] proposes a market mechanism called 
Reliability Options for Distributed Generation (RODG) that 
calls for a capacity auction in areas in need of grid expansion.

In this work we will study a general form of DCC inspired 
in these types of capacity contracts. As expressed in [5], the 
viability of this type of mechanism lies on two questions: Is it 
convenient for the DSO to implement DCC as a planning 
alternative? Are the VPPs, aggregators or DG owners, 
interested in participating?

This paper will address the second question from the 
perspective of the DER owner remuneration during operation.
The optimal strategy a VPP will adopt in presence of a DCC
will be presented and compared to the equivalent strategy in 
absence of it. The strategies will be determined using a 
stochastic unit commitment algorithm where market prices, 
load, and wind power are uncertain parameters. An 
aggregator, VPP or a generation company might execute this 
type study to evaluate its participation in a future capacity 
contract.

The paper is divided as follows: section III will explain how 
the different DERs have been modeled, section IV will present 
a detailed description of the DCC, section V will present the 
SUC model, and section VI will present the study case,
selected results, and the comparison analysis. Conclusions and 
recommendations can be found in section VII.

III.  ELEMENTS DESCRIPTION

The DERs of the VPP will be considered within the SUC 
problem as described next:

A. Thermal Units
A linear production cost model suitable for gas turbine will 

be implemented. These units are considered as dispatchable 
within their operational and inter-temporal limits. The thermal 
production cost is:

= + , + , + ,+ ,  (1)

And it is linked to the following restrictions:

, < , < ,, + , 1, + , = , + ,, ,, ,(1 , ) ,
(1 , ) ,

(2)

B. Reservoir type Hydro power plants
A future cost linearization valid for the short term [6, 7] will 
be implemented to model the hydro power plant with an 
equivalent marginal cost. These plants are intended to run 
throughout the period of commitment. The head of water is 
assumed to be constant along the period of study, and the 
efficiency to be constant within the range of output power. 
The spill capacity is considered to be way above the maximum 
historical inflow from the river, and for simplicity only 
independent reservoirs are considered here. The equivalent 
production cost for the hydropower plant is:

= + , + (3)

And it is linked to the following restrictions:< , <
, = , + ,< , < (4)

C.  Generic Storage
A generic storage model, based on a future cost linearization
[8] similar to the one implemented for the hydro reservoir, will 
be used to provide an equivalent marginal cost for the storage. 
The storage is handled by two binary variables which decide 
what to do at every hour of the commitment, to charge or 
discharge the storage. The equivalent production cost for the 
storage is:

= +
, + , (5)

And it is linked to the following restrictions:

, = , + , ,
, < , < ,, < , < ,< , <, + , 1

(6)

D.  Wind Power Plant
The wind power plant will be modeled by providing the 

output power available at each hour. Soft curtailment below 
that level will be considered.

, = ,, (7)

The maximum output power corresponds to the day-ahead 
wind forecast.
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E. Load
We will assume that the 24 hours day-ahead forecast of load 

is known. If the load/client is under a demand response (DR) 
contract with the VPP, the latter might consider the possibility 
of load curtailment ( ). In this sense the VPP can use 
this DR to provide capacity to the DSO if it results financially 
attractive. The main power balance restriction linked to the 
load is:

. + , , + , ( , + ,+ , + , ) , = 0;  (8)

The load is under a bilateral contract with the VPP, so the 
latter receives for this contract a payment:

= , (9)

F. Market
Day-ahead market prices have been forecasted as well. The 

VPP can place buying or selling bids to the Market Operator 
(MO). The bids are mutually exclusive; the VPP can sell or 
buy but not do both during the same hour. Here it is assumed 
the VPP behaves as a price taker whose bids are cleared within 
the market. = , , (10)

= , , (11)

, + , 1 (12)

IV.  DISTRIBUTION CAPACITY CONTRACT

A more general form of capacity contract will be 
implemented for our study. This contract called here DCC 
possesses similar features as the RODG contract. It is a market 
mechanism implemented by the DSO as an alternative to 
traditional investment. It pursues to anchor firm power from 
Distributed Generation (DG) in overloaded areas of the grid.
The contract is awarded through a one sided auction where the 
participants offers their capacity at a certain price for the DSO
to execute the clearing. The involvement of DG in this auction 
is merely voluntary. Its participation relies on the DSO
judgment regarding their production profiles. Some 
peculiarities of the DCC implemented here are:

The contract has two timelines, the capacity 
reservation and the online power request. 
The capacity reservation is done one to three years in 
advance depending on the planning lead time of the 
DSO. 
The online power request occurs during operation.
The contract is tied to a DER in a particular location 
of the grid. Here it is assumed the VPP can 
participate in the DCC with combined offers using
several sources of capacity at the same location.

A fourth stochastic parameter introduced in this work is the 
online request of firm power. This means the DSO will 
actually require a certain amount of production from the 
capacity contracted in order to alleviate network bottlenecks. 
Given the DSO has previously reserved the availability of 
capacity, during operation it might require to do fine tuning of 
the grid by dispatching the DER under capacity contract. In 
this case, the DSO sets a power request within the capacity 
contracted and the available DER will provide at least that 
amount of power. This also means that the capacity contract 
does not fix the DG to a certain amount but allows the DSO to 
exert control over it during operation. This contract scheme 
represents benefits for both parties. On one hand, the VPP
might take the risk of not having available the full capacity in 
order to improve its profit and assume a possible penalty. On 
the other hand, the DSO can exert control over the production 
of the VPP; in this sense, the DSO is forcing the VPP to 
perform a re-dispatch that will impact positively the grid 
performance. The DCCs are modeled in the following fashion:

1. The DCC has been considered here as a contracted 
capacity per hour of the day.

2. It is assumed that the capacity provider was already 
enrolled in the DCC at least 1 year in advance i.e.
was assigned after auctioning.

3. This contract establishes that during certain hours of 
the day the DSO might recall that capacity as 
dispatched power.

4. If economically viable, the VPP might decide not to 
provide the requested power associated to the 
capacity contract, and bear with the penalization 
established in it.

The VPP will receive for the capacity contract a premium 
fee: = . 8760 (13)

is the equivalent unreliability of the group of DERs that 
are providing capacity, is the penalization that the VPP is 
bound to pay if failing to accomplish with the contract, and 
is the availability required by the DSO. This formula would 
provide the minimum value of the fee that a specific generator 
would need to reach a break even participation point. 
However, the actual fee could be calculated in a different form 
(e.g. determined by the regulator, result of an auction, 
suggested by the DSO). Assuming the most general scenario 
where the VPP was awarded a combined capacity offer, and
regardless of their technologies, it has to accomplish with:

, + , + , + + ,+ , ,, ,, ,
(14)

Demand response has been considered here as one of the 
possible capacity providers in the form of curtailment at the 
request of the DSO.

V.  STOCHASTIC UNIT COMMITMENT MODEL

The unit commitment classically used as an operation 
scheduling tool [9] has also been used to evaluate the impact 
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of DER penetration. Wind penetration has been evaluated 
from a UC perspective in [10]. A generic storage model 
implemented along with intermittent generation was evaluated 
in [11]. Different approaches of UC with uncertainties 
including pumped hydro storage has been studied in [12].
From the planning point of view, it has been also used for joint 
expansion of DG and grid in the distribution context as in 
[13]. The UC will be used to investigate what might drive the 
VPP to participate in a capacity auction conducted by the 
DSO, and hopefully also drive it to invest in the lead time in 
DG where most needed to secure the grid operation. The 
components included within the problem are: dispatchable 
thermal generation, wind parks, storage, and market
participation. Several distribution systems in the Nordic 
countries possess small to medium hydro reservoirs, reason 
why they have been considered in this study.
The SUC problem, as formulated for this paper, consists in 
maximizing the profit of the VPP without violation of the 
physical and inter-temporal restrictions of the involved 
production units, while serving the load and accomplishing 
with capacity contracts with the DSO. The problem has been 
solved as a two stage stochastic problem [14], were the first 
stage corresponds to the binary decisions and the second stage 
corresponds to the power schedule of the units. The profit 
results from paying costs from the income. The income comes 
from the capacity contracts, the bilateral contracts with 
retailers, and the selling bids in the market. The costs are 
associated to present thermal costs, future thermal costs 
(embedded in storage and hydropower), and the buying bids.  == + += + + +=
Then the SUC optimization model becomes: =    (8)   (2)    (4)  (6)   (7)  (14)  (12)

VI.  SELECTED RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Study case description
The study case is based on a hypothetical VPP operating 

within Sweden. The DSO might have under control a 
distribution grid up to 130kV [15]. The market prices have 
been extracted from NORDPOOL [16]. Wind scenarios were 
taken from a wind park location in the north region of Sweden
using the tool provided in [17] . The stochastic mixed integer 
linear programming (MILP) problem has been solved for 81 
scenarios, using GAMS/EMP with deterministic equivalent 
solved using the solver CPLEX. The hypothetical VPP studied 
here possess the following assets:

-One hydro power plant: 150 MW, reservoir type.
-One wind park: 225MW. Capacity factor 10%. 
-Two thermal plants: 20 and 60 MW CHP units.
-One storage facility: 40 MW (no specific technology).
-One DCC with the DSO: intended for peak shaving during 
morning and evening peak hours.
-One bilateral contract with retailer: An energy purchase 
contract with a retailer. This contract contemplates DR. Other 
relevant characteristics of the study case are:

The penalization and premium fee linked to the VPP
have been calculated using as reference the average 
market price for the scenario under study.
The load sample is correlated to the Market price used.
The constants associated to the hydro reservoir and 
battery storage has been adjusted to recreate equivalent 
marginal prices that mimic a low future opportunity cost.
The SUC has been executed for = .
Each stochastic parameter has been represented by a joint 
discrete distribution. Each distribution has been 
simplified to three scenarios with an associated 
probability of occurrence.
The study case detailed data is available in [18].

Next the results for the base study case will be presented.
The VPP behavior without DCC and its behavior when its
wind park is enrolled in a contract with the DSO will be 
compared. It will then be shown how the objective function, 
penalties, income, and costs are affected when changing the 
source of capacity under contract. The cost structure of the 
VPP, the availability rates of its plants, the market prices, and 
ultimately the facility attached to the contract, play a role in 
the improvement or detriment of the remuneration. A 
particular VPP might need to evaluate by means of using a 
similar approach, the financial viability of participating in this 
type of capacity contracts.

B. SUC without RODG contract

Fig. 1. SUC without DCC. Binary decision variables for thermal machines, 
buying and selling bids, storage handling.
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Fig. 2.  SUC without DCC. Scheduled power on thermal machines, hydro 
power plants, storage facilities, wind power, and buying/selling bids.

TABLE I
VPP without DCC

Income (€) Costs (€) Penalties (€) Profit (€)
243441.527 128822.557 0.000 114618.970

C.  SUC under presence of a DCC

Fig. 3.  SUC under DCC. Binary decision variables for thermal machines, 
buying and selling bids, storage handling.

TABLE II
VPP under presence of DCC on Wind Park

Income (€) Costs (€) Penalties (€) Profit (€)
299344.787 128823.786 3550.928 166970.073

Fig. 4.  SUC under DCC. Scheduled power on thermal machines, hydropower 
plants, storage facilities, wind power, and buying/selling bids.

D.  Other scenarios including DCC
TABLE III

VPP under presence of DCC on DR

Income (€) Costs (€) Penalties (€) Profit (€)
328759.720 124467.123 4366.331 199926.266

TABLE IV
VPP under presence of DCC on Hydro unit

Income (€) Costs (€) Penalties (€) Profit (€)
244909.140 129354.706 0.000 115554.434

TABLE V
VPP under presence of DCC on thermal units

Income (€) Costs (€) Penalties (€) Profit (€)
243664.451 128823.199 0.000 114841.252

TABLE VI
VPP under presence of DCC on storage

Income (€) Costs (€) Penalties (€) Profit (€)
245198.047 128844.306 6540.638 109813.102

TABLE VII
VPP under presence of DCC on wind + storage

Income (€) Costs (€) Penalties (€) Profit (€)
240882.838 126530.620 651.045 113701.173

TABLE VIII
VPP under presence of DCC on wind + DR

Income (€) Costs (€) Penalties (€) Profit (€)
295959.121 126521.508 375.067 169062.545
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E. Discussion of results
When the VPP accepts the DCC in wind, its profit exhibits 

an increment of 45% in comparison with the base case without 
DCC. From Fig. 1 and Fig. 3, it can be seen that the 
commitment of the units remained mostly unchanged except 
for the battery storage that discharges during those hours but
without significant change of the operational cost. Even in 
presence of penalties the participation in a DCC seems to be
profitable for the VPP. The presence of the DCC contract can 
give the VPP the opportunity to receive an additional income
if certain conditions are fulfilled. The cost of the re-dispatch, 
the opportunity of placing selling bids in the market, and the 
penalizations, among other factors, can make the DCC
contract become of interest.  Presented here is the impact the 
source of capacity has in the revenue. From Table III to Table
VI, the highest improvement of the profit was obtained when 
the firm power was provided by means of implementing DR
(profit increased with 82% compared to the scenario with the 
lowest profit, VPP under presence of DCC on storage) since 
load curtailment has been considered within the price of the 
bilateral contract with the client, meaning that no penalization 
is applied for the use of this resource. Only when the storage 
facility is used for providing capacity, a detriment of the profit 
can be appreciated. This could be due to a combination
between the size of the storage facility and the associated cost 
to charge it during the previous hours. In Tables VII and VIII, 
when combining sources of capacity a detriment is perceived 
in comparison with the cases where only one source was 
implemented. For instance, it is less profitable to provide the 
service with DR and wind power in comparison to using only 
DR. Similarly, the combination of wind power and storage is 
less profitable than using wind power only. This can be due to
the combination of several sources of capacity leading to a 
higher reliability and hence to a lower PF as calculated by the 
algorithm. The latter, in combination with sufficient 
availability to serve the DSO request, or an inadequate 
penalization, could make less profitable the combined capacity 
offers. Finally, a bigger capacity contract could also represent 
an improvement of the VPP’s income.

VII.  CONCLUSIONS

Under the assumptions made for the study case used to 
evaluate the performance of the VPP, the DCC has proven to 
be a possible source of revenue that could drive DG/DER 
owners to consider this or other forms of capacity contracts 
with the DSO. Further analysis are needed to give better 
structure to the DCCs and accurately pinpoint the conditions 
and the topology the VPP should have to provide these type of 
services. On the side of the DSO, the DCC can be a tool to be 
considered within expansion planning studies in order to find 
more cost effective solutions. The question about if this DCC 
is a viable planning alternative remains. Future work will 
address this issue. Strictly speaking, the expansion problem 
seen from the eyes of the DSO while following the European 
directive has to consider every actor as a source of uncertainty. 
Distribution grid clients do not communicate their future 
decisions to the DSO and so forth the DSO can only forecast 
their behavior in order to expand the grid accordingly. The 
DCC represents a reduction of that uncertainty. It also might 

motivate the DER owner to invest in capacity at particular 
locations of the grid. This way the generation and grid 
expansion problems are being linked through a financial tool 
which does not break the regulatory rules.

VIII.  APPENDIX

A. DCC contract description:
The contract between the DSO and the VPP contemplates

a firm power request within the following capacity pattern:
hour 6:00 7:00 8:00 19:00 20:00 21:00
(MW) 20 40 20 20 40 20
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Abstract—This work presents a solution for the short-term
hydro-thermal scheduling problem linked to long-term conditions
through a piecewise-linear Future Cost Function (FCF). Given
end-point conditions to conform long-term water releases, and
given actual reservoir conditions, a segment of a pre-built piece-
wise future cost function will be chosen. The linear characteristic
of the FCF segment will allow a linear modeling of the hydro-
power plant, in a similar fashion as a thermal unit with an
equivalent marginal opportunity cost.

A short-term hydro thermal coordination problem will be
formulated considering parallel and cascaded hydro-reservoirs.
Three study cases involving different reservoir configurations
and scenarios will be computed to test the model. The results
of this model mimics coherently the future-cost hydro-thermal
coordination problem for the different configurations tested.
Given similarities with other forms of energy storage, a new
theoretical model for generic storage will be proposed and
discussed.

Index Terms—Hydroelectric-thermal power generation, En-
ergy Storage.

I. NOMENCLATURE

Cmg = Marginal Cost, $/MWh
I = River inflow, hm3/h
Kh = Hydropower turbination constant, MWh/hm3

KKT = Karush-Kuhn-Tucker

KT = Fixed cost of thermal unit, $/h
Ph = Active power produced by a hydropower plant, MW
Po = Overall output power from the hydro-reservoir, MW
PT = Active power produced in a thermal plant, MW
PL = Active power load, MW
S = Spill flow, hm3/h
V o, V f = Initial and final volume of the reservoir, hm3

Δt = interval of coordination, h
γ, λ = KKT Equality constraints multipliers

η, μ = KKT Inequality constraints multipliers

II. INTRODUCTION

FUTURE power systems are expected to host a large

amount of renewable resources and storage that will

operate along with conventional generation and hydropower.

Besides network constraints, the system operator has to care

about the production costs near real time operation. The

marginal costs of the production units allows the system

operator to assess re-dispatch. Due to their nature, neither

hydropower nor storage are characterized with this parameter.

M. Alvarez, S. K. Rönnberg, and M. H. J. Bollen are with the Department
of Engineering Sciences and Mathematics, Luleå University of Technology,
Sweden, (e-mail: manuel.alvarez@ltu.se). J. Zhong is with the Department of
Electrical and Electronic Engineering, The University of Hong Kong, China
(email: jzhong@eee.hku.hk). This work has been supported by The Swedish
Energy Agency and The Swedish Research Council.

Their marginal cost, associated with operation and mainte-

nance costs, can typically be neglected. The system operator

is in need of a methodology to coordinate in the short-term

hydropower resources and storage, optimizing operational

costs in regard of the system future costs. This work will take a

first step towards this direction by revisiting the hydro-thermal

coordination problem in order to find a functional equivalent

model for reservoir-type hydropower stations. Based on the

assumption that the hydroelectric generation marginal cost

is negligible [1], the short-term hydro-thermal coordination

problem (STHCP) has been solved applying Bender’s decom-

position [1], [2], Lagrangian relaxation [3]–[5], and contin-

uation methods [6], among other methods. Given that the

commitment of the units is already known i.e., the up-down

of the units has been solved separately [7], the coordination

between hydro and thermal units becomes similar to a dispatch

problem but including time interlaced hydraulic restrictions.

Regarding the stochastic nature of the problem, a method-

ology for the solution of multi-stage stochastic optimization

problems was developed in [8]. This methodology known as

stochastic dual dynamic programming (SDDP) is based on the

approximation of the future cost function (FCF) by piecewise-

linear functions as depicted in Fig. 2. Regarding interlacing

of time scales, a methodology developed in [9] solved the

mid/short term hydro-thermal coordination by translating the

electrical problem at short-term level into constraints to be

added to the mid-term scheduling problem. A work developed

in [10] solved the STHCP by linking with the long-term

through a piecewise-linear FCF to meet end-point conditions

and conform to a pre-established long-term water release

schedule [11].

Given the FCF in known, this work will interlace short and

long-term timescales by approximating the FCF to a single

linear segment. This will be done under the assumption that

for the day ahead the predictions are fairly accurate and hence:

• The reservoir volume of water at the beginning of the

coordination period is known.

• The inflow and head of water can be considered constant

during the next 24 hours.

• The long-term water release goal will aid to determine

the operating segment of the FCF and the volume limits

for the next 24 hours.

This work will present an economic dispatch-like method-

ology to solve the STHCP assuming the commitment of units

have been solved separately. The formulation will arrive to

an equivalent production cost for the hydro machine that is

purely based on future thermal predictions. These ideas will

be extended to propose a new model for energy storage based
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on the similarities with reservoir-type hydropower.

This paper is divided as follows: Section III presents a

single time step short-term hydro-thermal coordination model

to illustrate how a hydropower plant can acquire an equivalent

marginal cost. Section IV will implement the model for solving

the STHCP. Section V will present the study cases and their

results to illustrate the functionality of the model. Section VI

will derive and discuss an equivalent generic storage model

inspired by the hydropower model. Finally, Section VII will

present the relevant conclusions and recommendations of this

work.

III. SHORT-TERM HYDRO-THERMAL COORDINATION

PROBLEM

The purpose of the short-term hydro-scheduling is to find

the generation schedule, with a resolution that can vary from

half an hour up to several hours, within a period of scheduling

from one day up to a week. The objective of this schedule is

to maximize the value of the electrical production from hy-

dropower. For mixed hydro-thermal systems, the STHCP aims

to minimize the cost of thermal production [12]. Additionally,

environmental and geographical conditions can pose diverse

constrains over the operation of the hydroelectric plants. Some

instances are the control of floodwater, surface water elevation,

irrigation, time travel of water, recreation centers etc [11]. In

this work only restrictions for dam volume and spill flow will

be considered.

The hydro-schedule defines a trajectory for the reservoir

releases in order to balance thermal production and serve

system demand over the period of coordination [11]. When

impoundment hydropower stations are involved, this schedule

might consider future conditions in order to achieve an optimal

compromise between immediate and future costs (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Immediate and future thermal costs in $.

The scheduling is divided into several one-stage sub-

problems. The immediate thermal cost represents the pro-

duction cost of the thermal production in the initial stage t.
The future cost function represent the dependency between

the expected thermal generation costs in future stages and the

water available to displace such thermal generation, from stage

t+ 1 to the end of the coordination period [13].

By sampling multiple states of the availability of water in

the multiple stages along the planning horizon, the Stochastic

Dual Dynamic Programming (SDDP) recursion provides a

piecewise-linear function for the future cost as a function of

the volume of water stored in the reservoir (Fig. 2). This

piecewise surface considers uncertainty in inflows linked to

reservoir volume scenarios [14].

If known the FCF, the scheduling can be solved as a one-

stage problem. From one hour up to a day, the inflow and the

head of water can be considered constant and the predicted

demand is sufficiently accurate. Additionally, if the initial

volume conditions of the reservoir are known, a selection

of a segment of the piecewise function, i.e, use a linear

approximation as shown in (3) could be suitable to represent

the cost-to-go for the STHCP. Considering the simplest hydro-

thermal system composed by one hydro power plant and one

thermal plant, the traditional hydro-thermal model becomes:

MinΦ = CPRET + α(Vf )

S.T.

PL − Ph − PT = 0

Vf − V0 − I ·Δt+
Ph

Kh
·Δt+ S ·Δt = 0

Pmin
h < Ph < Pmax

h

V min
f < Vf < V max

f

Smin < S < Smax

Pmin
T < PT < Pmax

T

(1)

Where CPRET is the present thermal cost i.e., the pro-

duction cost of the thermal unit operating in the coordination

period. Assuming a linear production cost:

CPRET = KT + Cmg ·PT (2)

The segment of the FCF, α(Vf ), is expressed as:

α(Vf ) = K0 −Kf ·Vf (3)

The Lagrangian function used to satisfy KKT first order

optimality condition [15] is defined as:

L =Φ+ λ(PL − Ph − PT ) + · · ·
+γ(Vf − V0 − I ·Δt+

Ph

Kf
·Δt+ S ·Δt) + · · ·

+μPh
(Ph − Pmax

h ) + μPT
(PT − Pmax

T ) + · · ·
+μVf

(Vf − V max
f ) + μS(S − Smax) + · · ·

+ηPh
(Pmin

h − Ph) + ηPT
(Pmin

T − PT ) + · · ·
+ηVf

(V min
f − Vf ) + ηS(S

min − S)

(4)

Computing ∇L = 0

∂L
∂PT

= CmgT ·Δt+ λ+ μPT
− ηPT

= 0

∂L
∂Ph

=
γ

Kh
·Δt+ λ+ μPh

− ηPh
= 0

∂L
∂Vf

= γ −Kf + μVf
− ηVf

= 0

∂L
∂S

= γ ·Δt+ μS − ηS = 0

...

(5)
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By comparing ∂L
∂PT

with ∂L
∂Ph

in (5), it can be noticed that
γ
Kh

is the marginal cost the hydro machine will acquire under

optimal operation. The global optimum of (1) is found when

the solution coincide with the unrestricted problem. Also,

from (5) it can be seen that if no limits of the reservoir

are violated, then γ acquires the value Kf . Additionally, this

means that spill limits will not be reached; in this case a linear

approximation for the production cost given that γ will remain

constant all over the coordination period is justified. If γ as

dual variable represent the value of the resource, in this case

the water, then the ratio of this value to the rate of conversion

of turbinate water flow into electrical power has the same

meaning as the marginal cost in a thermal machine.

IV. ECONOMIC-DISPATCH-LIKE HYDRO-THERMAL

COORDINATION

As an input from a long-term study, and to conform to

a long-term water release schedule, the system operator will

choose from the FCF (Fig. 2), a segment providing an op-

portunity cost for the water, satisfying the long-term schedule

V ∗
f , and the limits for the volume of water in the reservoir at

the end of the coordination period.

Fig. 2. Piecewise future cost function

Since the long-term forecast will differ from the current

reservoir conditions, the short-term schedule will attempt to

keep the volume of water within the range enclosing V ∗
f in

the chosen segment.

A. Equivalent Marginal Cost for Hydropower

The volume of water in the reservoir at the end of the

coordination period will be:

Vf = V0 + a ·Δt− Ph

Kh
·Δt− S ·Δt (6)

By substitution of (6) in (3) we express the future cost in

terms of the overall power extracted from the reservoir Po as:

CFUT = Keq +
Kf

Kh
·Po ·Δt

Po = Ph + Ps

(7)

Where Keq is the sum of all the constant terms (representing

the conditions of the reservoir at the beginning of the coordi-

nation), and the coefficient
Kf

Kh
in (7) becomes the marginal

cost in $/MWh for the hydro power plant. It represents the

present cost of saving one unit of water for the future. The

term Ps is the equivalent power of the spilled water (spilled

water that could have been used to produce electrical power),

so that, Ps = s ·Kh.

This construction will allow us to reformulate the hydro-

thermal coordination as if it were a purely thermal economic

dispatch. Looking carefully to (5) if no limits of the reservoir

are violated, γ = Kf , the marginal cost of the hydro ma-

chine will become Kf/Kh. To consider the final volume of

water in the reservoir not to violate its limits the hydraulic

power will be redefined: now the total outflow power, Po has

two components, the spilled power and the effective electric

power corresponding to the turbinate water. Together they will

establish the limits for the overall amount of water that can

be extracted from the reservoir.

Kh

Δt
· (V0 + a ·Δt− V max

f ) ≤ Ph + Ps

Ph + Ps ≤ Kh

Δt
· (V0 + a ·Δt− V min

f )

(8)

The restrictions in (8) won’t guarantee the spill flow and

the electric power will be maintained within limits. For this

reason, two additional restrictions must be added:

Kh · smin ≤Ps ≤ Kh · smax

Pmin
h ≤Ph ≤ Pmax

h

(9)

The hydraulic restrictions behave as depicted in Fig. 3

Fig. 3. Hydro reservoir volume limits

B. Proposed Hydro-thermal Coordination Model

Min Φ =
∑
j

∑
k

[
Cmgj ·PTj,k

·Δtk + · · ·

+
∑
i

∑
k

(
Kfi −Kfd

Khi

)
·Poi,k ·Δtk

] (10)

ST

Pmin
Tj

< PTj,k
< Pmax

Tj

Pmin
hi

< Phi,k
< Pmax

hi

Khi · smin
i < Psi,k < Khi · smax

i

Pmin
oi,k

< Poi,k < Pmax
oi,k

(11)

Where:

Poi,k = Psi,k + Phi,k (12)

and,

Pmin,max
oi,k

=
Khi

Δtk
·
[
V0i + ai +

Nu∑
u=1

k∑
r=1

(
Pou,r

Khu

)
·Δtr

−
(
Po(i,k−1)

Khi

)
·Δtk−1 − V min,max

fi

]
(13)
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For hydro plants i and thermal plants j running in coordi-

nation intervals k. Nu is the number of immediate upstream

reservoirs u from an immediate downstream hydro plant d.

C. Graphical representation

The model presented in Section IV-B, can be represented

and partially solved graphically to illustrate the practicality

of this approach. For the most general case when reservoirs

are cascaded, the equivalent marginal cost will be defined as
Kfu−Kfd

Khu
, for a machine u that is located upstream a machine

d meaning upstream machines will have a reduced marginal

cost given that machines downstream will still be able to re-

turbine the outflow water from it. The downstream machine

will acquire an equivalent marginal cost Kfd
Khd

assuming that

there is no another reservoir downstream the reservoir d.

Fig. 4. HTC graphical representation

In Fig. 4, the dispatch has been solved assuming an hypo-

thetical scenario. If the equivalent marginal costs for the hydro

machines are bigger than the marginal cost of the thermal

machine, this is a signal that water must be saved for future

use. In this scenario, the thermal machine is operated to its

maximum, the hydraulic machine u, at its minimum, and the

hydro machine d is settling the price of the energy. If no limits

of the reservoir are violated by this dispatch, then this should

be the optimal solution.

V. STUDY CASES

Following, a set of three study cases is presented. Each

study case is divided in two scenarios. For each study case,

the scenario 1 is based on the data available in the tables.

Some modifications will be made on the scenario 1 data to

conform the scenario 2. This modifications will be explained

along with the results. Thermal machines in Table III apply for

study cases B and C. These study cases have been designed

to test the new model with different reservoir configuration

operating in uneven intervals of coordination. The values for

Kf and Kh have been chosen for illustrative purposes only.

A. One hydro machine, one thermal unit, one interval of
coordination

This study case illustrates the basic behavior of the model.

The scenario 2 is obtained after changing the opportunity cost

of the water due to changes in the initial conditions of the

reservoir, i.e. by selecting another segment from the future

cost curve that the SO is supposed to have. The new Kf
value has to come along with new limits for the reservoir. For

the scenario 2, V o = 350 hm3, Kf = 2000 $/hm3, V fmin =
300 hm3 and V fmax = 500 hm3.

TABLE I
CASE A DATA

Hydro Unit

Kh
[
MWh/hm3

]
50

Phmin [MW] 100
Phmax [MW] 700

V o
[
hm3

]
550

a
[
hm3/h

]
12

Kf
[
$/hm3

]
200

V fmin
[
hm3

]
500

V fmax
[
hm3

]
700

Δt [h] 24

Thermal Unit
Cmg [$/MWh] 10

Pmin
T [MW] 100

Pmax
T [MW] 1000

System Load [MW]
Δt = 24h 1000

TABLE II
CASE A RESULTS

Variable Scenario 1 Scenario 2
PT [MW] 300.0000 712.5000
Ph [MW] 700.0000 287.5000
PS [MW] 0.0000 0.0000

V f
[
hm3

]
502.0000 500.0000

λ
Δt

[$/MWh] 10.0000 10.0000

Φ [k$] 139.2000 447.0000

It can be seen how the change of the initial conditions lead

to a different opportunity cost for the water. In this particular

case, moving to a region were the economy is found by saving

water for future use.

B. One hydro machine, two thermal units, two intervals of
coordination

Here an hypothetical situation to study the effect of the

initial volume of water given the same opportunity cost is

presented. The initial volume has been increased to V o =
500 hm3 to conform the scenario 2.

TABLE III
CASE B DATA

Hydro Unit

Kh

[
MWh/hm3

]
50

Pmin
h [MW] 100

Pmax
h [MW] 700

V0

[
hm3

]
300

I
[
hm3/h

]
5

Kf

[
$/hm3

]
200

V min
f

[
hm3

]
200

V max
f

[
hm3

]
1000

Thermal Unit Unit 1 Unit 2
Cmg [$/MWh] 10 15

Pmin
T [MW] 200 100

Pmax
T [MW] 800 1000

Op. Interval Δta Δtb

System Load [MW]
Δta = 8h 1000
Δtb = 16h 500

TABLE IV
CASE B RESULTS

Variable
Scenario 1 Scenario 2
Δta Δtb Δta Δtb

PTa [MW] 425.0000 NO 300.0000 NO
PTb

[MW] NO 100.0000 NO 100.0000

Ph [MW] 575.0000 400.0000 700.0000 400.0000
PS [MW] 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Vf

[
hm3

]
248.0000 200.0000 428.0000 380.0000

λ
Δt

[$/MWh] 10.0000 10.0000 10.0000 4.0000

Φ [k$] 102.0000 96.0000
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Here the availability of water has turn the hydro machine

in the marginal machine in Δtb.

C. Two parallel hydro machines in cascade with a third hydro
machine, two thermal units two intervals of coordination

In this study case the effect of the load is evaluated across

two scenarios. Each load scenario has been splitted in two

blocks of 8 h and 16 h. In Scenario 1 both blocks are of equal

energy but in scenario 2 this has been changed by swapping

the 2000MW demand to the 16 hours block. This way the

energy blocks will have a 1:4 ratio between them.

TABLE V
CASE C DATA

Hydro Unit Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3

Kh

[
MWh/hm3

]
20 10 10

Pmin
h [MW] 100 50 50

Pmax
h [MW] 700 600 500

V0

[
hm3

]
500 400 300

I
[
hm3/h

]
10 10 -

Kf

[
$/hm3

]
400 200 100

V min
f

[
hm3

]
200 300 300

V max
f

[
hm3

]
700 700 700

System Load [MW]
Δta = 8h 2000
Δtb = 16h 1000

TABLE VI
CASE C RESULTS

Variable
Scenario 1 Scenario 2
Δta Δtb Δta Δtb

PTa [MW] 800.0000 NO 777.0494 NO
PTb

[MW] NO 162.5000 NO 702.9612

Ph1 [MW] 613.7013 368.1494 100.0000 609.5388
Ph2 [MW] 195.4787 114.7606 50.0000 187.5000
Ph3 [MW] 390.8200 354.5900 72.9506 500.0000
PS1

[MW] 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PS2 [MW] 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PS3

[MW] 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

V f1
[
hm3

]
334.5195 200.0000 540.0000 212.3690

V f2
[
hm3

]
323.6170 300.0000 440.0000 300.0000

V f3
[
hm3

]
389.2075 300.0000 321.6395 309.2706

λ
Δt

[$/MWh] 15.0000 15.0000 10.0000 15.0000

Φ [k$] 387.0000 509.0000

In scenario 1, Δta, the thermal unit a is at its maximum,

and the marginal cost is 15$/MWh. This means the hydro unit

1 is the marginal unit since (Kf1 −Kf3)/Kh1 = 15$/MWh.

In Δtb the marginal prices of the thermal unit b and the hydro

1 are the same. Here the algorithm has decided to make use

of the water available to leave the reservoir volumes in the

minimum at the end of the coordination. This means that the

marginal unit will be the thermal unit b.

VI. GENERAL ENERGY STORAGE MODEL

A general model applicable for different types of storage

will be developed here. We can conceive that any type of

storage is constituted by two elements, a converter and a

container. A bidirectional energy converter is in charge of

taking electrical power from the grid, perform the conversion

process, and store the energy in a particular form in the

container. Also this converter is capable of provide energy to

the grid by extracting it from the container and converting it

to electric form. Both processes involve a particular efficiency.

Fig. 5. Generic storage representation

The converter can be represented by the following equa-

tions:

Qin = Kin · ηin ·Pin

Pout = Kout · ηout ·Qout

(14)

Kin and Kout are constructive parameters representing the

physics behind the conversion process. ηin and ηout are the

respective efficiencies of the processes. Qin and Qout are a

flow quantities entering and leaving the container, Pin is the

power extracted from the grid that is transformed into Qin

and Pout is the electrical power delivered to the grid after the

conversion of Qout. The state of the container after a time step

Δt can be represented by:

Ef = E0 +Qin ·Δt−Qout ·Δt−D ·Δt (15)

Where E is a volume variable representing the amount

of energy in the container at the beginning and at the end

of the coordination period. D is a variable representing the

decay of the storage by natural reasons or by command of the

operator (as in the case of the spill flow in hydr-reservoirs). If

a piecewise FCF linked to Ef is known for this storage, then

the storage production cost could be modeled as follows next.

A segment of the FCF for the storage can be expressed in a

similar fashion as (3):

α(Ef ) = K0 −Kf ·Ef (16)

By substitution of (15) in (16), an equivalent production

cost for the generic battery storage is obtained:

CPeq
= Keq + Cmgeq · (Pout + PD − Pfut) (17)

Where:
Cmgeq =

Kf

Kout · ηout (18)

PD = D ·Kout · ηout (19)

Pfut = Pin ·Kin · ηin ·Kout · ηout (20)

The term PD represent the decay/lost power in the reservoir;

it could represent drained/spilled power to meet technical

restrictions, Pfut is the electrical power transformed to be

stored and later available for future use, for instance, it

could be representative of a pump-storage ability in a hydro-

reservoir. This way of modeling the storage makes it behave

as a thermal machine with an equivalent marginal cost.
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A. Discussion
SDDP has been applied to coordinate storage units [16],

[17]. The coordination period for storage units can be signif-

icantly smaller than hydro-reservoir stations, but this is not

an impediment to apply SDDP and the equivalent short-term

model. The generic storage model presented here requires an

FCF to be available in order to construct the model. When

the SDDP is applied to multiple energy storage elements,

the piecewise FCF will be a hypersurface. This will require

a more refined way of selecting the proper hyperplane that

will provide the parameters Kf1 to Kfn for n energy storage

elements. The equivalent model has been conceived for a day-

ahead schedule of resources. Thus, the equivalent marginal

cost of the energy storage elements has to be updated on a

daily basis. The generic storage model can be used to represent

different storage technologies in operational studies or can

be used to assess the impact of storage in planning studies,

in which case the model has to be embedded in a SDDP

algorithm disregarding its equivalent marginal cost.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper a new model for the hydro-power plant

implemented for short-term hydro-thermal coordination

was presented. The cornerstone of the methodology is the

pre-selection, performed by the system operator / generation

owner, of a segment of the piecewise future cost function

from a long-term hydro-scheduling. This lead to a linear

model where the hydropower plant acquired an equivalent

marginal cost and behaved similarly to a thermal machine.

Consequently it was possible to reformulate the hydro-thermal

coordination as to an economic dispatch-like formulation

with additional power restrictions. Also, the formulation

allowed the quantification of the equivalent spilled power

for keeping the level of the reservoir within limits. Three

theoretical study cases successfully showed consistency and

applicability to different reservoir configurations. Upstream

cascaded reservoirs showed being benefited by the re-use of

the turbinate water by downstream hydro-power plants. By

using this methodology the system operator will be able to

conform to a long-term hydro-scheduling and at the same time

deal with the realization of the uncertainties in the present

by correcting the opportunity cost of water and the reservoir

limits given actual environmental and technical conditions.

A generic storage model was theoretically developed based

on the hydro-reservoir equivalent and could be implemented

in the future for storage coordination purposes. An SDDP

approach could be applied to build up equivalent future cost

functions for other types of storage, obtaining its opportunity

costs, and implementing an equivalent model to coordinate

the use of storage and renewable energy from wind and sun

within transmission and distribution systems. Future work

will show this approach can be thought in a wider perspective

as a storage coordination methodology.
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Abstract

The long-term (LT) scheduling of reservoir-type hydropower plants is a multistage stochastic dy-

namic problem that has been traditionally solved using the Stochastic Dual Dynamic Programming

(SDDP) approach. This LT schedule of releases should be met through short-term (ST) scheduling

decisions obtained from a hydro-thermal scheduling considering uncertainties. Both time scales can be

linked if the ST problem considers as input the future cost function (FCF) obtained from LT studies.

Known the piecewise-linear FCF, the hydro-scheduling can be solved as one-stage problem. Under

certain considerations a single segment of the FCF can be used to solve the schedule. From this for-

mulation an equivalent model for the hydropower plant can be derived and used in ST studies. This

model behaves accordingly to LT conditions to be met, and provides a marginal cost for dispatching

the plant. A generation company (GENCO) owning a mix of hydro, wind, an thermal power will

be the subject of study where the model will be implemented. The GENCO faces the problem of

scheduling the hydraulic resource under uncertainties from e.g. wind and load while determining the

market bids that maximize its profit under uncertainties from market prices. A two-stage stochastic

unit commitment (SUC) for the ST scheduling implementing the equivalent hydro model will be solved.

Keywords: Hydropower plants, hydro-thermal scheduling, hydropower model.

1. Nomenclature

Cmg = Marginal Cost, e/MWh

Cx = No load cost, e

Cy = Star-up cost, e

Cz = Shot-down cost, e
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I = river inflow, hm3/h

Kf = future cost coefficient for hydropower plant, e/hm3

MTU = Minimum time up for thermal units, h

MTU = Minimum time down for thermal units, h

NBC = Number of bilateral contracts with retailers

NSU = Number of storage units

Nt = Number of periods of the study

NTU = Number of thermal units

NHU = Number of hydro units

NWU = Number of wind-power units

Pbuy = GENCO’s buying bid, MW

Ph = Active power produced by a hydropower plant, MW

PL = Active power load, MW

Psell = GENCO’s selling bid, MW

PT = Active power produced in a thermal plant, MW

Pw = Wind power, MW

RU = Ramp up rate of thermal units, MW/h

RU = Ramp down rate of thermal units, MW/h

S = Spill flow, hm3/h

ux = Stand-by binary decision

uy = Start-up binary decision

uz = Shut-down binary decision

V o, V f = Initial and final volume of the reservoir, hm3

Δt = interval of coordination, h

γ, λ = Equality constraints Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) multipliers

η, μ = Inequality constraints KKT multipliers

ρBC = Bilateral contract fee, e/MWh

ρM = Market price, e/MWh

2. Introduction

The scheduling of reservoir-type hydropower stations in the short-term (ST) has an impact on

future operation costs. For this reason, this type of units have to be studied in the long-term (LT)

timescale considering uncertainties from inflows, load, system expansion etc. Due to computational

complexity and tractability issues, this LT coordination problem cannot address a time step of hours.
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Depending on the coordination horizon, it is solved using a time step of days, weeks or even months.

Some methods have tried to address this issue by using nested structures or multi-horizon approaches

that address mid-term and ST timescales [1].

A methodology for the solution of multi-stage stochastic optimization problems known as stochastic

dual dynamic programming (SDDP) [2] deals with the dimensionality problem of the dynamic program-

ming method since combinatorial explosion is avoided. In order to improve tractability and accuracy, a

hybrid method that unifies the sample-based approach (using SDDP) and the scenario-based approach

(using a Deterministic Equivalent) has been developed in [3].

To avoid dimensionality issues due to different time resolution for ST and LT, time scales can be

interlaced. A methodology developed in [4] solved the mid/short term hydro-thermal coordination

by translating the electrical problem at short-term level into constraints to be added to the mid-term

scheduling problem. ST hydro-scheduling could be solved to meet end-point conditions and conform to

a pre-established long-term water release schedule [6], as developed in [5] where the scheduling problem

was solved using a piecewise-linear future cost function (FCF).

Another issue regarding hydro-scheduling concerns the assess of its actual monetary value in present

decisions. In the short-term operation, the system operator has to make decisions regarding re-dispatch

of units. Considering a negligible marginal cost for the hydropower [7], the ST scheduling problem has

been solved using different operations research approaches, applying Bender’s decomposition [7, 8], La-

grangian relaxation [9, 10, 11], continuation methods [12], extended differential dynamic programming

[13], multi-pass dynamic programming [14], and genetic algorithms [15], among other methods.

This work will address the problem of time-scale interlacing and at the same time will provide an

equivalent marginal cost for the hydropower to assess ST operational decisions. This will be achieved

by developing a reservoir-type hydropower equivalent model (HEM), based on a one-stage problem

formulation that assumes the cost-to-go function is known. A demonstration on how this model is

obtained will be provided and the model will be tested on a ST stochastic unit commitment. This

way ST and LT uncertainties will be linked and the dispatch of the hydropower will be achieved in

consideration of a LT schedule of releases. Cascaded plants will be used to demonstrate the generality

of the model.

The remainder of this work is organized as follows: Section 3 will describe the derivation of the

model. Section 4 will show the formulation of the SCU where the HEM will be tested. Section 5 will

describe the study case. Section 6 will show the result and its analysis. Finally Section 7 contains the

conclusions and recommendations of this work.
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3. Hydropower Equivalent Model - HEM

The hydro-schedule defines a trajectory for the reservoir releases in order to balance thermal pro-

duction and serve system demand over the period of coordination [6]. The sequence of releases is

obtained by decomposing the coordination horizon into several one-stage problems where the objec-

tive is to achieve the minimum compromise between immediate and future operational costs, as shown

in Fig. 1.

In the scheduling of hydro reservoirs using SDDP [16], a set of supporting hyperplanes or equivalent

benders cuts are used to represent the expected cost-to-go function in a piecewise-linear fashion. This

piecewise FCF translates the costs of future stages as a function of the first stage decisions.

If the FCF is available, the problem can be solved as one stage problem [2], modeling the FCF

through special ordered sets [17]. This one-stage problem can be used to assess short-term decisions

while considering the impact in future stages costs. A work developed in [5] solves the hydro-thermal

generation scheduling using a unit commitment (UC) problem formulation for the ST, with a GA

implementation that uses a piecewise-linear FCF representation.

The work presented here proposes a model for the hydropower plant that couples LT costs with ST

decisions through the use of the FCF. This model approaches day-ahead hydro-thermal coordination,

with the following assumptions [18]:

• In the day-ahead the weather forecast accuracy is around 85% [19].

• The load forecast accuracy for the next 24 hours is around 97% [20].

• The inflow of water remains approximately constant during the next 24 hours.

• The present conditions of the reservoir are known.

• The head of water in the reservoir can be considered constant during the next 24 hours.

• The thermal units that will be operating during the next 24 hours are known.

The system operator could approximate the FCF to a single linear segment. The choice of this

segment could be done according to the estimation of the final state of volume of water in the day

ahead according to the described assumptions, but most important, according to the LT hydraulic

schedule of the reservoir.

3.1. Hydropower Plant Description

The model used for the hydropower plant, shown in Fig. 2, is described in detail in [21]. The

hydraulic power extracted from the hydro station can be expressed as:

Ph = Kh · q
Kh = γ ·h · g · η

(1)
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Where Kh is the plant production coefficient in MWh/hm3 and is expressed in terms of the specific

weight of the water γ, the head of water h, the gravity acceleration g, and the efficiency of the turbine-

generator set η. The turbinate water flow q is in hm3/h. For Kh both the efficiency and the head of

water have been assumed as constant for the ST.

3.2. One-Stage Hydro-Thermal Coordination Problem

Let’s assume that a piecewise-linear FCF for the state of the volume in the reservoir (Fig. 3) is

provided. This function considers uncertainty in inflows linked to reservoir volume scenarios [21]. A

selection of a segment of the FCF, i.e, use a linear approximation as shown in (4) could be suitable

to represent the future cost for the short term hydro-thermal coordination problem. Considering the

simplest hydro-thermal system composed by one hydropower plant and a thermal plant, the traditional

hydro-thermal model becomes:

MinΦ = CPRET + α(Vf )

S.T.

PL − Ph − PT = 0

Vf − V0 − I ·Δt+
Ph

Kh
·Δt+ S ·Δt = 0

Pmin
h < Ph < Pmax

h

V min
f < Vf < V max

f

Smin < S < Smax

Pmin
T < PT < Pmax

T

(2)

Where CPRET is the present thermal cost of the units operating in the coordination period.

Assuming a linear production cost for the thermal unit:

CPRET = KT + CmgT ·PT (3)

And the future cost segment is expressed as:

α(Vf ) = K0 −Kf ·Vf (4)
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In order to satisfy KKT first-order optimality condition, the Lagrangian function is defined as:

L =Φ+ λ(PL − Ph − PT ) + · · ·

+γ(Vf − V0 − I ·Δt+
Ph

Kf
·Δt+ S ·Δt) + · · ·

+μPh
(Ph − Pmax

h ) + μPT
(PT − Pmax

T ) + · · ·
+μVf

(Vf − V max
f ) + μs(S − Smax) + · · ·

+ηPh
(Pmin

h − Ph) + ηPT
(Pmin

T − PT ) + · · ·
+ηVf

(V min
f − Vf ) + ηS(S

min − S)

(5)

Computing ∇L = 0

∂L
∂PT

= CmgT ·Δt+ λ+ μPT
− ηPT

= 0 (6)

∂L
∂Ph

= γ
Kh

·Δt+ λ+ μPh
− ηPh

= 0 (7)

∂L
∂Vf

= γ −Kf + μVf
− ηVf

= 0 (8)

∂L
∂S

= γ ·Δt+ μs − ηs = 0 (9)

...

By comparing (6) and (7), it can be noticed that the term γ/Kh is the marginal cost the hydro

machine will acquire under the optimal operation. The global optimum of (2) is found when the

solution coincide with the unrestricted problem. Also, from (8) it can be seen that if no limit of the

reservoir is violated, then γ acquires the value Kf . Additionally, this means that spill limits in (9) will

not be reached; in this case a linear approximation for the production cost given that γ will remain

constant all over the coordination period is justified. If γ as dual variable represent the value of the

resource, in this case the water, then the ratio of this value to the rate of conversion of turbinate water

flow into electrical power (Kh) has the same meaning as the marginal cost in a thermal machine.

3.3. Model Definition

As an input from a long-term study and to conform to a long-term water release schedule, the system

operator will choose from the FCF curve (as shown in Fig. 3) a segment providing an opportunity cost

for the water and the volume limits in the reservoir at the end of the coordination period. The system

operator performs this action in attention to several factors: actual conditions of the reservoir, time of

coordination, network constraints, forecasted demand, etc. The parameter Kf will be then considered

as input data for the short-term problem at hand.

The volume of water in the reservoir at the end of the coordination period will be:

Vf = V0 + I ·Δt− Ph

Kh
·Δt− S ·Δt (10)
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By substitution of (10) in (4) we obtain an equivalent production cost for the hydro reservoir:

Cpeq = Keq +
Kf

Kh
· (Ph + Ps) ·Δt (11)

Where Keq is the sum of all the constant terms, and the coefficient Kf/Kh in (11) becomes the

marginal cost in $/MWh for the hydro power plant. This marginal cost represents the present cost

of saving one unit of water for the future. The term Ph is the electrical power extracted from the

generator, and the term Ps is the equivalent power of the spilled water (like if that water would have

been turbinated), so that Ps = S ·Kh.

For keeping the reservoir final volume between limits, the total outflow power composed by the

spilled power and the effective electric power, will establish the limits for the overall amount of water

that can be extracted from the reservoir.

Kh

Δt
· (V0 + I ·Δt− V max

f ) ≤ Ph + Ps

Ph + Ps ≤ Kh

Δt
· (V0 + I ·Δt− V min

f )

(12)

The restrictions in (12) will not guarantee the spill flow and the electric power will be maintained

within limits. For this reason, two additional restrictions must be added:

Kh ·Smin ≤Ps ≤ Kh ·Smax

Pmin
h ≤Ph ≤ Pmax

h

(13)

The hydraulic restrictions can also be represented in the traditional manner as:

Vf = V0 + I ·Δt− Ph

Kh
·Δt− S ·Δt

V min
f ≤ Vf ≤ V max

f

Smin ≤ S ≤ Smax

(14)

The hydraulic restrictions behave as depicted in Fig. 4

3.4. Graphical Dispatch with HEM

Since the hydropower acquired a marginal cost, it can be dispatched as a thermal unit. The model

can be represented and partially solved graphically to illustrate the practicality of this approach. For

a more general case when reservoirs are cascaded, it can be demonstrated that the equivalent marginal

cost will be defined as
Kfi−Kfj

Khi
, for a reservoir i that is located upstream a reservoir j. Upstream

machines will have a reduced marginal cost given that machines downstream will still be able to re-

turbine the outflow water from it. The downstream machine j will acquire an equivalent marginal cost

of
Kfj
Khj

assuming it does not have another hydropower plant downstream.
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In Fig. 5, a single hour dispatch has been solved assuming a hypothetical scenario of load and

marginal prices. If the equivalent marginal costs for the hydro machines are bigger than the marginal

cost of the thermal machine, this is a signal that water must be saved for future use. In this scenario,

the thermal machine is operated to its maximum, the hydraulic machine i, at its minimum, and the

hydro machine j is settling the price λ of the energy. If no limits of the reservoir are violated by this

dispatch, then this should be the optimal solution.

4. Formulation of Stochastic Unit Commitment

Following the formulation of the SUC that will be used to test the HEM. The UC will be solved

as a linear two-stage stochastic problem. Written in standard form:

max cTu+ E[Q(u, ξ)]

s.t. A ·u ≤ b, u ε {0, 1}
(15)

Where Q(u, ξ) is the optimal value of the second-stage problem:

max qTx

s.t. T ·u+W ·x ≤ h,y ≤ 0
(16)

The commitment binary decisions are represented by u, and x represents the dispatch of the units.

The term ξ groups the stochastic parameters of the model that can appear in the form of W, T, q,

and h. In the SUC model these stochastic parameters are: the maximum available wind power Pmax
w ,

the load PL, and the market price ρM .

4.1. Objective Function

Profit φ = BCI + SB +

−
(
BB +

NTU∑
CPT

+
NHU∑

CPh

)
(17)

The terms of the objective function will be explained next.

4.2. Thermal Unit Model

The thermal units operating cost is described by:

CpT =

Nt∑
t=1

(CmgT ·PT,t +

+ ux,t ·Cx + uy,t ·Cy + uz,t ·Cz)

(18)
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And their operation is subject to the following constraints:

Pmin
T ·ux,t ≤ PT,t ≤ ux,t ·Pmax

T

ux,t + uz,t ≤ 1

ux,t + uy,t+1 = ux,t+1 + uz,t+1

PT,t − PT,t+1 ≤ RD

PT,t+1 − PT,t ≤ RU

t+MTU−1∑
j=t+1

Uz,j ≤ MTU · (1− Uy,t)

t+MTD−1∑
j=t+1

Uy,j ≤ MTU · (1− Uz,t)

(19)

4.3. Hydro Unit Model

The equivalent operating cost of a hydro unit i located upstream a unit j is described by:

Cphi =

Nt∑
t=1

Kfi −Kfj

Khi

· (Phi,t +Khi ·Si,t) ·Δt (20)

And its operation is subject to the following constraints:

Pmin
hi

≤ Phi,t ≤ Pmax
hi

V min
fi ≤ Vfi,t ≤ V max

fi

Smin
i ≤ Si,t ≤ Smax

i

Vfi,t = Vfi,t−1 + Ii,t ·Δt+
Phj ,t

Khj

·Δt− Ph,t

Kh
·Δt− St ·Δt

(21)

4.4. Wind Power Model

The GENCO can execute soft spill of wind power Sw in order to match the power balance. Pmax
w

is the maximum available wind power at time t and is a stochastic parameter.

Sw,t = Pmax
w − Pw,t

Pw,t ≤ Pmax
w

(22)
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4.5. Market Offers

The GENCO is deciding a strategy to maximize its profit. It can place buying bids (BB) or selling

bids (SB) in the day-ahead market. The corresponding expenditure and income from these bids are:

BB =

Nt∑
t=1

(ρM,t ·Pbuy,t)

SB =

Nt∑
t=1

(ρM,t ·Psell,t)

Pmin
buy ·ubuy,t ≤ Pbuy,t ≤ ubuy,t ·Pmax

buy

Pmin
sell ·usell,t ≤ Psell,t ≤ usell,t ·Pmax

sell

ubuy,t + usell,t ≤ 1

(23)

The market price is a stochastic parameter.

4.6. Power Balance and Load

The GENCO serves load under a bilateral contract. The load is a stochastic parameter. The VPP

perceives an income (BCI) for this bilateral contract:

BCI =
Nt∑
t=1

(ρBC ·PL,t) (24)

The balance between generation, storage, bids and load at every time interval t of the schedule is

described as:

Psell,t +
NBC∑

PL,t +
NSU∑

Pin,t −
(
Pbuy,t +

NTU∑
PT,t +

+

NHU∑
Ph,t +

NWU∑
Pw,t

)
= 0

(25)

5. Study Case

A GENCO owning different forms of energy production and bilateral contracts with retailers, faces

the problem of defining a strategy to bid in the wholesale market in order to maximize its profit.

Given short-term uncertainties represented by the day-ahead forecast, and long-term uncertainties

represented by the FCF of the reservoir type hydropower units, this GENCO will perform a two-stage

SUC linking both time scales through the HEM. Tables 1, 2, and 3, contains the data of the hydro

and thermal units. Detailed data of the study case can be found in [18]. The GENCO possesses

assets in a distribution grid within the voltage range of 30 kV to 130 kV. The hydraulic configuration

of hydropower units is shown in Fig. 6. The market prices have been extracted from NORDPOOL

[22]. Wind scenarios were taken from a wind park location in the north region of Sweden using the
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web-based tool provided in [23]. The stochastic mixed integer linear programming (MILP) problem

has been solved for 27 scenarios, using GAMS/EMP with deterministic equivalent solved using the

solver CPLEX. The GENCO studied here possess the following assets:

• Three hydro power plants: 64 MW, 30 MW, and 8 MW.

• One wind park: 225 MW. Capacity factor 10%.

• Three thermal plants: 15 MW and 20 MW and 30 MW.

• One bilateral contract with a retailer.

Fig. 7 shows the three scenarios evaluated for the four stochastic parameters. Each scenario has

been labeled with its probability of occurrence. Other relevant characteristics of the study case are:

• The bilateral contract has been calculated using a reference of average market price with a 30%

profit allowance.

• The load sample is correlated to the market price used.

• The parameter Kf has been adjusted for illustrative purposes only. The pre-selected FCF seg-

ments are shown in Table 1.

• The volume limits used in the study correspond to the range of the FCF segment shown in Table

1.

• The SUC has been executed for Nt =24h.

• Each stochastic parameter has been represented by a joint discrete distribution. For simplicity,

each distribution has been scaled down to three scenarios with an associated probability of

occurrence as shown in Fig. 7.

• No ramp restrictions for the hydropower plant and the storage are considered.

• The profit is calculated with the assumption that the bids are cleared for the day-ahead market.

6. Results of Stochastic Unit Commitment

Next the results of the SUC will be presented. To show the effect of the FCF consideration in the

study, two cases will be presented. Case 1: the equivalent marginal cost for hydropower is computed

regarding the model, Case 2: the marginal cost for hydropower is neglected.

The commitment of thermal units is presented in Fig. 8 and Fig. 11. The power schedule of units

in Fig. 10 and Fig. 13 is based on expected values for the 27 scenarios evaluated by the algorithm.

The binary buying and selling decisions are presented in Fig. 9 and Fig. 12. Tables 4 and 5 shows the

objective function value, decomposed in income and costs.
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6.1. Case 1: Considering FCF Through the Equivalent Marginal Cost of the Hydropower Plants

Fig. 8 shows the thermal units 1 and 3 have been committed to operate within the range of high

market prices (see market prices predictions in Fig. 7). The thermal unit 2 does not operate further

than hour 11 given its marginal cost is the highest.

Fig. 10 shows the algorithm pursues selling bids due to sufficient generation to supply its bilateral

contracts with retailers. It can be seen in Fig. 9 that the selling bids are bigger in hours of higher

predicted market prices. During hours 7 and 17, just before the peak prices, there are no selling bids,

possibly to maximize the offer using hydro when the price is maximum.

It can be seen in Fig. 10 that the scheduling behavior is highly correlated with the market price

pattern. The algorithm arranges hydro and thermal power around wind power to supply the demand

and place the bids in the market. The size of the bids will tend to follow the price changes. The size of

the bids are limited by the maximum load, in case of buying bids, and limited by maximum available

production for the case of selling bids.

6.2. Case 2: Neglecting the Hydropower Marginal Cost.

To assess the impact of neglecting the FCF, a schedule of the hydraulic resource neglecting the

equivalent marginal cost for every hydropower station is made. The results are shown as following:

As can be seen when comparing Table 4 with Table 5, the profit has increased in the Case 2.

Disregarding the impact of ST decisions in the future might result attractive to the GENCO but it

has to consider that:

1. The cost value is smaller in comparison to the cost obtained in scenario 1, since in this case only

present costs have been computed.

2. With a zero equivalent marginal costs, the hydropower becomes attractive for placing selling bids

at all times.

3. The overall result is an increased profit that results from an increased income and reduced costs

for the ST only.

According to Fig. 1, the global ST-LT perspective for the GENCO on this case, is to face increased

future costs due to water unavailability. This will make the overall present and future cost to be

sub-optimal.

As expected, Fig. 12 shows that the algorithm has placed selling bids for all the coordination

period.

It can be seen in Fig. 13 that the area under the power schedule of the units has increased since

more energy is being transacted in the wholesale market, increasing the income from selling bids. Since

12



the marginal cost from hydro vanishes when Kf = 0 its participation in the dispatch does not impact

the profit through the costs.

7. Conclusions

Given the need of dispatching hydropower in the short-term (ST), and the consideration of its

impact in long-term (LT) decisions and costs, this work proposed a hydropower equivalent model

(HEM) that addressed both issues. The HEM provided an equivalent marginal cost for hydropower

based on a piecewise-linear future cost approximation that interlaced ST and LT timescales. The model

is based on a linear formulation for the production cost of hydropower that was derived from the ST

hydro-thermal coordination problem. Under the assumption that the Future Cost Function (FCF) for

the LT is known, the system operator can compute an equivalent marginal cost for hydropower by

selecting a segment of the FCF that meets the LT schedule of releases. Through this marginal cost, the

system operator will be able to dispatch hydropower in the ST, by solving a one-stage optimization

problem. To comply with the LT schedule release, the same FCF provided the limits within the

reservoir had to operate. A Stochastic Unit Commitment (SUC) was formulated to fit in the HEM.

This formulation linked ST and LT uncertainties. ST uncertainties were represented by the forecasts

of load and weather in the ST, and LT uncertainties were represented by the FCF embedded in the

marginal cost of the hydro units.

A study case of a GENCO’s profit maximization was presented. Parallel and series reservoir

configurations were modeled using three reservoir-type hydro units in a two-to-one configuration. The

results showed the model is absolutely generic and admits all possible configurations of reservoirs.

Under the consideration of equivalent marginal costs, the strategy of the GENCO exhibited a reduction

in the profit since the calculation of the cost considered the future impact of the ST decisions. However,

this solution should prevent the GENCO from incurring in higher production costs in the future. This

solution provides the optimal compromise between ST and LT timescales.

The HEM is intended to be used by generation operators in operation and planning studies. In

ST operation studies equivalent marginal costs need to be updated on a daily basis. In LT studies

or even planning studies the equivalent marginal costs are neglected and a Stochastic Dual Dynamic

Programming (SDDP) approach will construct the FCF.

Since the SDDP approach can be applied to other forms of energy storage, equivalent FCFs could

be computed in LT studies, and obtain equivalent marginal costs to coordinate them in the ST.

Future work will show this approach can be thought in a wider perspective as a storage coordination

methodology.
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Figure 1: Immediate and future thermal costs in e.

Figure 2: Hydro reservoir main parameters and variables

Figure 3: Piecewise future cost function
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Figure 4: Hydro reservoir volume limits

Figure 5: Graphical dispatch and cascading effect.

Figure 6: GENCO Hydropower configuration.

Table 1: Future Cost Coefficients

Machine # Kf (e/hm3) Volume Range (hm3)

1 15000 300-400

2 5000 400-500

3 200 700-800
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Figure 7: Stochastic Parameters.

Table 2: Hydro Units Data

Unit I Vo V min
f V max

f Cmgeq Kh Pmin Pmax

(hm3/h) (hm3) (hm3) (hm3) (e/MWh) (MWh/hm3) (MW) (MW)

1 0.29 300 300 700 69.35 213.4 0 64

2 0.25 400 200 600 40.00 120.0 0 30

3 0.58 700 300 800 14.82 13.5 0 8

Table 3: Thermal Units Data

Unit# Cmg Cx Cy Cz Pmin Pmax RU RD MTU MTD

(e/MWh) (e) (e) (e) (MW) (MW) (MW/h) (MW/h) (h) (h)

1 40 150 200 150 0 15 15 15 1 1

2 50 250 250 375 0 30 15 15 1 1

3 45 200 500 500 2 20 10 10 3 2

Table 4: Case 1: Income, costs and profit for the GENCO

Income (e) Costs (e) Profit (e)

100233.572 60442.242 39791.330

Table 5: Case 2: Income, costs and profit for the GENCO

Income (e) Costs (e) Profit (e)

171780.957 28663.000 143117.957
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Figure 10: Case 1: Schedule of units.
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Figure 13: Case 2: Schedule of units.
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Abstract—This work presents a generic storage model (GSM)
inspired by the scheduling of hydraulic reservoirs. The model
for steady state short-term (ST) operational studies interlaces
with the long-term (LT) energy scheduling through a piecewise-
linear Future Cost Function (FCF). Under the assumption that
an SDDP approach has been used to solve the energy schedule
for the LT, the FCF output from that study will be processed to
obtain and equivalent marginal opportunity cost for the storage
unit. The linear characteristic of a segment of the future cost
function (FCF) will allow a linear modeling of a storage unit
production cost. This formulation will help to coordinate the
renewable resource along with storage facilities in order to find
the optimal operation cost while meeting end-point conditions for
the long-term plan of the energy storage. The generic model will
be implemented to represent a battery storage and a pumped-
hydro storage. A stochastic unit commitment (SUC) with GSM
will be formulated and tested to assess the day-ahead scheduling
strategy of a Virtual Power Plant (VPP) facing uncertainties from
production, consumption, and market prices.

Index Terms—Energy storage, hydro-reservoir, pumped-hydro
storage, generic storage model.

I. NOMENCLATURE

Cmg = Marginal Cost, e/MWh
Cx = No load cost, e
Cy = Star-up cost, e
Cz = Shot-down cost, e
Kf = future cost coefficient

MTU = Minimum time up for thermal units, h
MTU = Minimum time down for thermal units, h
NBC = Number of bilateral contracts with retailers

NSU = Number of storage units

Nt = Number of periods of the study

NTU = Number of thermal units

NHU = Number of hydro units

NWU = Number of wind-power units

Pbuy = VPP’s buying bid, MW
Ph = Active power produced by a hydropower plant, MW
Psell = VPP’s selling bid, MW
PT = Active power produced in a thermal plant, MW
Pw = Wind power, MW
RU = Ramp up rate of thermal units, MW/h
RU = Ramp down rate of thermal units, MW/h
S = Spill flow, hm3/h
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Swedish Research Council. M. Alvarez, S. K. Rönnberg, and M. H. J.
Bollen are with the Department of Engineering Sciences and Mathematics,
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Bermúdez is with the Department of Energy Conversion and Transport, Simón
Bolı́var University, Venezuela, (j.f.bermude@usb.ve). J. Zhong is with the
Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, The University of Hong
Kong, China.

uout = Take energy out the storage unit binary decision

uin = Put energy in the storage binary decision

ux = Stand-by binary decision

uy = Start-up binary decision

uz = Shut-down binary decision

V o, V f = Initial and final volume of the reservoir, hm3

Δt = interval of coordination, h
γ, λ = Equality constraints Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT)

multipliers

η, μ = Inequality constraints KKT multipliers

ρM = Market price

ρBC = Bilateral contract fee

II. INTRODUCTION

ELECTRICAL grids have evolved around the paradigm

of direct consumption being tracked by production units.

With the penetration of renewable resources, the control and

operation of the grid has become a challenge for the system

operator due to the intermittent behavior of its production.

Energy storage technologies have evolved providing higher

efficiencies and bigger capacities. Also, given improved au-

tomatism, communications, and metering platforms, storage

is getting more and more attention at distribution level as

provider of network services, consumption postponement, and

an investment deferral option in planning stages [1]. Due

to its buffer ability, storage units have an impact on future

operating costs. For being similar in behavior, energy storage

can be modeled and scheduled in a similar fashion as hy-

dropower. The purpose of this work is to develop a Generic

Storage Model (GSM) that can be used to solve the short-

term (ST) energy schedule in regard of its impact in future

stages. Based on the assumption that a long-term (LT) energy

schedule has been achieved using an Stochastic Dual Dynamic

Programming (SDDP) approach, a segment of the piecewise-

linear Future Cost Function (FCF) will be used to obtain an

equivalent opportunity cost for the use of the storage units,

and use it to solve the dispatch in the ST.

A. Problem Description

The energy scheduling problem have been traditionally

solved using the stochastic dynamic programming (SDP) ap-

proach which suffers from the known ”curse of dimensional-

ity” due to exponential growth of the state space variables

[2]. The SDDP approach developed in [3], uses Benders

decomposition to find a set of linear constraints to construct

an approximation of the expected cost-to-go function leading

to a piecewise-linear representation. This suppress the need

of state space discretizations. This methodology has been

used to schedule energy storage units to provide network
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services [4], managing energy storage in microgrids [5], and

for scheduling of hydro reservoirs [6], [7]. Another approach

to tackle intractability is to decouple the problem’s timescales

and uncertainties. Known the FCF, the scheduling could be

solved for the ST as a one-stage problem. In this sense, ST

storage scheduling could pursue to meet end-point conditions

to conform to a pre-established LT release schedule, as mod-

eled for reservoir-type hydropower in [8] and [10]. The work

presented here will follow this strategy to interlace ST and LT

scheduling of storage units.

B. Proposed Approach

This paper will propose a generic storage model for ST

operational studies. The GSM will be used to solve a ST

one-stage problem where the FCF is known. Instead of using

an explicit form of the FCF in the objective function, it will

be embedded in the equivalent marginal cost of the storage.

This marginal cost will be obtained after processing a segment

of the piecewise-linear FCF. This segment is chosen under

the assumption that the day-ahead operating conditions are

known, and the forecasts are sufficiently accurate. A ST opti-

mization model will be solved considering ST uncertainties

since forecast from wind or sun, might differ from those

forecasted and used to build up the LT scheduling. This way,

ST and LT timescales and uncertainties will get interlaced. A

Stochastic Unit Commitment (SUC) including the GSM will

be formulated. The stochastic optimization problem will be

solved as a classic two-stage stochastic problem where the

first stage variables are the binary decisions. The GSM and the

SUC will be used to assess the profit maximization problem

of a physical Virtual Power Plant (VPP) [11] that faces ST

uncertainties. The GSM will be used to represent a battery

storage and a pumped hydro storage within the VPP.

C. Main Contributions and Organization of the Paper

The main contribution is a generic storage model with an

equivalent marginal cost that embeds information of opera-

tional costs and uncertainties of a LT energy release sched-

ule. The second contribution is the formulation of a SUC

including the GSM along with intermittent production. The

remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section III

will develop the generic storage model. Section IV will show

some implementation examples of the model. Section V will

present the SUC formulation where the storage model will be

inserted. Section VI will present the study case and results to

illustrate its functionality. Finally, Section VII will present the

conclusions and recommendations of this work.

III. GENERIC STORAGE MODEL

Few generic storage models can be found in the literature.

Reference [12] present steady state and dynamic generic

storage models developed for DIgSILENT PowerFactory. No

detail of the steady state model is provided. A Unit commit-

ment model with ideal generic storage model is presented in

[13]. This ideal model does not consider either the decay of

the storage in time or the impact of the State of Energy (SoE)

in future stages costs. However, the conversion features of this

model are similar to the ones presented in this paper.

A. The Model

The generic storage is constituted by two elements, a

converter and a container. A bidirectional energy converter is

in charge of taking electrical power from the grid, perform the

conversion process, and store the energy in a particular form

in the container. Also this converter or a second converter is

capable of providing energy to the grid by extracting it from

the container and converting it into electricity. Both processes

involve a particular efficiency.

Container
Eo,Ef

Converter
Kin

Converter
Kout

Power Grid

Pin Pout

Qin Qout

Losses
D

Fig. 1. Generic storage representation

The converter can be represented by the following conver-

sion equations:

Qin = Kin ·Pin

Pout = Kout ·Qout

(1)

Where Kin and Kout are constructive parameters represent-

ing the physics behind the conversion process including the

efficiency of the process. Qin and Qout are flow quantities

entering and leaving the container, Pin is the power extracted

from the grid that is transformed into Qin and Pout is the

electrical power delivered to the grid after the conversion of

Qout. The SoE after a coordination period can be represented

by:
Ef = E0 +Qin ·Δt−Qout ·Δt−D ·Δt (2)

A volume variable E represents the SoE at the beginning E0

and at the end Ef of the coordination period. D is a variable

representing the decay of the storage by natural reasons or by

command of the operator as in the case of the spill of water

in hydropower. A LT energy-schedule using SDDP provides

a reference value for the SoE of the storage at the end of

each stage. This value allows the operator to chose from the

FCF (Fig. 2) a segment that will define an opportunity cost for

the use of the energy in the future. This means the storage is

expected to be operating within that region of the FCF. At the

same time, such region will define the SoE limits the storage

should operate in between during the ST one-stage problem.

Fig. 2. Future cost function
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The segment of the FCF can be described as:

α(Ef ) = K0 −Kf ·Ef (3)

By substitution of (2) in (3), an equivalent production cost

for the generic battery storage is obtained as (4) to (7):

CPeq = Keq + Cmgeq · (Pout + PD − Pfut) (4)

Where:

Cmgeq =
Kf

Kout
(5)

PD = D ·Kout (6)

Pfut = Pin ·Kin ·Kout (7)

The term PD represent the decay/lost power in the reservoir;

it could represent spilled power to meet technical restrictions,

Pfut is the electrical power transformed to be stored and later

available for future use, for instance, it could be representative

of a pump-storage ability in a hydro-reservoir as it will be

shown later in Section VI.

For several storage elements, the FCF function defines a

piecewise-linear function constructed with hyperplanes. Each

hyperplane is described by a linear combination of sensitivity

parameters Kf1 , ...,Kfn (dual variables) providing the future

cost function coefficients for each storage unit.

The model recreates marginal costs for the storage units.

This equivalent marginal cost embeds the future cost. In

this sense, a high Kf is representative of a high marginal

cost, in which case the storage unit won’t be dispatched and

consequently the energy in its container will be saved for

future use.

IV. IMPLEMENTING THE GSM

The implementation of the GSM requires identifying the

physical parameters that describe the conversion processes of

the storage technology to obtain linear forms of Kin and

Kout, and the physical factors causes of the storage decay

to determine the parameter D. The parameter Kf will be

extracted from the FCF segment that will be chosen according

to the LT schedule and the conditions of the system at the

beginning of the coordination period. This way is possible to

determine the equivalent marginal cost for the storage unit as

Cmgeq = Kf/Kout.

A. Pumped-Hydro Storage

Energy transfer stations by pumping (STEPs), use electric

power from the grid to drive a set of pumps to move water

from a downstream retention structure up to a higher elevation

reservoir. This water is released and converted to electric

power. The generators are used in both the storage phase

(pumping) and the production phase (turbining) [1]. Similar

to reservoir type hydro-power stations, decay is linked to

evaporation and side use of water. Spillage is considered in

this case. Lac Noir, a 80 MW STEP station located in the

Vosges mountains in France [1], can be modeled as:

Ef = Vf = V0 + Ppump ·Kpump − Pturb

Kturb
·Δt

CPeq
= Keq + Cmgeq · (Pturb − Ppump ·Kpump)

(8)

h = 100 m
Emax

f = 3.8; Emin
f = 1.8 hm3

Qmax
turb = 25 ; Qmax

pump = 13 m3/s
Pmax � 80 MW
Kpump = 0.0025; Kturb = 200 MWh/hm3

Kf = 2000 e/hm3 (for illustrative purposes only)

Cmgeq = Kf/Kturb = 10 e/MWh (for illustrative

purposes only)

B. Battery Storage

An electrochemical storage (often called battery or ac-

cumulator) uses chemical reactions to produce electricity.

Inversely, it can facilitate the chemical reactions by using

electricity and provide energy storage. Among the most used

technologies are lead-acid batteries and lithium-ion batteries.

The efficiency of the battery technologies are around 70 %

to 85 %, and both processes to store or to extract energy

possess similar efficiencies. The decay in the battery is highly

related to operating temperature, cycling, and the technology

involved. Here the decay will be assumed to be constant in the

short-term. The equations to describe the battery storage are

identical as the generic model equations described in Section

III. A 40 MWh/10 MW battery storage at Chino, California

[14] can be described as follows:

Ef = Vf = V0 + Pin ·Kin − Pout

Kout
·Δt

CPeq
= Keq + Cmgeq · (Pout + PD − Pin ·Kout)

(9)

h = 100 m
Emax

f = 40 MWh
Qmax

in/out = 10; Pmax
in/out = 10 MW

Kin/out = 0.75 (efficiency)

D = 0.15 MW (approx. 10% in 24 h)

Kf = 10 e/hm3 (for illustrative purposes only)

Cmgeq = Kf/Kout = 14.3 e/MWh (for illustrative

purposes only)

V. STOCHASTIC UNIT COMMITMENT WITH GENERIC

STORAGE

The GSM will be brought to a short-term operational study.

Next, a SUC will be formulated and used to test the model

on three different types of storages: a hydro reservoir, a STEP

unit, and a battery storage. The link between ST and LT will be

achieved as explained in Section IV and as depicted in Fig.

3. The SUC will be solved as a linear two-stage stochastic

problem. Written in standard form:

max cTu+ E[Q(u, ξ)]

s.t. A ·u ≤ b, u ε {0, 1} (10)

Where Q(u, ξ) is the optimal value of the second-stage

problem:

max qTx

s.t. T ·u+W ·x ≤ h,y ≤ 0
(11)

Where u represent the commitment binary decisions and x
represent the dispatch of the units. The term ξ groups the

stochastic parameters of the model that can appear in the
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form of W, T, q, and h. In the SUC model these stochastic

parameters are: the maximum available wind power Pmax
w , the

load PL, the market price ρM , and the inflow from the river

I .

Short-Term Problem
Stochastic UC

Long-Term 
Problem

SDDP

€

Ef

Short-Term 
Uncertainties

Long-Term 
Uncertainties

Kf*

time

stage 2
stage 3

stage n

One-stage problem

Fig. 3. Link between long-term and short-term timescales and uncertainties
through the GSM

A. Objective Function

Profit φ = BCI + SB +

−
(
BB +

NTU∑
CPT

+

NHU∑
CPh

+

NSU∑
CPgs

)
(12)

B. Wind Power

The VPP can execute soft spill of wind power Sw in order

to match the power balance. Pmax
w is the maximum available

wind power at time t and is an stochastic parameter.

Sw,t = Pmax
w − Pw,t

Pw,t ≤ Pmax
w

(13)

C. Thermal Units

The operating cost of a thermal unit is described by:

CpT =

Nt∑
t=1

(CmgT ·PT,t +

+ ux,t ·Cx + uy,t ·Cy + uz,t ·Cz)

(14)

And the operation is subject to the following constraints:

Pmin
T ·ux,t ≤ PT,t ≤ ux,t ·Pmax

T

ux,t + uz,t ≤ 1

ux,t + uy,t+1 = ux,t+1 + uz,t+1

PT,t − PT,t+1 ≤ RD

PT,t+1 − PT,t ≤ RU
t+MTU−1∑

j=t+1

Uz,j ≤ MTU · (1− Uy,t)

t+MTD−1∑
j=t+1

Uy,j ≤ MTU · (1− Uz,t)

(15)

D. Hydro Units

The equivalent operating cost of a hydro unit is described

by [10]:

Cph =

Nt∑
t=1

Kf

Kh
· (Ph,t +Kh ·St) ·Δt (16)

And its operation is subject to the following constraints:

Pmin
h ≤ Ph,t ≤ Pmax

h

V min
f ≤ Vf,t ≤ V max

f

Smin ≤ St ≤ Smax

Vf,t = Vf,t−1 + It ·Δt− Ph,t

Kh
·Δt− St ·Δt

(17)

E. Generic Storage

The equivalent operating cost of a generic storage unit is

described by:

Cpgs =

Nt∑
t=1

Kgs

Kout
· (Pout,t +D ·Kout

−Pin,t ·Kin ·Kout) ·Δt

(18)

And its operation is subject to the following constraints:

Pmin
out ·uout,t ≤ Pout,t ≤ uout,t ·Pmax

out

Pmin
in ·uin,t ≤ Pin,t ≤ uin,t ·Pmax

in

Emin
f ≤ Ef,t ≤ Emax

f

uin,t + uout,t ≤ 1

Ef,t = Ef,t−1 + Pin,t ·Kin ·Δt +

− Pout,t

Kout
·Δt−D ·Δt

(19)

F. Market Bids

The VPP is deciding an strategy to maximize its profit. It

can place buying bids (BB) or selling bids (SB) in the day-

ahead market. The corresponding expenditure and income for

these bids are:

BB =

Nt∑
t=1

(ρM,t ·Pbuy,t)

SB =
Nt∑
t=1

(ρM,t ·Psell,t)

Pmin
buy ·ubuy,t ≤ Pbuy,t ≤ ubuy,t ·Pmax

buy

Pmin
sell ·usell,t ≤ Psell,t ≤ usell,t ·Pmax

sell

ubuy,t + usell,t ≤ 1

(20)

The market price is a stochastic parameter.

G. Power Balance and Load

The VPP serves load under bilateral contracts. The load is

a stochastic parameter. The VPP perceives an income (BCI)

from this bilateral contract:

BCI =

Nt∑
t=1

(ρBC ·PL,t) (21)
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The balance between generation, storage, bids and load at
every time interval t of the schedule is described as:

Psell,t +
NBC∑

PL,t +
NSU∑

Pin,t −
(
Pbuy,t +

NTU∑
PT,t

+
NHU∑

Ph,t +
NWU∑

Pw,t +
NBC∑

Pout,t

)
= 0

(22)

VI. STUDY CASE

A physical VPP who aggregates different forms of energy

production and bilateral contracts with retailers, faces the

problem of defining a strategy to bid in the wholesale market

in order to maximize its profit. Given short-term uncertainties

represented by the day-ahead forecast, and long-term uncer-

tainties represented by the FCF of the storage elements, this

VPP will perform a two-stage SUC linking both time scales

through the GSM. The detailed data of the study case can be

found in [15]. The VPP operates within distribution grid which

voltage level ranges from 30 kV up to 130 kV. The market

prices have been extracted from [16]. Wind scenarios were

taken from a wind park location in the north region of Sweden

using the web-based tool provided in [17]. The stochastic

mixed integer linear programming (MILP) problem has been

solved simulating 81 stochastic scenarios, using GAMS/EMP

with deterministic equivalent solved using the solver CPLEX.

The VPP possess the following assets:

• Hydropower: 64 MW, reservoir type, inflow rate 0.7 hm3.

• Wind power: 225MW, capacity factor 10%.

• Thermal: 40 and 60 MW, CHP generators.

• Battery storage Facility: 40 MWh/10 MW.

• Pump-hydro storage facility: 3.8 hm3/80 MW.

• Bilateral contracts: An energy purchase contract with a

retailer.

A. Study Case Considerations

• The bilateral contract fee has been calculated using as refer-

ence the average market price with a 30% profit allowance.

• The load sample is correlated to the market price used.

• For illustrative purposes only, the constant Kf associated to

the hydro reservoir and storage has been adjusted to recreate

equivalent marginal prices that mimic a future opportunity

cost.

• The SUC has been executed for Nt =24h.

• Each stochastic parameter has been represented by a joint

discrete distribution. For simplicity, each distribution has

been scaled down to three scenarios with an associated

probability of occurrence.

• It is assumed that, even when the model consider variations

in the inflow, this variations are small and the head of water

remains constant.

• No ramp restrictions for the hydro-power plant and the

storage are considered.

• The profit objective assumes the bids are cleared in the day-

ahead market.

Fig. 4 shows three scenarios evaluated for the four stochastic

parameters. Each scenario has been labeled with its probability

of occurrence.
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I (
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3 /h
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0.6
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0.8

Pr=0.6 Pr=0.3 Pr=0.1

Fig. 4. Stochastic parameters. Scenarios and probabilities for wind power,
load, market price, and inflow.

The results presented next are the commitment and the

schedule of the units for three cases. Case 1: VPP without

energy storage, Case 2: VPP with energy storage units assum-

ing the battery storage is fully charged at t=0, and Case 3:

VPP with energy storage units considering the battery storage

is empty at t=0. Table I presents the initial states of the storage

units for cases 2 and 3. The schedule presented in Fig. 6, Fig.

10, and Fig. 14, are the expected values for the 81 scenarios

evaluated by the algorithm. Due to space limitations, the full

scenario representation has been shown from Fig. 15 to Fig.

19, for the case 3 only. Table II shows the summary of the

objective function values obtained in every case.

TABLE I
INITIAL SOE

case # Hydro Reservoir Pump-hydro Battery Storage

2 300 hm3 2hm3 40MWh
3 300 hm3 2hm3 0MWh

B. Case 1: VPP Without Storage Units.

U
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1 Uy
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time (h)
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Fig. 5. Function,start-up and shut-down thermal units.
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Fig. 6. Power schedule of units.

Fig. 5 shows that the two thermal units are operating around

60% of the day. In Fig. 6, it can be seen that thermal unit 1 is

operating at maximum output power and the unit 2 is roughly

following the balance between load and wind. No buying bids

are placed (Ubuy,t = 0 for t = 1, . . . , 24). The selling bids

exhibits a similar behavior to the thermal unit 2. Selling bids

should be higher at higher market prices.

C. Case 2: VPP With Storage Units.
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0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24
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z
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1 Uz
1

Uz
2

Fig. 7. Function, start-up and shut-down thermal units.

Fig. 7 shows how the inclusion of the storage has impacted

the commitment of the thermal units. In comparison with the

Case 1, the thermal unit 2 has been turned off from hour 13

to the end of the coordination time.

0

1

Uin Upump

time (h)
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24

0

1 Uout Uturb

Fig. 8. Charge and discharge of storage.

Fig. 8 shows the storage performs two main functions: it

stores energy when market prices are low, and delivers when it

is possible to sell at higher market prices. From an operational

point of view it might save energy when the demand is low,

and deliver it when peaking is needed.

time (h)
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24

0

1
Ubuy Usell

Fig. 9. Buying and selling bids.

Fig. 9 shows the algorithm has chosen to place buying bids

during the first 5 hours and during the last 3 hours. However,

the power value of this buying bids is approximately zero.
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Fig. 10. Power schedule of units.

Fig. 9 shows the selling bids have been placed only between

hours 6 and 21. The rest of the time buying bids have been

placed. One might expect this is less profitable but the VPP

increases its profit by means of reducing its operational costs;

Fig. 10 shows less fuel have been burned in thermal unit

number 2. Given the inflow from the river is high (close

to the maximum turbine flow), hydro-power has a constant

participation in the schedule, except for the first hours since

the reservoir starts at minimum volume. Table II shows that

the inclusion of the storage units in the line-up of the VPP

has improved its profit.

D. Case 3: VPP With Storage Units. No Charge in the
Batteries at t=0.
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Fig. 11. Function, start-up and shut-down thermal units. No charge in the
batteries at t=0.
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Fig. 12. Charge and discharge of storage. No charge in the batteries at t=0.

In comparison with Case 2, Fig. 12 shows the charging has

been intensified at the beginning of the schedule by extending

it one more hour, up to hour 7, at maximum input power.

time (h)
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24

0

1
Ubuy Usell

Fig. 13. Buying and selling bids. No charge in the batteries at t=0.

Fig. 9 shows buying bids during the first 6 hours. It can be

seen from Fig 14, in this case a power value offer different

than zero has been placed. The buying bids from hour 22 to

24 remains with a zero power value.
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Fig. 14. Power schedule of units. No charge in the batteries at t=0.

Table II shows that the algorithm manages to schedule the

units in a way the profit is still improved in comparison to the

Case 1. In comparison to Case 2, the profit has been reduced

possibly due to buying bids during the first six hours and the

reduction of the storage release during hours 7 to 11 as shown

in Fig 14.

E. Case 3: Scenario Representation
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Fig. 15. Thermal power.
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Fig. 16. Hydropower and wind power.
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Fig. 19. Market bids.

This scenario representation shows aspects of the day-ahead

operation that helps the operator make decisions that does

not jeopardize the profit in spite of the realizations of the

stochastic parameters. Fig. 15 shows there is no need to

change the thermal dispatch along the scenarios. Fig. 16 shows

hydropower should be kept to its maximum output power

between hours 7 and 22. Fig. 17 shows the charging of the

storages is more convenient during the first hours of the day

and particularly the battery storage can be charged during the

last hours of the day. Fig. 18 shows the storage should be

discharged during peak prices scenarios. Fig. 19 depicts buying

bids between 5 MW and 10 MW during low price hours and

intense selling between 100 MW and 150 MW during high

price hours.
TABLE II

INCOME, COSTS AND PROFIT FOR THE VPP

Case # Income (e) Costs (e) Profit (e)
1 166269.469 104940.305 61329.163
2 136076.471 72854.927 63221.544
3 135728.073 73858.390 61869.683

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This work presented a Generic Storage Model (GSM)

based on a piecewise-linear approximation of the Future Cost

Function (FCF) according to the Stochastic Dual Dynamic

Programming (SDDP) methodology. The linearization around

a particular final State of Energy (SoE) let us choose a single

segment of the FCF, leading to a pseudo-production cost for

the storage unit. This created a soft link between long-term

(LT) and short-term (ST) timescales decisions along with their

uncertainties. The generic model main features are a linear

model for the rate of decay, a SoE considering in and out

energy flows, and an equivalent marginal cost. The model was

used to mimic a battery storage and a pumped-hydro storage.

A Stochastic Unit Commitment (SUC) to fit in the generic

storage along with intermittent resources was formulated. The

GSM and the SUC were successfully tested on a study case

of a Virtual Power Plant (VPP) possessing wind power, two

different types of storage technologies and a hydro-reservoir.

Three scenarios showed the improvement of the objective

function in presence of storage units. The GSM provides a

simple but insightful way of scheduling energy storage in the

system. It equips the system operator with a tool that allows it

to address dispatch of units since marginal costs are available

for both thermal and storage. Equivalent marginal costs might

be updated day by day in order to achieve the ST day-ahead

system energy schedule. The GSM can be used to assess

the impact of storage regardless of the technology or can be

used to mimic a particular type of storage technology. The

model can be improved in order to match closer particular

characteristics of technologies used for energy storage. For

instance, additional piecewise-linear functions could be used

to accommodate non-linearities as efficiency or energy decay.

The model can be used in LT studies, in which case its

equivalent production cost should be neglected and the con-

struction of the FCF function should be achieved implementing

a SDDP methodology. Additionally, the GSM could be fitted

in planning studies. In that case a SDDP methodology might

provide a FCF considering both investment and operation

costs. The model could be implemented by system operators,

storage operators, VPPs, aggregators, and system planners.

Future work will implement the GSM along with special

ordered set variables in order to fully integrate the FCF and

extend the horizon of the study to deal with more severe

uncertainties.
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